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shows you how much record-
ing time is left on a tape. So
you won't run out of tape
before running out of
music. There's also an
Index Scan feature that
previews a tape by play-
ing the first five seconds
of each piece of music.
And to give the CT -9R an
incredible signal-to-noise ratio with
extended high frequency response,
Pioneer's engineers developed RIB-
BON SENDUST tape heads with
laminations 4 to 5 times thinner
than conventional Sendust heads.
And only Pioneer has them.

Our new Quartz Synthesized
F-9 Tuner has a Multipath Indica-
tor that goes so far as to tell you
when a signal is being reflected off
nearby objects or buildings. So you
can adjust

Pioneer goes beyond state of the art
electronics to make a major new contribution
in human engineering.

In the past 40 years Pioneer has
made countless contributions to the
state of the art in High Fidelity.
Now Pioneer is introducing new
components that actually restate
the art. We call it High Fidelity for
Humans.

This year to a list of audible
innovations and incredible specifi-
cations we have added human engi-
neering features that give the owner
of our equipment a new ability to
control it and the quality of the
sound it produces.

For example, Pioneer's new output transistors switch on and
CT -9R, three direct drive Pioneer's new components off thousands of times a second.
motor Cassette Deck has a bringtangible as well as audible Our new top -of -the -lineTime Remaining Counterturntable, the Linear Track -
with a digital readout that advances to high fidelity. ing PL -L800 is another feat of

human engineering. It features
a linear motor that drives the

tonearm across the track by
electromagnetic repulsion
-another Pioneer innova-
tion. So it's extraordinarily
quiet with no noisy belts,
worm gears or pulleys and
tracking error is virtually
non-existent. The tonearm

itself is made of Polymer Graphite
-an amazing material that damp-
ens resonance. And there's a coaxial
suspension system that isolates the
platter and tonearm assembly.
These features combine to keep
what's going on in the room around
the turntable from becoming part
of the music.

And all this is just the beginning.
While the Pioneer concept of human
engineering makes our components
a pleasure to live with, Pioneer's in-
novative electronics and technology
make them a pleasure to listen to. If
you'd like to hear more, visit your
nearby Pioneer dealer. You'll see
and hear why Pioneer components
are #1 with humans who care about
music. 10 PIONEER.

WE BRING IT BACK ALIVE

your antenna for the
best reception. It
can also memorize
six of your favorite rya Q> 0
FM and six AM sta- ;K

tions and retrieve them r r r r

instantly. And to make

II 1111

sure every one always sounds its
best, our engineers combined two
of our exclúsive ID MOSFET tran-
sistors in a Push -Pull Front End
circuit. When you tune in a weak
station there's no worry about
stronger stations causing distortion

due to front end overload. And
Quartz-PLL Synthesized tuning
makes drift impossible.

Unique features on the new
Pioneer A-9 Integrated Amp in-
clude a Subsonic Indicator. It lights
up only when you need to use the
Subsonic Filter to get rid of very low
frequency interference caused by
record warps and such. Inside, a
new DC Servo circuit eliminates all
capacitors from the signal path so
they can't muddy up the signal.

That gives you a purer signal
with superb definition.

Pioneer's SX-7
Receiver brings you pre-
cise electronic control of

most functions includ-
' ing volume. The Auto
Station Scan control pre-

views the entire band and
eight FM and eight AM Memory
Presets recall the stations you prefer
instantly. What's more, Pioneer's
patented Non -Switching amp -does
away with one of the most trouble-
some and audible forms of distor-
tion-the noise generated when

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card



EVERY YEAR,H141
COMPANIES MAKE MINOR

IMPROVEMENTS IN
THE STATE OF THE ART
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A NEW
STANDARD
OF
RECORD
CARE

DISCWASHER
D4 SYSTEM

N EW D4 FLUID
Inherently more active against
record contamination. Inherently
safe for record vinyl. Preferentially
absorptive formula carries all
contamination off the record.

N EW D4 FABRIC
Unique directional fibers
preferentially remove fluid and
contamination. D4 fabric results in
clearly better cleaning, better
drying and ultimately residue -free
surfaces.

UNMATCHED VALUE
The Discwasher D4 System is
enhanced by the durability and
aesthetics of the hand -finished
walnut handle. Included in the D4
System are the DC -1 Pad Cleaner
and new instructions.

discwasher
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC

1407 N. Providence Rd.
Columbia, Missouri 65201
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The moving coil replacement
from Stanton Magnetics...
the revolutionary 98OLZS!

Now from the company to whom the professionals
look for setting standards in audio equipment comes
a spectacular new cartridge concept. A low imped-
ance pickup that offers all the advantages of a mov-
ing magnet cartridge without the disadvantages of
the moving coil pickup. At the same time it offers
exceedingly fast rise time-less than 10 micro sec-
onds-resulting in dramatic new crispness in sound
reproduction-a new "openness" surpassing that of
even the best of moving coil designs. The 98OLZS
incorporates very low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.)
with extremely high compliance for superb tracking.
It tracks the most demanding of the new so called
"test" digitally mastered and direct cut recordings
with ease and smoothness at 1 gram

The 98OLZS features the famous StereohedronTM
stylus and a lightweight samarium cobalt super
magnet. The output can be connected either into the
moving coil input of a modern receiver's preamps or
can be used with a prepreamp, whose output is fed
into the conventional phono input.

For "moving coil" audiophiles the 98OLZS offers a
new standard of consistency and reliability while
maintaining all the sound characteristics even the
most critical moving coil advocates demand. For
moving magnet advocates the 98OLZS provides one
more level of sound experience while maintaining all

the great sound characteristics of cleanliness and
frequency response long associated with fine mov-
ing magnet assemblies.

From Stanton...The Choice of The Professionals.
For further information write to: Stanton Magnetics,

Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

HORIZONTAL SCALE 10 MICRO SECONDS PER DIVISION

Actual unretouched oscilloscope photograph showing
rise time of 98OLZS using CBS STR112 record.

STNTOfl
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS 'M
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IfIf everything were perfect ... a control unit
would consist of a volume control and a
program selector switch.
Unfortunately this is not the case as any

prospective high fidelity buyer-be he neophyte or
hardened campaigner-quickly discovers.

is faced with a
choice
He can attempt to

sift the vast quantities of conflicting information
gathered from high fidelity magazines, retailers and
"my friend who is an electronics engineer and knows

quite a bit about high fidelity" .. .

were. or he can buy a Quad 44.
In the latter case he can be confident that whatever the
program sources, he will be able to match them
correctly, and apply tonal correction when necessary

erfect..,
to obtain optimum results.
Moreover he can beI' con-
fident that he need not

change his preamplifier to meet future developments.
To learn all about the Quad 44 he only has to write for
a brochure and a list of authorized dealers:
QUAD
425 Sherman Avenue
Palo Alto, CA. 94306

©1981 QUAD

QUAD.
for the closest approach

to the original sound
QUAD is a registered trademark.
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The HF, Family':
H pet -elliptical -Equipped

V15 Type IV `f{ / MV3OHE
34-114 grams 341'4 grams

V15 LT
114 grams

V15 Type Ill -HE
3/4-1'/4 grams

M97HE-AH
(with attached headshell)

34-1' 2 grams

M97HE
34-112 grams

M97 LT
114 grams

-474`°
M95HE M75HE Type 2 M75HE-J Type 2

34-1'2 grams '4-1' 2 grams 1'1212 grams

When you're ready
to "face" the music
we have a tip
for reduced
distortion

Whether you are seeking to reproduce the full
dynamic range in the grooves of today's new
superdiscs, or simply to obtain maximum listening
pleasure from treasured "oldies" in your record col-
lection, you need a phono cartridge that will deliver
optimum trackability with minimum distortion.

Because the phono cartridge is the only
point of direct contact between the record and your
entire stereo system, its role is critical to faithful
sound re-creation. That's why upgrading your
phono cartridge is the single most significant (and
generally least costly) improvement you can make
to your stereo system.

To that end Shure now offers the Hyperellip-
tical Stylus Tip configuration-first introduced on
the critically acclaimed V15 Type IV-in a full line of
cartridges with a broad range of prices.

The Hyperelliptical Stylus Tip has been
called the most significant advance in decades in
tip geometry. It has a narrower and more uniform
elongated contact area that results in significantly
reduced intermodulation and harmonic distortion.

Look over the list at left to see which Shure
HE cartridge best matches your tracking force
requirements.

Shure has been the top -selling cartridge
manufacturer for the past 23 years. For full details
on this remarkable line of cartridges write for AL667.

H
Go with the leader-Shure.

SHURn
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones.

sound systems and related circuitry.

e
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VIDEO SCE\ES
BERT WHYTE

In this column I am finally reviewing
the Pioneer VP -1000 LaserDisc
player. I say "finally" because this

review has had a long gestation period
- almost as long as a full -term human
birth!

The reasons for this are manifold, but
essentially can be summed up in the fact
that the laser videodisc is a new and very
complex technology subject to more
than a few "teething troubles." Most of
the problems with the LaserDisc player
were minor, but there were some opera-
tional functions which initially either
greatly impaired picture quality or ren-
dered the program unviewable. I felt that
considering the nature of the technolo-
gy, the manufacturer should be given
ample time to rectify the anomalies in
their system. Well, time has passed,
changes have been made, all perform-
ance parameters have been re-evaluat-
ed, and I think it is now fair to review the
LaserDisc system currently being sold.

In the June 1980 issue of Audio, I

explained in detail how the Philips -type
laser videodiscs are mastered, and the
workings of the laser disc playback sys-
tem as employed in the Pioneer video-
disc player. In the January 1981 issue of
Audio, I gave a preliminary report on the
Pioneer LaserDisc player and some of
the problems I had encountered with the
unit. Without being unduly repetitive, I'll
briefly summarize the LaserDisc system.
The 12 -inch videodisc has a center
"spindle" hole about the same size as a
45 -rpm audio disc and is made of what
appears to be an acrylic plastic, though
it is much thicker, heavier, and more rig-
id than a conventional LP disc. The origi-
nal LaserDisc master is recorded via a
photo etching process in which a laser
beam "cuts" (more properly, "ex-
poses") billions of information pits of a
composite audio/video FM signal in as
many as 54,000 spiral tracks. Each
track has two audio channels (making
stereo sound or bilingual use possible)
and one video channel. Each spiral track
is equivalent to one television picture
frame per revolution. The standard play
CAV (constant angular velocity) video-
disc revolves at 1800 rpm and is played
back from the inner to outer circumfer-
ence, with a duration of 30 minutes per
side. The extended play CLV (constant
linear velocity) videodisc affords one
hour playback per side, with the play-
back speed varying from 1800 rpm at

the inner circumference of the disc to
600 rpm at the outer circumference. The
Pioneer videodiscs are scanned with a
helium/neon laser beam, focused to a
thirty -thousandth of an inch, 1.1 mm be-
low the protective plastic scuff layer.
Three positional servos keep everything
lined up on the information pits in the
spiral tracks. When the laser beam
strikes a pit, the beam is reflected, and
these "on/off" reflections from millions
of pits are translated into electronic
pulses carrying the audio and video in-
formation.

The Pioneer VP -1000 LaserDisc play-
er is housed in a beige high -impact plas-
tic case, 21 in. W x 15 in. D x 5 in. H,
and weighs in at slightly over 36
pounds. The videodisc turntable has a
large -diameter, raised spindle, and the
locking lid of the turntable compartment
has a round magnetic clamp mounted in
the center which mates with the spindle.
In use, the videodisc is placed on the
spindle and the lid with the clamp locked
firmly in place. This secures the disc to
the turntable, and the player will not op-
erate unless the lid is locked. To the right
of the turntable compartment is a func-
tion keyboard with controls for play,
pause, 3X scan, rapid scan, slow
motion, still and step frame, and two au-
dio channels. Since each of the 54,000
spiral tracks is a separate television pic-

ture frame, there is a frame and chapter
search mode and zero through nine
number keys for access entry. With this
function, it would be possible to have a
LaserDisc with 54,000 individual paint-
ings from the great museums of the
world. If, on consulting a catalog, you
decide you would like to view the Mona
Lisa and it is on frame 22,567, press the
search button, enter this number, press
the search button again, and within 15
seconds the enigmatic smile of that
great lady will grace your television
screen. I should mention that all these
special functions are possible only with
the standard play LaserDiscs. Operation-
ally, the Pioneer VP -1000 is very easy to
use and should be no problem for even
the most "fumble -fingered" people. For
even further convenience, there is an op-
tional full -function, infrared wireless re-
mote control available.

Setting up the VP -1000 presents no
problems. The rear panel of the unit has
virtually the same inputs and outputs
found on most videocassette recorders.
The exception is a pair of audio output
jacks for stereo or bilingual use, and an
"adaptor out" jack which is supposed to
connect to a PCM playback unit for digi-
tal audio discs! Once connected to your
TV set, what kind of performance quality
do these LaserDiscs offer?

In the best of all possible worlds, with

6 Illustration: Kurt A. Vargo AUDIO/AUGUST 1981



THE DOWER YOUR
RECORDING SPEED,

THE MORE YOU
NEED MALL
HIGH GRADE.

Whenever you use your video cassette
recorder for slow motion, freeze frame or in
the six hour mode, it must
operate at a
lower speed. Even
though most re-
corders are de-
signed to handle
this, most video-
cassettes aren't.

Lower recording
speeds place a lot
more pressure on the
video tape, which can
cause the magnetic
oxide particles on the
tape's surface to loosen
and eventually fall off.
And once a tape starts to
lose its oxide particles,
you start to lose your pic-
ture quality.

Unlike ordinary video
tape, Maxell High Grade is
designed to give you a clear,
sharp picture at any record-
ing speed. Our oxide particles are smaller

and more densely packed on
the tape surface.

Which is why
we have better
color resolution,
frequency re-
sponse and

signal-to-noise
ratio, especially
at the lower speeds.

And, because of
our unique binding

process and calender-
ing system, the oxide

particles on Maxell
High Grade stay put.
This drastically reduces
friction and video re-

corder head wear. So not
only will you get better

picture quality, but you'll
also be able to enjoy it a lot

longer.
And you thought all

video tape m a x ewas pretty much
the same. IT'S WORTH IT

Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card



every part of the Pioneer LaserDisc sys-
tem functioning in optimum fashion, the
results are of outstanding excellence.
Excepting a direct live feed via a satellite
dish, no other medium will give you tele-
vision images of such high resolution
and definition, free of any picture distor-
tions, and singularly free of any hash,
snow, jitter or bounce. The color has
great tonal purity, blacks and whites are
particularly clean, and contrast and
brightness ratios afford crisp brilliant pic-
tures. Unfortunately, my early experi-
ence with the Pioneer LaserDiscs were
very discouraging, as I noted in my Jan-

uary 1981 report. While I was viewing
some movies from the MCA DiscoVision
catalog (made originally for the Magnavi-
sion LaserDisc player, but supposed to
be completely compatible with the Pio-
neer unit), I ran across a series of
"glitches" in the pictures. They were
characterized by momentary loss of sig-
nal information. The TV picture would
twist and distort, color picture would
change .to black and white, and there
was a complete loss of sound! As I

noted, these glitches could be repetitive
for a certain amount of time and cause a
sort of "stuttering" effect. The most ag-

There is no
true accuracy
without
high efficiency.
Interface.
The "power war" is over. High-
powered receivers and amplifiers
are going the way of the"gas
guzzler" in this era of energy
consciousness and inflation. Yet
technological advancements in
source material. such as direct -
to -disc and digitally -mastered

demand far more from
your loudspeaker system than
ever before.

Without huge amplifiers, accurate
reproduction of today's state-of-
the-art source material requires
very efficient loudspeakers.
Efficient loudspeakers allow your
amp to idle; being asked to pro-
duce very little power during
normal playing levels so it needs
to respond with its rated capa-
bilities only to handle the sharp
transients and increased
dynamic range.

Interface loudspeakers were
designed to answer this challenge.
Highly efficient, very accurate,
yet capable of handling a lot of
power when necessary, without
the coloration found in so many
loudspeakers.

Listen to your music the way it
was intended. Audition Interface
at your nearest Interface dealer.

Electrol/oicé
O 5v~' company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

In Canada
Electro.Vo,ee. Div. of Gulton Industries (Canada) Ltd..
345 Herbert St., Gananoque. Ontario K7G 2V1,

V

C

gravating thing was that these glitches
could appear on one side of a disc and
on the other side not appear at all. Since
I had heard that MCA was having a high
reject rate on the LaserDiscs, I felt the
trouble was in this aspect of the system.
This impression was heightened when I
received four new LaserDisc movies
from Pioneer directly, which purportedly
had been mastered in Japan, because
they all played back absolutely flawless-
ly. However, I subsequently obtained
several movies from what was said to be
"new" production, and promptly en-
countered those annoying glitches. I was
irritated by this, and when a friend was
visiting me, I put on the same discs to
show him the glitch phenomenon. To my
amazement, the glitches occurred .. .

but in entirely different places! I then
reckoned it must be the VP -1000 unit
that was the real culprit. Just to check.
however, I played the discs that had not
exhibited any glitches and found they
were just as flawless as in the first run-
through. Gadzooks! Now I was really
confused.

About ready to give up on this whole
LaserDisc problem, I decided to ask Pio-
neer for a new VP -1000 LaserDisc play-
er as I had heard that some minor
changes had been made since the early
unit that had been supplied to me. I also
asked that their engineers very thorough-
ly check and align the new unit that was
to be sent to me. The new LaserDisc unit
arrived and now, having lived with it for
some time and having conducted exten-
sive experiments, I think I can venture a
valid opinion on this Pioneer LaserDisc
system.

To begin with, my "flawless" Laser -
Discs, which played back so beautifully
on the original VP -1000, were just as
good and glitch -free on the new unit.
Two of the original movies, "The Other
Side of the Mountain" and "Psycho,"
had displayed frequent glitches. On the
new VP -1000 the glitches disappeared.
Another of the original movies, "Family
Plot," had also suffered from repetitive
glitches. On the new LaserDisc player,
the glitches not only appeared, they
were worse, to the extent that the picture
"froze" in action, as if the "still" func-
tion were engaged. The "new" produc-
tion runs of "The Six Million Dollar Man"
and "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band" had displayed glitches mostly of
the type that turns the color to black and
white and stops the sound. Played on
the new VP -1000, the glitches cleared
up completely. In the course of my tests,
I found that in spite of the heavier and
more rigid nature of a LaserDisc, they
are still subject to warpage. This mani-
fests itself as a distinct "tic -tic -tic" whir-
ring noise at the high 1800 -rpm speed
of the LaserDisc playback. The more

8 AUDIO/AUGUST 1981
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dbx has been silent too long.
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No Noise Reduction
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dbx, Inc.

20K

Noise from biased Chromium Dioxide cassette tape, comparing Dolby and dbx noise reduction systems.
One third octave analysis. Tape noise level referenced to 200 nWb/m = 110dB SPL.

For years Dolby* has been try-
ing to reduce tape noise.

First came Dolby B. Then
Dolby HX. Now there's Dolby C.

At dbx, we think it's time to set
the record straight. You see,
we've never tried to reduce tape
noise. We've never had to.

Because from the beginning,
dbx has done what Dolby keeps
trying to do: eliminate tape noise.

Just compare Dolby's latest
attempt with dbx.

Where Dolby C reaches a max-
imum noise reduction of 20 dB,
dbx reaches 50 dB. In a CCIR-
weighted noise measurement
analysis, Dolby C manages only
18 dB, while dbx achieves 55 dB.

What do these numbers actu-
ally mean?
dbx Is a registered trademark of dbx. Inc.

Dolby Is a registered trademark of Dolby laboratories. Inc.

Simply this. When you push
the Dolby C button, tape noise
decreases. When you push the
dbx button, tape noise disappears.
(You can perform this test your-
self using any blank cassette tape.)

The dbx system reduces tape
noise so effectively, that it's be-
neath the noise floor of even the
quietest living rooms. Unlike
Dolby C, dbx iA effective in more
than just the mid -range. It oper-
ates across the entire frequency
spectrum. There's no low -fre-
quency noise. No high -frequency
noise. No noise, period.

No wonder Technics, Onkyo,
Yamaha, TEAC and others have
designed their newest generation
of tape decks with dbx.

There's more to this story, too.
With the dbx tape noise reduc-
tion system, you're also equipped
to play the widely acclaimed
dbx Discs, the world's only Full
Dynamic Range Records - and
the first discs that eliminate
record surface noise.

In addition, when digital play-
back technology finally arrives,
dbx is the only system that will
faithfully reproduce that sound
on tape. You'll even be able to
hear the sound of digital in your
car, because we've developed a
dbx decoding system for car
stereo.

So before you rush out to buy
a tape deck with Dolby C, we
have a suggestion.

Listen to the new tape decks
with dbx. Or hear what a dbx
Model 222 or 224 can do for your
existing system.

At dbx, we've been silent too
long.

The fact is, Dolby just reduces
noise.

dbx eliminates it.

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92.2522. Distributed throughout Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

dbx®
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The innovative Sound Window,
conveniently compact (just
12"x12"x3", with an acoustically
transparent 1/2" foam grille) is

as attractive and unobtrusive as it is effective. Clear, natural, well-balanced
sound; presenting an open, balanced musical quality.

Constructed of solid Acuthari (a special material developed at
Cizek) with an exceptionally strong oak finish, Sound Windows are
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noise, the more warpage, and this was
quite obvious in the case of "Family
Plot." I think this warpage can cause
enough mistracking of the laser beam
that the positional servos can't correct
for it ... hence the glitches. Eccentricity
of the LaserDiscs apparently can also be
a factor in the appearance of glitches.
Even on the new VP -1000 player, when
I deliberately "off -centered" a LaserDisc
using the very slight amount of "play"
between center hole and spindle, I was
able to re-establish some glitches. I feel
a more accurate and positive centering
and locking spindle would be a
worthwhile addition to Pioneer's VP -
1000 LaserDisc player.

The audio performance of the VP -
1000 with the LaserDiscs was quite
good, distinctly better than the poor au-
dio one gets from videocassettes with
their very slow linear speed. In the case
of "Abba" and "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band," which are stereo
LaserDiscs, the stereo sound was gener-
ally good, with plenty of separation and
good positional information. However, I

felt that, considering the 40 Hz to 20
kHz bandwidth claimed for the system, it
didn't sound like really wide -range mu-
sic, and I thought the sound could have
been cleaner as well. Nonetheless, the
stereo sound in these productions was a
definite "plus" and constitutes a very
desirable feature.

In a comparison of the LaserDisc with
prerecorded videocassettes, the most
noticeable difference is the generally su-
perior resolution and definition of the
LaserDisc. With really high -quality dupli-
cations such as Magnetic Video Indus-
tries' "Sink the Titanic" and "Alien,"
the differences between the LaserDisc
and the videocassette ace less apparent,
but still tilt in favor of the LaserDisc. In
the only direct comparison I could make,
I saw "Animal House" via my cable ser-
vice and happened to have the Laser -
Disc of this production. The LaserDisc
won this round handily, but I have a feel-
ing my cable service leaves something
to be desired.

To sum up my impressions of the VP -
1000, I would still have to say I have
mixed feelings. Pioneer has done, in

general, a most creditable job in building
such a high-technology product. When
everything is working right with this
LaserDisc system, it produces really su-
perb pictures. To be sure, the faults
mainly appear to be in the software, and
with the expertise of 3M brought to bear
on the reliable replication of LaserDiscs,
this problem may soon be licked. If this
should come to pass, the LaserDisc sys-
tem with its inherent quality and very so-
phisticated microprocessor functions
could be a most formidable contender in
the videodisc marketplace. Q

Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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TDK brings two new standards
to open reel.

Raising sound standards is nothing new to
TDK. For years, TDK cassettes have set ref-
erence standards in metal and high bias. Now
TDK announces two breakthroughs in open
creel-GX and LX. Both are formulated to be fully
compatible with your present system. You don't
have to rebias to appreciate them.

TDKGX Studio Mastering tape handles the
most critical demands of live music mastering
beautifully. TDK's new ultra refined ferric oxide
particle gives GX superior MOL, low distortion
and a wide dynamic range. Equally impressive is
TDK LX. Its super refined particle gives it high
performance with low noise and low distortion
throughout an extended frequency range. LX is
ideal for both professional and audiophile use.

The refinements don't stop with the

formulations. A unique calendering and
binding process rivets the particles to the tape
surface, making dropouts practically a thing
of the past. A special graphite and carbon
backcoating, found on all GX and most LX tapes,
reduces friction for the smoothest possible
winding. At the same time, it prevents static
discharge and reduces wow and flutter.

These high standards are carried through to
the newly designed 1o" metal and 7" plastic
reels. Each has a separately molded hub and
flange to ensure circularity and high strength. If
you think open reel has gone as far as it can go,
listen to the finest. TDK GX and LX. They could
open up a whole new
standard of recording &TDK
excellence.

`. Cjo,right '931 TDK. Electronics Cop., Gard=_n City. N.Y. 11530
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ANALYZER
PMTTWO
ROBERT R. CORDELL

1
SYNC

RANGE

2K 204

Last month we discussed the theo-
ry of operation of total harmonic
distortion (THD) analyzers, the

features of the analyzer being described
here, many of the underlying principles,
and finally the details of the signal
source portion of the analyzer. This
month we will resume the circuit descrip-
tion by starting with the input circuits and
the state -variable bandpass filter. Before
we go into the remainder of the analyzer,
let me present the printed wiring board
layout for the signal source, CP1, as Fig.
10 and the corresponding component
placement as Fig. 11. I also repeat Fig.
5, which is the block diagram of the ana-
lyzer, for clarity.

Input Circuit and Bandpass Filter
The input attenuator, input amplifier,

and voltage -controlled state -variable
bandpass filter are shown in Fig. 12.

The input attenuator (S4) selects an
appropriate input sensitivity for maxi-
mum operating levels of 100 V, 30 V,

input impedance of the analyzer is 1 00
kilohms on all input ranges.

Because of the high impedances in
the attenuator circuit, S4 and its associ-
ated components must be placed in a
small shielded enclosure in order to
avoid stray pickup and oscillations. De-
pending on stray switch capacitances,
small capacitors, such as those shown
dotted in Fig. 12, may have to be added
to obtain a flat frequency response at all
attenuator settings.

The heart of the signal processing in
the analyzer is the voltage -controlled
state -variable bandpass filter. Its primary
function is to deliver a fundamental sig-
nal to the differential amplifier (not
shown in Fig. 12) whose amplitude and
phase are such that the fundamental will
be exactly cancelled, leaving only distor-
tion products. In addition, very little of
the signal's distortion products should
be passed by the bandpass filter so that
little or no cancellation or attenuation of
distortion products will occur at the dif-

FREQUENCY
Y

65

50 80

40 100

2

OUTPUT

5

LEVEL

SENSITIVITY

3

1

INPUT DISTORTION
METER

DISTOepEN

4;
tEt'iL

10 V, 3 V, or 1 V. The "nominal" oper-
ating levels are a third of these values.
Because of the auto -set level feature, ac-
tual input levels which are above or be-
low the nominal level by as much as 10
dB can be accommodated; no input ver-
nier control is required. Notice that on
the 1-V range a gain -of -three amplifier
(109) is switched into the circuit to boost
a nominal 0.33-V signal to the nominal
1-V internal analyzer operating level. The

ferential amplifier. As mentioned earlier,
in order to achieve exact fundamental
nulling, the gain and center frequency of
the bandpass filter are precisely con-
trolled by the auto -tune circuits (Fig. 5).

The state -variable filter in Fig. 12 is a
bit more complicated than the simple
one illustrated last issue in Fig. 8, but the
operating principle is exactly the same. It
consists of ICs 10 to 13 and 15. The
use of two extra inverters in the loop

14



THD
PMT TWO

(101 1 , 13) accounts for the additional
ICs. The extra inverter at 1011 permits
the bandwidth -setting feedback path
(R57 and R62) to be connected in such
a way that center frequency changes do
not affect filter Q or gain. This type of
connection was also used in the oscilla-
tor, but there the extra inverter was not
needed because of the sign flexibility af-
forded by the multiplier.

The second inverter (1013) is required
to re-establish the correct polarity for the
main feedback loop (R58 and R59) and
also provides a useful summing point for
the amplitude and frequency control sig-

output. The center frequency and gain of
the filter are trimmed by R59 and R62
respectively.

Control of the center frequency of the
bandpass filter is quite simple. Recall
from our earlier discussion that the cen-
ter frequency of a state -variable band-
pass filter can be changed by simply ad-
justing the loop gain. In Fig. 12 this is
accomplished by connecting a multiplier
and series resistor (R65) around the in-
verter formed by IC13 to provide con-
trolled amounts of negative or positive
feedback. When the multiplier provides a
noninverted characteristic, additional

1014, and it is identical to the one used
in the oscillator (Fig. 9, Part I). As in the
oscillator, any distortion introduced by
the control circuit must pass through two
integrators before reaching the output
(El 8), and is thus substantially reduced.

Amplitude control of the bandpass
filter is a bit more subtle. Based on last
month's discussion of the simple state -
variable filter, one's first inclination is to
change the gain of the filter by changing
the amount of the "damping" feedback,
here provided by R57 and R62. This will
surely accomplish the desired control,
but notice that in this case any distortion

1 CPI

STATE
VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR

aAMPLITUDE
CONTROL
MULTIPLIER

-1

LEVEL

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

1

AMPLITUDE
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

OUTPUT
ATTENUATOR

J

SYNC

OUT

CP 2

INPUT
ATTEN.

SWITCHED
X3 INPUT
AMP

LiSTATE VARIABLE
BANDPASS FILTER

FREQUENCY
CONTROL
MULTIPLIER

Fig. 5 - THD analyzer block diagram.
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J
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1
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DETECTOR

L
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DETECTOR

.4FREQUENCY
DETECTOR
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INDICATOR
CIRCUIT

L_ J --------

DIST.

4

nals from the multipliers. In further con-
trast to the simple state -variable filter, the
input signal is here applied to the nonin-
verting input of IC10. This yields a slight
noise advantage and also provides the
correct signal polarity at the output of the
bandpass filter. Because the bandpass
filter has a gain of about 5 at the center
frequency, some attenuation of the input
signal is necessary (R54 and R55) to es-
tablish the proper operating level at its

negative feedback is provided around
the inverter, making its gain less than
unity and consequently lowering the
center frequency of the filter. The oppo-
site action results when the multiplier
provides an inverted characteristic. In
this manner the gain of the inverter can
be controlled over a ±3.2 percent
range, resulting in a center frequency
control range of ±1.6 percent.

The multiplier consists of FET 05 and

injected by the control circuit will be re-
moved from the filter output by only one
integrator. To minimize distortion, we
would like to inject the amplitude control
signal at the same advantageous point
as the frequency control signal, i.e., at
the input of inverter 1013. Fortunately, it
turns out that a small amount of feed-
back (positive or negative) around the
second integrator (1015) is equally effec-
tive in providing control of the gain as
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CPI

+,

Fig. 10 - Printed wiring board layout
for CPI, the signal source.

CPI

-15

C13T

GNDI

O
C141

+15

1A
R8 R40 T1C3 R23

12

E4 0-16

R25

114171R16

R19

o

®
R33

Fig. 11 - Parts placement for CPI, the
signal source.

long as the perturbation is small, as it is

here. The amplitude control multiplier,
consisting of FET 06 and IC16, thus
provides amplitude control feedback
from the output of IC15 to the input of'
inverter IC13. An amplitude control
range of about *3.5 percent results.

Differential and Product
Amplifiers

The differential amplifier which com-

pletes the notch filter and the distortion
product amplifiers are shown in Fig. 13.
Also shown here is the auto -set level cir-
cuit which will be discussed shortly.

101 7 functions as the differential am-
plifier where the fundamental supplied
by the bandpass filter is subtracted from
the input signal. The combination of this
differential amplifier and the bandpass
filter thus comprises the notch filter. The
differential amplifier also provides a gain

of 10 to the distortion products. The in-
put signal (E15) is applied directly to the
high -impedance noninverting input of
IC17 while the fundamental from the
bandpass filter (El 8) is applied to the in-
verting input through R84. Because of
the attenuation which results from the
voltage divider formed by R84 and R85,
nulling results when the fundamental'
from the bandpass filter is about 10 per-
cent larger than the fundamental sup -
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Fig. 12 - THD analyzer
voltage -controlled bandpass filter.
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plied directly from the input attenuator.
The differential amplifier is followed

by another amplifier (101 8) whose gain is
10 on all distortion ranges except the 10
percent and 3 percent full-scale ranges,
where it is unity. The gain of this stage is
switched by a FET whose gate voltage is
controlled by the sensitivity switch (S5).
IC1 8 is followed by an attenuator which
is also controlled by S5, establishing full-
scale sensitivities of 10, 3, 1, 0.3, 0.1 ,
0.03, 0.01 , and 0.003 percent. This is
followed by a fixed gain -of -ten amplifier
(1019). The distortion product signal
then proceeds to the auto -set level volt-

age -controlled amplifier (ICs 20 & 21).

Voltage -Controlled Amplifiers
Because the voltage -controlled ampli-

fiers (VCA) are central to the operation of
the auto -set level circuitry, we will dis-
cuss their operation before proceeding
further.

A simple VCA is shown in Fig. 14. It
consists of a 1496 -type balanced modu-
lator IC (whose internal circuit is shown)
and an op -amp.

The op -amp is connected as an in-
verting feedback amplifier, the ratio of
whose input and feedback signals is

controlled by the 1496. As this ratio is
varied from a very small number,
through unity and on to a very large
number, the gain changes proportion-
ately from small to large. In fact, in this
circuit the gain is numerically equal to
the ratio. A d.c. control voltage applied
to the 1496 controls this ratio and thus
the gain.

Referring to Fig. 14, bias resistor R3
sets up a bias current in 07 and Q8 of
about 1 mA. Transistors 05 and Q6 are
connected as common -base stages and
provide a low -impedance point at their
emitters where a.c. signal currents can
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Fig. 13 -
THD analyzer
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Fig. 14 -
A simple
voltage -controlled
amplifier (VCA).
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be added to the d.c. bias currents. The
input signal current established by R4 is
applied to the emitter of 05, while the
feedback current established by R5 is
applied to the emitter of 06. The action
in the upper "quad" of transistors (01-
04) determines what portion of each of
these a.c. signals reaches the output at
pin 12 and thus the inverting input of the
operational amplifier.

We see that at the collector of 05 we
have d.c. bias current plus a.c. input sig-
nal, while at the collector of 06 we have
d.c. bias current plus a.c. feedback sig-
nal. Each of these currents is applied to
the emitters of a differential pair, where
some will flow in one emitter and the re-
mainder will flow in the other emitter of a
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given pair. Each of these currents thus
splits in some proportion. The key oper-
ating principle in this circuit is that the
a.c. currents into the emitters of a differ-
ential pair will split in the same propor-
tion as the d.c. bias currents flowing into
the pair.

The attenuated control voltage ap-
plied to pin 10 controls this split. When
the control voltage is zero, both transis-
tors in each differential pair have the
same base voltage and conduct equally.
In this case, half of the input signal and
half of the feedback signal current reach
the output at pin 1 2 via Q2 and 04 re-
spectively. Because of the extremely
high gain of Al , the signal and feedback
currents at pin 1 2 must essentially can -
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cel each other for finite output levels
from Al . They must therefore be virtually
equal. This in turn indicates that the sig-
nal currents in R4 and R5 must be equal
for a zero control voltage, implying unity
gain.

A positive control voltage at pin 10
will cause Q1 and 04 to conduct more
heavily than Q2 and 03. Thus, a greater
proportion of feedback current reaches
pin 12 (via 04) than input current (via
02). In order to maintain cancellation of
the two currents at pin 1 2, the input sig-
nal must be larger to begin with than the
feedback current, implying less than uni-
ty gain. As an example, it is well known
that a potential of about 60 mV across

20
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the bases of a differential pair will cause
a 10 -to -1 ratio of conduction in the two
transistors. In this application, a +60
mV control voltage at pin 10 will thus
result in a gain of about 0.1. The situa-
tion is the inverse for a negative control
voltage; a -60 mV level at pin 10 will
result in a gain of about 10.

A particularly nice feature of this ar-
rangement is that the gain in decibels is
a linear function of the control voltage.
Here we get a variation of 20 dB/60 mV
or about 0.33 dB per mV. The 100 -to -1
attenuator formed by R1 and R2 simply
allows for more manageable control vol-
tages (3.3 dB per volt). The gain control
range here is in excess of ±20 dB.

Auto -Set Level Circuit
With a knowledge of the operation of

the VCA, the auto -set level circuit in Fig.
13 becomes easy to understand. It con-
sists of two identical VCAs, each with
the same control voltage and thus each
with the same gain. The first VCA (1020,
21) controls the gain in the distortion
product signal path and receives its in-
put from IC19. It produces the level -ad-
justed distortion product output at E29
for use on CP3. The second ("refer-
ence") VCA (1022, 23) controls the gain
in an automatic gain control (a.g.c.)
loop; its input is the filtered fundamental
output from the bandpass filter (El 8).

In addition to the reference VCA, the
a.g.c. loop includes a level detector (D5)
and an op -amp (IC24) connected as an
integrator. The d.c. output of the integra-
tor is the control voltage for the VCAs.
The a.g.c. circuit is arranged so that the
integrator will always adjust the gain of
the reference VCA so that the level of the
fundamental at its output is 1.1 V rms.
Thus, if the input to the notch filter is the
nominal 1-V level, the fundamental from
the bandpass filter will be 1 .1 V and the
gain of both VCAs will be unity, as it

should be for this situation. If the input
signal level were to increase to 2 V, the
gain of both VCAs would drop to 0.5,
implementing the proper gain correction
in the distortion product signal path.

Auto -Tune Control Circuits
The amplitude and frequency detec-

tors which comprise the auto -tune con-
trol circuit are shown in Fig. 15. If the
gain and center frequency of the band-
pass filter are not perfect, the notch filter
will not produce a complete null of the
fundamental signal. Some fundamental
will thus appear in the distortion -product
signal path. An amplitude error will pro-
duce a "left -over" fundamental compo-
nent whose phase is zero (or 180) de-
grees relative to the input signal. A fun-
damental component with this phase re-
lationship is said to be a "normal"
component. A frequency error will pro-
duce a so-called "quadrature" funda-
mental component whose phase is ei-
ther leading or lagging 90 degrees rela-
tive to the input signal.

The amplitude detector functions by
looking for normal fundamental compo-
nents in the distortion signal and adjust-
ing the bandpass filter gain up or down
depending on the phase relationship (0
or 180 degrees). It ignores quadrature
fundamental components. Similarly, the
frequency detector functions by looking
for quadrature fundamental components
and adjusting the filter center frequency
up or down depending on the phase re-
lationship (lagging or leading). It ignores
normal fundamental components.

The special detector circuit which
possesses the properties mentioned
above is called a "phase detector" be-
cause it is sensitive to the phase of the
signal being detected. An ordinary enve-
lope detector or rectifier is not suitable
because it will detect the signal regard-
less of its phase. Here, the phase of the

"left -over" fundamental is a crucial
piece of information.

A simplified schematic of a phase de-
tector is shown in Fig. 16. Like the VCA,
it is based on the 1496 -type balanced
modulator IC. The phase detector is a
more conventional use of this IC. Bias
resistor R2 sets up an appropriate cur-
rent flow in current sources Q7 and 08.
The application of a positive input signal
at the Y input will cause Q5 to conduct
more current than 06; the opposite will

for negative signal.
tive input at the X input will cause 01
and 04 to be "on" and 02 and 03 to
be "off." The output (V0) is taken dif-
ferentially between pins 6 and 12.

We can easily see what polarity of
output will be produced for any combi-
nation of positive or negative X and Y
inputs. For example, if X and Y are both
positive, most of the current flow is in 05
and -01, pulling pin 6 lower than pin 12
and producing a positive output. In gen-
eral, a positive output is produced when
both inputs have a like sign, and a nega-
tive output is produced when the X and
Y inputs have differing signs. In a sense,
this circuit performs similarly to the "EX-
CLUSIVE NOR" logic function. We im-
mediately see that two perfectly in -phase
signals at X and Y will always have the
same sign and thus produce a maximum
positive output.

The diagram in Fig. 17 lends further
insight into the phase sensitivity of this
type of detector. Square -wave inputs are
shown for simplicity of illustration, but
the circuit functions similarly for other
waveforms. In the top illustration we see
what happens when the X and Y inputs
are 90 degrees out of phase; the aver-
age d.c. output at V. (which is what mat-
ters) is zero. This illustrates how the am-
plitude detector can ignore a quadrature
component.

It is easy to see that if we slide the Y
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Fig. 21 - Printed circuit board CP2 for
the input circuit, bandpass filter, product
amplifiers, and auto -set level circuits.

input back and forth along the time axis,
an asymmetry will be produced in the V.
waveform, corresponding to an average
d.c. value.

The bottom illustration depicts a 45 -
degree relationship between the X and Y
inputs. By trigonometry we can argue
that the Y signal consists of equal por-
tions of normal and quadrature compo-
nents in this case. This would be repre-
sentative of a situation where there were
both amplitude and frequency errors si-
multaneously. We see that in this case a
positive average d.c. output is produced
at V0. It is not, of course, quite as strong-
ly positive as when X and Y are perfectly
in phase.

We can see that if we apply an "un-
known" signal to the Y input and a "ref-
erence" signal to the X input, the detec-
tor will respond to components in the un-
known signal whose phase is similar to
(or the inverse of) that of the reference.
Components in quadrature with the ref-
erence will be ignored. In addition, the
effects of noise and signals at other fre-
quencies will average out to zero.

Returning to Fig. 15, the amplitude
detector consists of ICs 25-27. The dis-
tortion product signal ("unknown") is
taken from the output of 1031 (Fig. 18)
and passes through IC25 where it sees a
small -signal gain of five and is soft -limit-
ed beginning at ±0.7 V swings by the

feedback diodes. The signal is then ap-
plied to the Y input of 1026 where it is

phase -compared with a "normal" funda-
mental provided by the output of the ref-
erence VCA (1023).

The differential output of the phase
detector is filtered and applied to IC27A
where it is converted to a single -ended
signal. This signal drives the integrator
(IC27B) to produce the appropriate gate
voltage for the amplitude control FET
(Q6). The integrator will continue to ad-
just the gate voltage until the output of
IC27A is driven to zero. Notice that
when the error from IC27A is greater
than ±0.7 V, D14 and D15 conduct
and speed up the integrator to achieve
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Fig. 22 - Component placement
for CP2.

faster tuning following a transient.
Operation of the frequency detector

(ICs 28-30) is identical to that of the am-
plitude detector except that it is supplied
with a quadrature fundamental reference
(lagging 90 degrees) instead of a normal
fundamental reference. The quadrature
reference is supplied from the low-pass
output (IC15) of the state -variable filter
and passed through amplifier -limiter
IC28 before application to the X input of
1029.

Filter and Meter Circuits
The filtering, metering, and status in-

dicator circuits are shown in Fig. 18. The
distortion product signal from the auto -

set level VCA on CP2 (E29) is first ampli-
fied by a factor of one or 10 in 1031 to
keep it at a reasonable level for use by
the auto -tune circuits for all sensitivity
settings of S5. Switch S5C sets the gain
of this stage to 10 on the 0.03- through
1 0 -percent sensitivity ranges to compen-
sate for attenuation introduced by the
S5A attenuator on these ranges. Note
that S5C does not affect gain in the dis-
tortion metering path.

The distortion product signal from
E29 is also applied to the low-pass prod-
uct filter. As mentioned earlier, the sec-
ond -order Bessel low-pass product filter
is set for a 3 -dB cutoff frequency equal
to 10 times the fundamental frequency.

The filter consists of a pair of resistors
(on S3), a pair of capacitors (on S1) and
an op -amp (1032) connected as a volt-
age follower [3]. This filter is followed by
the second -order high-pass filter (1033)
which is similarly realized. Its filter O is
chosen to provide a slight gain bump at
the second harmonic frequency to partly
offset the small loss in the notch filter at
this frequency. For reasons of high -fre-
quency filter stability, the high-pass filter
has the same set of cutoff frequencies
on the 200 -kHz range as on the 20 -kHz
range.

As mentioned in Part I, the tracking
product filters add a considerable por-
tion of the switching complexity and ex-
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Fig. 23 - Printed circuit board CP3 for
the auto tune control, product filter,
meter and status indicator circuits.

pense (about $25.00) to the analyzer.
Many professional analyzers provide
only a switchable 400 -Hz high-pass filter
and a low-pass filter which can be set to
30 or 80 kHz or switched out. This sim-
pler filtering approach can be imple-
mented as shown in Fig. 19 with a SPST
switch for the high-pass and a center -off
DPDT switch for the low-pass. Use of
this simpler filtering will typically result in
an increase of the analyzer's residual by
0 to 3 dB and will make the reading
somewhat more susceptible to hum and
noise in the UUT.

Following the filters, the distortion
product signal is brought to a 100 -mV
full-scale level by the switched -gain am-

plifier composed of FET 09 and IC34.
The total gain of this combination is ei-
ther 0.33 or 3.3 depending on the set-
ting of S5D. Trimmer R180 provides cal-
ibration for the distortion measurement.

Provision is also made to monitor the
input level with the meter circuits. This
makes it possible to make a complete
THD measurement on a piece of equip-
ment without any other test instruments.
Selection of distortion or level as the
quantity to be measured is accom-
plished by S6. In the "Level" position,
an attenuated output from the bandpass
filter is applied to the meter circuits. The
full-scale "Level" range then corre-
sponds to the setting of the input attenu-

ator. Note that this provides a nar-
rowband measurement of the input sig-
nal level.

The distortion product signal is then
applied to the meter circuit, consisting of
I036 and IC37. I036 is connected as a
unity -gain inverting feedback amplifier
which has two feedback paths, one for
positive output -signal excursions (D23)
and one for negative output excursions
(D22). Positive and negative half -wave
rectified signals thus appear at the two
feedback resistors. The negative half -
wave rectified signal and half the unrecti-
fied input signal are added at the input of
IC37 to produce a full -wave rectified re-
sult. This amplifier also provides appro-
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Fig. 24 - Component placement
for CP3.

priate low-pass filtering of the result. The
single -ended output of IC37 is then used
to drive the meter movement.

The status indicator circuits indicate
whether the incoming level is too high or
too low for proper analyzer operation,
and whether the incoming frequency is
too high or too low for the auto tune cir-
cuits. A quad op -amp comparator (IC38)
drives the four indicator LEDs.

The frequency indicator circuit moni-
tors the gate voltage on the frequency
control FET (05) to see if the frequency
is within the tuning range. If the gate volt-
age is zero or positive, the frequency is
too low, and the "Low" LED is lit. If the
voltage is more negative than -1 2 V, the

FET is pinched off and the frequency is
too high.

The input level indicator circuit moni-
tors the a.g.c. control voltage in the
auto -set level circuit. If this voltage goes
more negative than -3.5 V, indicating
that the input level is more than 1 1 .5 dB
above the nominal 1-V internal operating
level, the "High" LED will be lit. Similar-
ly, a level more than 1 1 .5 dB below the
nominal operating level will light the
"Low" LED.

Power Supply
The regulated ±15 V power supply

for the analyzer is shown in Fig. 20. The
circuit employs a full -wave bridge recti-

fier and standard three -terminal regulator
ICs.

The input circuit. bandpass filter.
product amplifiers and auto -set level cir-
cuits are realized on printed circuit board
CP2. Its layout is shown in Fig. 21 and
the component placement diagram is
shown in Fig. 22. The auto tune control,
product filter, meter and status indicator
circuits are realized on CP3. Its layout is
shown in Fig. 23, while component
placement is illustrated in Fig. 24.

This completes the description of all
of the circuitry in the THD analyzer. Next
month we'll conclude with construction
details, the adjustment procedure, trou-
bleshooting, and performance data. Gl
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Measuring
Speaker
Motion With
A Laser PART ONE

G. J. ADAMS*

Laser interferometry allows for the first time
accurate measurement of speaker cone
vibrations at high frequencies without any
attachments or modifications to the cone.

The loudspeaker industry has always been quick to recog-
nize the usefulness of new measuring instruments and
techniques in its struggle to unravel the mysteries of the
loudspeaker. This article describes a measuring tool

which is new to the industry, the laser interferometer, which for
the first time allows accurate quantitative measurements of
loudspeaker cone vibration to be made at high frequencies with-
out the need for mechanical attachments or modifications to the
loudspeaker cone. Before describing this new instrument, I

would like to present a brief historical background of the inven-
tion and development of the moving -coil loudspeaker, together
with a simple description of its operating principles and the tech-
niques used previously for the measurement of loudspeaker
cone vibration.

Historical Background
The moving -coil loudspeaker driver began its record of com-

mercial success in the early 1920s with the introduction of the
Phonetron loudspeaker [1, 2, 3]. This device consisted of a large
conical diaphragm supported at its base by a free-standing
framework, and driven at its apex by a moving -coil type motor

*B&W Loudspeakers, Worthing, Sussex, England
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continues, after a period of more than
half a century, to be the basic precept
that guides the design of direct -radiator
loudspeakers.

Present-day moving -coil loudspeaker
drivers show only minor design changes
over the original Rice -Kellogg design -
a fitting tribute to the ingenuity of these
two engineers. Although several other
types of loudspeaker driver have been
developed commercially, often in an at-
tempt to improve upon the moving -coil
driver, the latter still remains the main-
stay of the loudspeaker industry. Its con-
tinued popularity is evident from the vast
quantity of loudspeaker cones manufac-
tured each week - one major European
manufacturer alone produces over half a
million cones per week!

Many of the design changes made to
the moving -coil driver have been a result
of endeavors to improve the uniformity of
the sound -output versus frequency re-
sponse of the driver in the high -frequen-
cy range where the assumptions men-
tioned by Hunt fail. At these frequencies
the loudspeaker cone no longer vibrates
as a rigid whole, as it does at low fre-
quencies, but exhibits vibrational modes
such that different parts of the cone vi-
brate with different amplitudes and phas-
es with respect to the driving signal (in-
put voltage). In addition, the radiation re-
sistance becomes dependent on the
cone geometry and the distribution of
the modes on the cone surface. As a
result of these effects the sound output
of the driver at different frequencies in.
the high -frequency range is generally
non -uniform - clearly an undesirable
feature.

The distribution of the vibrational
modes on the cone surface (commonly
referred to as the "breakup pattern") is a
function of the frequency of the driving
signal, the geometry of the cone, and
the material parameters (e.g., the densi-
ty, stiffness, etc.) of the cone. Because
calculation of the breakup pattern, and
hence calculation of the sound output, of
a loudspeaker cone has only recently
become possible using high-speed digi-
tal computers, the choice of the
geometrical and material parameters of
a loudspeaker cone to give the most uni-
form high -frequency response has been
largely an empirical art. Loudspeaker de-
signers have thus spent many hours in
the past experimenting with different
cone shapes and materials. The tech -

system attached to the same framework.
The Phonetron was followed a few years
later by the introduction of the Radiola
104 loudspeaker [4, p. 80] by the Amer-
ican General Electric Co. This
loudspeaker proved to be a notable
commercial success thanks to the inge-
nuity of its designers, Rice and Kellogg
[5], and their foresight in building into
the loudspeaker an audio power ampli-
fier (of about 1 watt maximum output
power) to overcome the inherent low effi-
ciency of their direct -radiator loudspeak-
er. Although the invention of the moving -
coil driver can be attributed to a number
of the inventors of the late nineteenth
century (e.g., Siemens [6, 7], Cuttriss
and Redding [8], and Lodge [9]), there is
little doubt that Rice and Kellogg were
responsible for the first widespread com-
mercial success of the moving -coil
loudspeaker driver.

Rice and Kellogg's investigations of
the feasibility of constructing an effective
"hornless" loudspeaker involved some
theoretical work in addition to much ex-
perimentation. Their simple theoretical
analysis revealed a feature of the mov-
ing -coil driver, not mentioned by the in-
ventors, which with correct design en-
abled a far superior frequency response

to be obtained than was achievable with
the then -popular moving -iron driven horn
loudspeaker. Hunt's clear and concise
explanation of this feature [4, p.81] is
difficult to improve:

"Sound radiation gives rise to a me-
chanical resistance to the vibratory
motion of a small diaphragm mounted in
a baffle; this radiation resistance, and
hence the radiated sound power, would
increase with the square of the frequen-
cy if the vibratory velocity were main-
tained constant; but the square of the
vibratory velocity (on which the sound
power also depends) will decrease with
the square of the frequency throughout
the frequency range above resonance,
where the motion of the system is prima-
rily controlled by mass reactance. It fol-
lows that if the fundamental resonance
of the diaphragm system is made to oc-
cur below the lowest frequency of inter-
est, the complementary variation with
frequency of the two factors that jointly
control the sound output will yield a uni-
form response throughout the middle
range and up to some higher frequen-
cies at which the assumptions begin to
fail."

This acoustical virtue that Rice and
Kellogg recognized and put to work,
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nique used to measure performance in
these experiments was usually the fre-
quency response taken under free -field
conditions using a microphone to sense
the sound output and a variable -frequen-
cy sine -wave voltage to excite the
loudspeaker. However, with the growing
interest in the mechanical behavior of
the cone in the high -frequency range,
workers in the loudspeaker field began
to seek and make use of methods for
measuring the cone vibration pattern.

Probably the first technique to be
used to observe the cone vibration pat-
tern followed on from the method used
by Chladni (in about 1790) to examine
the modes of vibration of a glass plate. A
sprinkling of fine sand or dust on the vi-
brating cone migrates to those areas of
the cone which show the least vibration
[10, 11]. Using sine -wave excitation,
any standing waves of sufficient ampli-
tude to disturb the dust are revealed by
piles of dust lying at the nodes. Some
good examples of the patterns obtained
using lycopodium powder are given in
[12, 13 and 14]. The invention of the
electronic stroboscope provided a rather
more convenient method of observing
the vibration pattern. Here the cone is
illuminated during vibration by an inter-
mittent light source whose frequency is
slightly less than, or greater than, that of
the driving signal. The mode of vibration
is thus revealed to the naked eye as if in
slow motion [15, 16]. An example of the
result that can be obtained using a stro-
boscope is given in [17]. Unfortunately,
the dust and stroboscope methods are
only successful where the amplitude of
vibration is reasonably large. Because
the vibration amplitude is roughly pro-
portional to the inverse of frequency
squared, these methods are usually limit-
ed to the observation of the lowest fre-
quency modes only. N. W. McLachlan in
his as yet unsurpassed treatise on The
Loud Speaker [15] describes several im-
aginative schemes for measuring vibra-
tional modes of large amplitude includ-
ing the use of an "acoustic compass"
consisting of a small, light propeller sus-
pended on a delicate thread. McLachlan
also describes the use of an a.c. bridge
for measuring the "apparent" radiation
resistance of the cone. This resistance is
dependent upon the mechanical behav-
ior of the cone and thus gives some indi-
cation of the frequencies at which vibra-
tional modes occur. Unfortunately, this

Fig. 2 - The laser head and the
loudspeaker driver under test are firmly
mounted onto a concrete block. The

latter is mounted on vibration isolators to
reduce the transmission of ground
vibration noise to the measuring system.

measurement is not sufficient in itself to
enable one to deduce the modes of vi-
bration.

Corrington and Kidd [18] made what
would appear to be the first serious at-
tempt to measure the modes of vibration
of the cone at high frequencies. Their
measurement apparatus consisted of a
small capacitor probe positioned just
above the point of interest on the cone
surface. The capacitance of this probe
was made to be a function of the cone
displacement by virtue of a coat of con-
ducting paint given to the rear surface of
the cone. The displacement at any point
on the cone surface could thus be found
by measuring the variation in capaci-
tance of the probe positioned above that
point. Using this apparatus, Corrington
and Kidd took measurements of the am-
plitude and phase (relative to the driving
signal) at about a dozen points spaced
along a radius of the loudspeaker cone.

Nimura and Kido [19] describe the
use of a similar capacitance probe to in-
vestigate the motion of the cone and the
outer suspension at a few points as a
function of frequency. They also de-
scribe the investigation of the sound -
pressure distribution over the surface of
the loudspeaker cone using a probe mi-

crophone in an attempt to identify the
modes of vibration.

In the early 1960s Yorke [13] con-
structed an ingenious apparatus for
measuring the cone displacement at a
point using a small rectangular light
beam. The beam was directed at the
point of interest on the cone surface in
such a way that it was reflected off the
surface into a beam splitter. The two out-
put beams of the beam splitter were di-
rected onto photocells whose electrical
output signals were subtracted to yield a
voltage dependent on the cone displace-
ment. To facilitate speedy and consist-
ent positioning of the light spot on the
cone surface, Yorke constructed servo
motor systems to control the radial spot
position and to control the distance be-
tween the light source and the cone sur-
face. The latter control was made to be
automatic such that the sum of the pho-
tocell outputs was always optimized.
Thus, as the light spot traversed across
the cone, the light source and photocell
assembly automatically "followed" the
shape of the cone surface. Using this ap-
paratus, Yorke took measurements of
the amplitude and phase at 18 points
along a radius of a 12 -inch diameter
loudspeaker cone as a function of fre-
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quency. Although Yorke's apparatus
was the first to enable quantitative mea-
surements of cone vibration to be made
without the need to treat or modify the
cone surface in any way, it was unfor-
tunately only effective for frequencies up
to about 4 kHz due to S/N limitations.

Measurement of the cone displace-
ment becomes more difficult as the fre-
quency of the driving signal is increased
because under mass control the dis-
placement amplitude varies inversely
with the square of the frequency. The
difficulty of making displacement mea-
surements at high frequencies was partly
overcome by using holography to record
an image of the cone breakup pattern
[17, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In one technique
the whole of the cone is illuminated with
laser light such that the light reflected
from the vibrating surface falls on a pho-
tographic plate. By also illuminating the
plate with part of the incident beam, a
continuously changing interference pat-
tern is exposed on the plate (over a peri-
od of several seconds). After develop-
ment, the plate, or "hologram," can be
viewed in laser light to reveal a time av-
erage of the interference pattern. Cone
parts at rest (e.g., nodal lines or circles)
appear light, while those parts in motion
appear dark. Because the wavelength of
laser light is very small (e.g., about 0.6
µm for a helium -neon laser), the holo-
graphic technique enables measurement
of displacement amplitudes down to the
order of 1µm. This degree of sensitivity
means that vibration patterns for fre-
quencies extending above the audible
range can normally be obtained. The
only major drawback of the holographic
technique is the difficulty of obtaining
quantitative data of the displacement
amplitude from the hologram. While this
is possible in theory [21], the correct es-
timation of the amplitude of displace-
ment at any point relies on one's person-
al interpretation of the contrast between
the light and dark areas surrounding the
point. The estimates are thus open to
some doubt.

Laser Interferometry
The desire of the B&W research de-

partment to make quantitative measure-
ments of the amplitude and phase of the
cone vibration at high frequencies was
satisfied in 1978 by the purchase of a
vibration interferometer developed and
built by the Atomic Energy Research Es-

tablishment at Harwell, England [24,25].
This device also makes use of the inter-
ference of laser light but differs consider-
ably from the holographic technique in
its principle of operation. A simplified
block diagram of the measuring system
is shown in Fig. 1. A polarized light
beam from a low -power (about 5 mW)
helium -neon laser is passed through an
electro -optic frequency -shifting device
and a lens onto the point of interest on
the loudspeaker cone's surface. Scat-
tered light from the cone surface is col-
lected by the same lens and is mixed
with a reference light beam derived from
the main light beam. The mixed beam is
then converted to an electrical signal by
a pair of photomultipliers. This electrical
signal is in turn fed to a frequency dis-
criminator whose electrical output signal
is dependent on the velocity of the cone
surface. The electro -optic frequency -
shifting device is a type of Kerr cell [26]
which allows most of the light passing
through the cell to retain its original po-
larization and frequency, but in addition
generates a component whose polariza-
tion axis is at 90 degrees to that of the
main beam and whose frequency is
shifted. This component, which is about
5 percent of the total, is separated from
the main beam using a polarizing beam
splitter to form the reference beam. The
intensity of the reference beam can be
controlled by a rotatable polarized plate
in the path of the reference beam. An
intensity of five to ten times that of the
scattered light is generally found to give
the best results. The scattered light and
the reference beam when recombined
have orthogonal polarizations and thus
they will not interfere directly. This prob-
lem is solved by directing the mixed
beam at a polarizing beam splitter whose
axes are at 45 degrees to the polariza-
tion axes of the scattered light and refer-
ence beam components. The two out-
puts of the beam splitter both have com-
ponents of the scattered light and the
reference beam which are polarized
along the same axis, and thus interfer-
ence occurs in these output beams. The
resulting interference signal components
in the two output beams differ in phase
by 180 degrees. This effect is used to
advantage by converting the two output
beams to electrical signals using two
separate photomultipliers (see Fig. 1)
and then subtracting these electrical sig-
nals using a difference amplifier to form

the input signal to the discriminator. The
balanced arrangement so formed has
the advantage of being less sensitive to
fluctuations in the intensity of the beams
than a single detector arrangement.

In normal operation of the interferom-
eter, a constant shift in frequency of
about 5 MHz is applied to the reference
beam. When the cone surface is station-
ary, the scattered light and the reference
beam differ in frequency by the value of
the shift frequency only. The output of
the difference amplifier thus contains a
5 -MHz beat signal arising from the inter-
ference of the scattered light and the ref-
erence beam. If the cone surface is in

motion, the frequency of the scattered
light is frequency modulated as a func-
tion of the surface velocity because of
the Doppler effect. This modulation of
the scattered light gives rise to modula-
tion of the 5 -MHz beat signal output from
the difference amplifier. Conversion of
the frequency of the beat signal to a cor-
responding voltage (by the discriminator)
yields a signal voltage which is propor-
tional to the velocity of the illuminated
part of the cone surface.

The use of a constant shift in the fre-
quency of the reference beam enables
the interferometer to sense the direction
in which the cone surface is moving (i.e,
away from or towards the light source).
Without such a shift in frequency, the ve-
locity output waveform from the discrimi-
nator would appear as if it had been
"full -wave rectified." The ability to sense
the direction of movement of the surface
also enables the displacement of the
cone surface to be obtained by counting
the cycles of the beat frequency and the
cycles of the shift frequency and finding
their difference by subtraction. The sub-
traction can be done virtually continu-
ously and the difference converted to an
analog voltage. In the Harwell system the
"zero crossings" of the cycles are
counted, and thus the limit of resolution
of the measuring system is about a quar-
ter of the wavelength of the laser light,
i.e. about 0.16 µm for a helium -neon
laser.

Mechanical Considerations
Meaningful measurements of dis-

placements as small as 1µm or less can
only be obtained if the laser source and
associated optics and the loudspeaker
driver under test are solidly mounted
onto a common base. Where only veloci-
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ty measurements are of interest, the
mounting requirements are somewhat
less important, although the use of a sol-
id base does offer some improvement inthe signal-to-noise ratio of the velocitydriven
output signal by virtue of the increased
positional stability of the scattered light
relative to the laser.

The main optical components of the
Harwell laser are mounted in a head as-
sembly measuring approximately 150
mm square by 500 mm long. The elec-
tronics and power supplies required are
mounted in a separate housing connect-
ed to the laser head via several meters of
cable. A solid base for the laser head
and loudspeaker was constructed by
casting a block of concrete approximate-
ly 0.5 m square by 1 .3 m long. A num-
ber of lag bolts were set into this block
during the casting process to enable firm
fixing of the laser head and loudspeaker.
To isolate the block from ground vibra-
tion noise, the block is positioned on vi-
bration isolators whose stiffness was se-

Both the laser head and the
loudspeaker driver are mounted onto the
block via precision lead screw -type slide
assemblies in which the lead screws are

by stepping motors. These slides
allow adjustment of the laser head -to -
cone surface distance and the radial po
sition of the point of illumination on the
cone surface. The former adjustment is
required for focusing of the laser beam;
this adjustment is not critical within a few
centimeters and is thus normally re-

only at the commencement of
taking a set of measurements. The cir-
cumferential position of the light spot on
the cone surface is made easily adjust -
able by mounting the loudspeaker driver
onto the radial slide assembly via a rota-
ry positioning table. The latter is also
controlled by a stepping motor. The rota -
ry table is provided with a three -jaw
chuck -type of arrangement to enable
drivers of different shapes and sizes to
be clamped in position with little effort.
The maximum driver diameter that can

"gabA
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3 -A grid of points on the cone
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conveniently defined by a set of
radial lines and concentric

lected to give a resonance with the mass
of the block of about 10 Hz. Figure 2
shows the completed block.
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be accommodated is about 350 mm.
The mounting base of the rotary posi-
tioning table is provided with a rotary ad-
justment about a vertical axis so that the
part of the cone surface which is under
examination can be placed approximate-
ly at right angles to the incident laser
beam. This ensures that the scattered
light is directed mainly back towards the
laser head, and that the measurements

s
TIME (mS)

Fig. 4 - The input voltage pulse, top,
applied to the loudspeaker and the
output voltage pulse of the
interferometer measured at one position
on the loudspeaker cone.

lo

of displacement or velocity taken are the
transverse (i.e., perpendicular to the
cone surface) values of these quantities.

Interface to Computer
The system described so far enables

the motion at any point on the cone sur-
face to be measured as a function of the
excitation (or driving signal) applied to
the voice -coil of the driver. Where the
cone surface motion is of interest at dis-
crete frequencies, the driving signal can
be a sine -wave voltage. At any particular
frequency the cone breakup pattern can
be observed by noting the variation of
the amplitude of the cone motion as the
point of illumination is moved over the
cone surface. To make a more thorough
investigation of the cone behavior re-
quires that the motion be measured and
recorded at a number of discrete fre-
quencies for each of several positions
defined by, for example as shown in Fig.

3, the intersections of imaginary radial
lines and concentric circles drawn on the
cone surface. This type of grid is con-
venient because the point of illumination
on the cone surface can be moved along
a line or circle by driving the motors of
the radial slide assembly or the rotary
positioning table respectively. The spac-
ing of the lines and circles defining the
grid defines the "resolution" of the mea-
sured breakup pattern; thus complicated
breakup patterns require a finer spacing
for good definition than do simple
breakup patterns. Because the complex-
ity of the breakup pattern generally in-
creases with increasing frequency, the
minimum number of measurement posi-
tions required to correctly define the
cone motion will depend on the highest
frequency of interest. By way of exam-
ple, a 16 -cm diameter paper cone would
probably require about 300 measure-
ment positions for frequencies up to
about 3 kHz. Bearing in mind the need
to repeat such a number of measure-
ments for each discrete frequency of in-
terest, it soon becomes clear that the
quantity of data to be recorded can be-
come rather excessive. This is where the
computer proves to be an invaluable aid
to the measurement system.

The PDP-11 computer system in-
stalled at the B&W research department
is equipped with data acquisition facili-
ties together with the software required
to enable the measurement and storage
of time -varying voltages. Both the input
voltage to the loudspeaker voice -coil
and the velocity output voltage of the
laser measurement system are inter-
faced to the computer system. Simulta-
neous acquisition of the input and output
signals is possible for a sampling rate of
up to 50,000 samples per second. Mea-
surement and storage of the cone
breakup pattern by the computer can be
carried out using sine -wave excitation as
described previously; however, the time
taken to store measurements for a large
number of frequencies can be reduced
considerably by measuring the velocity
impulse response at each position on the
cone surface. This single measurement
contains information about the amplitude
and phase of the cone surface motion at
all frequencies. A modified form of this
impulse response can be measured by
exciting the loudspeaker with a narrow
(10-25 µS wide) rectangular input volt-
age pulse, as shown in Fig. 4. Both this

input pulse and the velocity output pulse
of the measuring system are sampled
and stored in the computer. The transfer
function between the input voltage to the
loudspeaker and the cone surface veloc-
ity can then be found by transforming
the pulses to the frequency domain us-
ing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pro-
gram installed in the computer, and per-
forming a division of the output pulse
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Fig. 5 - The amplitude -frequency
response and the phase -frequency
response of the cone velocity calculated
from the pulses shown in Fig. 4 using an
FFT computer program.

spectrum by the input pulse spectrum.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
the measurement technique, the input
pulse can be repeated (at a rate of, say,
1 Hz) and the output pulses measured
and stored as an average in the comput-
er. If n pulses are averaged, any random
noise present in the pulse signal is re-
duced by a factor of relative to the
main signal content.

The FFT program produces frequency
response data at a number of discrete
frequencies determined by the number
of samples of the input and output
pulses which are stored and then trans-
formed to the frequency domain. The
considerable time -saving advantage
gained by using a computer to measure
and store the frequency response data
can be seen from the following example.
Figure 4 shows the averaged input volt-
age and output voltage pulses of the
measurement system taken for one posi-
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Fig. 6 - Block diagram showing the
main components of the complete
measuring system. The input voltage
applied to the loudspeaker and the
velocity output voltage of the
interferometer are interfaced to the
computer via an analog -to -digital

Fig. 7 - The complete laser
interferometry system, from left to right,
includes the loudspeaker and the laser
head mounted on the concrete block,
the stepping motor drives and interface,
the interferometer electronics, and the
computer terminal.
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converter. The stepping motor drives,
controlling the position of the point of
illumination on the cone surface, are also
interfaced to the computer to enable
them to be controlled by a computer
program.

tion on a loudspeaker cone. The pulses
were sampled at a rate of 50,000 sam-
ples per second for 1024 samples and
were repeated at a rate of about one per
second for just over half a minute. Dur-
ing the following minute the FFTs were
performed, the division carried out to
determine the transfer function, and the
amplitude and phase of the cone surface
velocity calculated and displayed on the
computer terminal for over 500 discrete
frequencies.

Figure 5 shows the calculated ampli-
tude and phase responses at different
frequencies that are obtained from the
pulses shown in Fig. 4. The values of the
amplitude and phase calculated at each
discrete frequency are stored in the
computer (on a magnetic disc) for use at
some later date.

The positioning of the point of illumi-
nation on the cone surface can be car-
ried out by manual control of the step-
ping motor drives. While this is satisfac-
tory when only a small number of posi-
tions are to be investigated, the task
becomes rather laborious for large num-
bers of positions. To ease this task, an
interface between the stepping motor
drives and the computer was construct-
ed. This enables the three drives control-
ling the focusing and the radial and cir-
cumferential movement of the point of
illumination to be controlled by software
statements, which can be executed di-
rectly by typing them into the computer
terminal or can be included within a
computer program. Thus, for example, a
program could be written to acquire a
number of input and output pulses at
one position, compute and store the
transfer function for this position, move
the point of illumination a certain dis-
tance in a radial direction, compute and
store the transfer function for this posi-
tion, and so on.

A block diagram showing the main
components of the measuring system
and the interface to the computer is giv-
en in Fig. 6. The complete measurement
system and interfaces are illustrated in
Fig. 7. The interfaces and the computer
terminal are connected to the computer
which is located in a nearby room.

In the second and last installment of
this article, I will cover some analysis of
the displays of the breakup patterns, dis-
tortion, and calculation of the sound -
pressure response. References will be
given at the end of the article. Q
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PIONEER
MODEL F-9
TUNER
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Fm Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: 10.8 dBf; 1 .9 µV,

300 ohms.
50 -dB Quieting: Mono, 15 dBf; stereo,

37 dBf, 39 µV, 300 ohms.
S/N Ratio: Mono, 90 dB at 85 dBf;

stereo, 85 dB at 85 dBf.
Mono THD: Wide, 0.03 percent at 1 00

Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz; narrow, 0.05
percent at 1 kHz.

Stereo THD: Wide, 0.05 percent at
100 Hz and 1 kHz, 0.1 percent at 10
kHz; narrow, 0.5 percent at 1 kHz.

Capture Ratio: Wide, 1 .0 dB; narrow.
2.5 dB.

Selectivity: Wide, 40 dB: narrow, 85
dB.

AM Suppression: 65 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 80 dB.
Subcarrier Rejection: 70 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 60 dB.

Muting Threshold: 25.2 dBf, 10 µV,
300 ohms.

Stereo Separation: Wide, 55 dB at 1

kHz, 48 dB at 100 Hz and 10 kHz.

AM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 10 µV, 300 µV/m, ferrite

antenna.
Selectivity: Wide, 10 dB; narrow, 50 dB.
S/N Ratio: 50 dB.
Image Rejection: 60 dB.
I. f. Rejection: 80 dB.

General Specifications
Audio Output: 650 mV. FM, 100 per-

cent modulation, 200 mV, AM, 30 per-
cent modulation.

Power Requirements: 1 20 V, 60 Hz.
Dimensions: 161 in. (41.9 cm) W x

2 1,, in. (6 0 cm) H x 15 in. (38.1 cm) D.
Weight: 9 lbs , 15 oz. (4.5 kg)
Price: $425 00
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Suddenly, several of the major tuner manufacturers (or at
least two of them, so far) have discovered how to make frequen-
cy synthesizer FM/AM tuners that do not sacrifice performance
in return for tuning accuracy and ease of tuning. Readers may
recall our April 1981 Equipment Profile concerning a Sony tuner
which accomplished this hitherto unrealizable feat. Now Pioneer
has done it too, and the raves that we gave the tuner from the
competition apply to Pioneer's F-9 in just about equal measure.
In at least one way, Pioneer has even gone beyond its competi-
tion. The F-9 features wide and narrow i.f. bandwidth positions;
useful for those situations where the listener lives in a crowded
metropolitan area where station frequencies are so close to each
other that a wideband i.f. system, while ideal for low -distortion
stereo FM reception, may well lead to audible adjacent and alter-
nate -channel interference.

For all its tuning facilities and special features, the front panel
of the F-9 is simple and clean looking. Less often used switches
are hidden behind a small swing -down door at the left end of the
panel. These controls include a record -calibrate switch (which
delivers a tone at 330 Hz, equivalent to 50 percent modulation
in FM, at the outputs), wide and narrow AM and FM i.f. buttons
(yes, the AM circuitry also has selectable i.f. bandwidth), "up"
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and "down" tuning buttons, a memory button (which is used
when entering favorite AM or FM station frequencies into any of
the six available preset memory positions), and an auto/manual
tuning mode selector. When the auto mode is chosen, touching
the up or down tuning buttons causes the tuner to scan until a
signal is intercepted. In the manual mode, touching these but-
tons alters frequency in 100 -kHz increments (9 or 10 kHz in the
AM mode). My only thought about this control layout is that the
up and down tuning buttons might have been better off on the
normally exposed surface of the front panel, since, in many
areas of the U.S., there are so many listenable FM signals (and
AM ones, for that matter) that six "memorized" settings may not
be enough for most listeners, who will have to get behind that
door panel to use the scanning or manual tuning modes.

The six station preset buttons are located at the right end of
the panel, while the center third of the panel is largely dedicated
to a series of illuminated displays, AM and FM selector buttons,
and the power on/off switch. A digital readout of tuned -to AM or
FM frequency is augmented by "AM" and "FM" lights, stereo
and multipath indicator lights, a five-I.FD signal strength indica-
tor, and 12 tiny windows (six for AM and six for FM) into which
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Pioneer's frequency -
synthesizer F-9 is one
FM tuner which does not
sacrifice performance for
tuning accuracy or preset
station memories.

Fig. 3-
Stereo FM
frequency
response and
separation in
narrow and
wide i.f. modes.

Fig. 4-
Stereo FM
crosstalk and
distortion
products in
narrow i.f. mode.

can be slipped the frequencies of the corresponding favorite
stations which have been permanently stored in the tuner's
"memory" circuits. All possible AM and FM channel frequencies
are supplied on four accessory cards so that the user can insert
appropriate notations in the little windows on the front panel.
These windows are numbered 1 through 6 (for AM and FM),
corresponding to the similarly numbered station preset buttons
at the right.

The rear panel of the F-9 is equipped with a 75 -ohm coaxial
connector and 300 -ohm FM antenna terminals, external AM and
ground terminals, a pivotable ferrite AM loopstick, the required
pair of audio output jacks (whose output level is fixed), and a
couple of farsighted features which you probably have not en-
countered before. The first of these is an AM stereo -out jack,
which is basically a connection to a buffered AM i.f. stage. The
jack is provided in anticipation of an FCC approval of one of
several proposed systems for stereo AM broadcasting and
would presumably accommodate stereo AM adaptor add-ons in
the future. Another unusual feature on the rear panel is a slide
switch which can be set for either 9 -kHz or 10 -kHz frequency
steps when tuning the AM band. Much of Europe and Asia has
already adopted the 9 -kHz channel spacing, while the U.S.,
Canada, and the rest of the countries in this hemisphere contin-
ue to use channel assignments that are 10 kHz apart. However,
at some future date we may also agree to change to a 9 -kHz
channel spacing system, and it would only be necessary to flick
the switch on the back of the F-9 to allow the frequency -syn-
thesized AM tuner section to tune in 9 -kHz steps. Clearly, Pio-
neer has tried its best to offer a tuner that is obsolescence proof.

FM Section Measurements
Figure 1 shows the quieting and distortion characteristics of

the FM tuner section of the F-9 when the bandwidth switch is set
to the wide position. Again, our signal generator was not up to
the task of measuring the 90 dB (at 85 dBf) of S/N claimed by
Pioneer (nor, for that matter, is our standard graph form), but we
have every reason to believe that it is quite true (I measured 86
dB, as low as my generator has ever gone) for mono reception.
Note that both for mono and stereo, the noise line hasn't begun
to level off as we drop off the bottom of the graph! My stereo
noise measurement capability also falls short of being able to
verify the 85 -dB S/N claimed by Pioneer, though again I sus-
pect that the tuner easily reached that level of quieting, judging
by the slope of the curve in Fig. 1.

The quieting characteristics of the tuner, in both mono and
stereo, are essentially the same whether the tuner is placed in
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Two farsighted features are
on the back panel - an AM
stereo -out jack and an AM
channel -spacing switch in
case the FCC changes to
9 -kHz spacing.

the wide or narrow modes. Distortion, however, increases in the
narrow mode, as might be expected. Figure 2 is a plot of mono
and stereo THD versus frequency in the wide mode (two lower
curves) and of stereo THD in the narrow i.f. mode. It should be
noted, however, that even in the narrow mode, THD remains low
enough so as not to be audibly bothersome. But in the narrow
mode, selectivity measured a very high 85 dB as claimed, high
enough to preclude any interference from stations operating at
frequencies close to the desired one.

Frequency response deviated from flat by no more than 0.2
dB at the high end (15 kHz), as can be seen from the upper
trace of Fig. 3, Which also depicts stereo FM separation (two
lower curves in Fig. 3) in the wide and narrow modes. The lower
curve (best separation) was obtained when the tuner was operat-
ed in the wide mode, with separation readings of 52 dB at 1 kHz
and at 100 Hz and 46 dB at 10 kHz. When the tuner was
operated in the narrow mode, separation decreased but was still
a relatively high 40 dB at mid -frequencies, 38 dB at 100 Hz,
and an impressive 42 dB at 10 kHz.

More subtle forms of distortion arising in the FM section when
it is operated in the narrow mode may be seen by examining
Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4, I operated the tuner in the narrow mode
while modulating the signal generator with a left -only stereo sig-

nal at 5 kHz. This is represented by the tall spike at the left (the
horizontal sweep in these two figures is linear from 0 to 50 kHz
or 5 kHz per linear division). A second sweep, taken at the
output of the unmodulated channel, shows the crosstalk compo-
nent of 5 kHz (contained within the tall spike, lower in amplitude)
plus a series of crosstalk distortion components and subcarrier
components. Comparing the results obtained in Fig. 5 (tuner
operating in the wide mode) with those of Fig. 4, it is easy to see
how much cleaner the crosstalk components are when the tuner
is operated in the wide mode, not to mention the higher stereo
separation observed.

Spurious response rejection was more than 90 dB, much
better than claimed. AM suppression measured 65 dB as
claimed, while image, i.f., and subcarrier rejection measured 73
dB, in excess of 100 dB, and 72 dB respectively. Muting thresh-
old was set a bit higher than published specs suggested, at
around 15 µV (28.7 dBf), and this point also corresponded to
stereo switching threshold.

AM frequency response of this tuner was not unlike that of
most tuners and receivers manufactured as "high fidelity" com-
ponents: Not very good. However, this tuner at least has the
advantage of being able to extend the high -end response slight-
ly when the tuner is operated in the wide AM mode; it also has
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Pioneer specifies 90 dB for
the F -9's S/N; I could only
measure 86, the limit of my
signal generator.

Fig. 5-
Same as Fig. 4,
but wide
i.f. mode.

Fig. 6-
AM frequency
response in wide
and narrow
modes.

the ability to zero in on closely spaced stations (especially at
night) when operated in the narrow mode. Frequency response
is shown for both modes in Fig. 6.

Use and Listening Tests
The high quality and reception capability of this new Pioneer

tuner is, of course, difficult to assess while listening to typical FM
stations. Accordingly, the listening tests included a comparison
of the sound of some audiophile records "transmitted" over my
own closed-circuit setup to the F-9 versus the sound of these
same records played directly over my reference component sys-
tem. In addition, I did some listening to the single radio station in
my area which continues to put out a first-rate signal: In both
cases I was reminded of how good FM radio really can be. I

suspect that when true digital audio program sources become
available, and as more and more tuners such as the F-9 appear
on the marketplace, more radio station operators will have to re-
examine their practices and, in most cases, improve them. With
a tuner such as this new Pioneer F-9 and live or digitally record-
ed program sources, the weakest link in the FM chain is surely
the radio station. And, best of all, this incredible tuner perform-
ance is available at a fraction of what the best non -frequency -
synthesized performance used to cost just a few years ago.

Leonard Feldman
Enter No. 90 on Reader Service Card

Ever hear a Ruby?
It takes more than a ruby cantilever to make a
moving coil cartridge capable of excellent sound
reproduction. It takes imagination, engineering
knowledge and dedication to perfection.

The Dynavector DV/Karat series is the
culmination of these efforts.
Ce=« 27óI
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Dr. Noboru Tominari, the creative
genius and founder of Dynavector,
developed a radical new technology
taking into account wave dispersion
and cantilever vibration theories.

Dr. Tominari reasons that the
"soft" sound of most cartridges
was due to the various delays of
frequencies along the length of
the cantilever.

The role of the cantilever as a
sound dispersing medium has
been mitigated by making it as

short and as hard as possible.
As a result, a solid laser cut
synthetic ruby cantilever only
2.5mm in length with a
diamond contact tip is utilized.

Another benefit of the
short/hard ruby cantilever is the
high resonance frequency
above 50 kHz. Therefore, the
elimination of rubber damping.
Without the "creeping time

effects of rubber" (temperature
changes and age deterioration), the

DV/Karat's ability to produce sound with
stunning realism, brilliant tonal balance

and exquisite detail is maintained over the life
of the cartridge.
The truth is in the listening. Call or write for the

name of a Dynavector audio specialist near you.

Dynavector Systems U.S.A., 7042 Owensmouth
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91303. (213) 702-8025.

Dyncuvctor
WORLD LEADER IN MC CARTRIDGES

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card



You've driven to the end of the world. Alone.

The engine is still warm.

Amid the roar of the waves and the cries of the gulls,
you fire up your mobile high-fidelity system for a morn-
ing concert.

What will it be? Bach? Mozart? Perhaps some Keith
Jarrett.

Whatever you choose, your system is equal to the
task because you've chosen ADS.

The ADS Power Plate 100 Automotive Amplifier and
the ADS 300i Automotive Loudspeaker System deliver
the kind of power it takes to be heard above road noise,
engine noise, and ocean waves. And it's not just brute
power, but power with performance, subtlety and
nuance - qualities collectively known as musical
accuracy.

Easily the most sophisticated automotive audio com-
ponents available today, the Power Plate 100 amplifier
and 300i speakers are exactly what you'd expect from
ADS, the company that literally invented mobile high-
fidelity.

To find out more about putting an ADS system in
your automobile, write ADS, Department AÚ29, or call
1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toil free and
ask for Operator 483.

The more time you spend with your automobile, the
more you owe it to yourself to listen to ADS.

ADS Audio for the critically demanding

Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100
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ONKYO
CP-115OF
TURNTABLE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Drive Motor Type: Direct, quartz con-

trolled; separate motor for tonearm.
Speeds: 33 v3 and 45 rpm.
Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.025 per-

cent, wtd. rms.
Rumble: Better than -75 dB, DIN 45-

539 "B."
Cartridge Weight Range: 5 to 9

grams.
Dimensions: 16'1 in. (41 .9 cm) W x 15

in. (38.1 cm) D x 5 in. (12.7 cm) H.
Weight: 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg).
Price: $329.95.
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The Onkyo CP-1 150F is a fully automatic turntable with some
rather unusual features which make it a little different from the
run-of-the-mill designs. For example, there is a Repeat function
which allows a record to be played continuously from any select-
ed point to disc end and, probably more useful, a button marked
Search which activates a motor to drive the arm in either direc-
tion. At the desired point, the arm is then lowered by the cue
button - the arm motion is so smooth that you can almost
move it groove by groove. Another interesting idea is the provi-
sion of a jack for an optional remote unit which can control most
functions. This remote unit is designated the RC -5T.

Perhaps the most striking feature is the platter mat. Instead of
the black rubber material we are used to seeing, this one is
made from a transparent plastic, but more about that later. The
unit itself has the current low -profile styling with all the controls
disposed on a narrow shelf -like projection at the front where they
are accessible with the dust cover closed. There are three push
buttons on the left; number one is the power on -off switch, the
second selects the speed, while the third is the record size (7 or
12 inches) selector. A light behind a bezel near the center
shows when the power is switched on, and way over on the
right-hand side are four more push buttons, Repeat, Search,
Cueing, and Play/Reject.

The arm is a statically balanced type, measuring 878 inches
from pivot to stylus. It is made from tubular carbon fiber, as is the
headshell. The words "High Sensitivity Low Mass Straight Tone
Arm" are inscribed around the pivot trim, and the anti -skating
slide dial projects forward on the right and also forms the arm
rest. The tracking force scale on the counterweight is calibrated
from 0 to 3 grams, while the anti -skating slide has markings up
to 4.8 grams.

The motor is a direct -drive type with quartz -lock servo control,
and it turns a 3 -lb. platter which is an aluminum die casting. As
with many present-day turntables, a high -impact plastic is used
for the base. The four insulated feet use a combination of felt,
coil springs, and rubber to give acoustic isolation - needed
because the arm and motor are solidly mounted on the top
board. The unit is finished in a metallic gray and silver and
comes complete with an overhang gauge plus some hardware.

Measurements
For test purposes, an Osawa MP -30 MM cartridge was

mounted on the low -mass headshell which, by the way, is fitted
with a locking screw. This represents something of a "worst
case" combination in that this arm and cartridge combination is
about as far from optimum as it's possible to get. This is not the
fault of either the arm or the cartridge, of course, but simply
represents one of the few places left in hi-fi where two perfectly
fine components can produce a less -than -optimum result. The
Onkyo arm showed up rather well in this test, where the effect of
the mismatch is seen in the resonance -a rise of 3.5 dB at 8
Hz. The optimum point for this resonance is generally thought to
be in the 11 to 15 Hz range, below any recorded information
and above the warp frequency range of 4 to 6 Hz.

As mentioned earlier, the platter mat is made of plastic, and it
is described as a "transparent amorphous plastic." This mat fits
on a "diamond -cut plane platter," so it lays perfectly flat with no
air spaces in between. At one time, it was thought that the only
function of a platter mat was to damp out some of the motor
vibrations, but we now know that a mat must also absorb vibra-
tions generated by the stylus in the record without introducing
resonances. We know, too, that some mats with heavy ribs can
cause problems because the air pockets act as miniature
Helmholtz resonators, while mats with reflective surfaces can
have a poor interface and increase the change of airborne
acoustic feedback. So what it amounts to is this: The design of
an ordinary platter mat is not at all simple. Some manufacturers
rely on soft, absorbent materials, sometimes aided by a separate
weight, while others prefer materials having a relatively high den-
sity. Onkyo's choice is an amorphous kind of polyethylene, plus
an absolutely flat platter.

As far as rumble is concerned, the figures are comparable
with other high -quality units, and changing over to a rubber mat
made no significant difference. However, the Onkyo mat was
clearly superior in recovery from shock excitation pulses which
caused some subsonic ringing with the softer mat. To be hon-
est, I don't know how important this is, but I suppose it could
have an effect on some kinds of feedback. The four triple -insu-
lated feet do a good job in isolating the unit from vibration, and
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The most striking feature
is the transparent platter
mat of amorphous plastic
which did a good job of
reducing shock pulses.

acoustic feedback is unlikely to cause problems. Overall, the
unit is clearly well thought-out in this regard.

Wow and flutter was 0.04 percent (DIN 45-507), and rumble
measured a low -62.5 dB using the ARRL weighting. Both verti-
cal and lateral arm bearing friction were insignificant. Calibration
of the tracking force dial was about 5 percent high above one
gram. The optimum tracking force for the MP -30 cartridge was
found to be 1 .8 grams with the anti -skating set a trifle higher.
Speed was less than 0.2 percent fast on both ranges and was
unaffected by a.c. line changes.

Using the gauge supplied by Onkyo, the offset angle was 21
degrees with an overhang of half an inch, giving maximum
tracking error of +3 and -1 degrees. By increasing the
overhang to % inch and angling the cartridge slightly in the
mount, the error was modified to +2 and -1.25 degrees. For
this exercise, a Cart-A-Lign protractor gauge was used. This
ingenious gadget has the null points at 2.6 and 4.76 inches,
and the built-in mirrors make it one of the most accurate of the
inexpensive gauges now available.

Use Tests
The CP-1 150F proved to be very easy to use, although the

Search control took a little getting used to. Depressing the but-
ton sends the arm over the record, where it stops as soon as the
button is released. However, if you then decide the arm has not
moved far enough, a second touch of the button moves the arm
back in the other direction! In other words, sequential button
pressing results in bidirectional arm movement. The cue control
works very well indeed, lowering the cartridge slowly and gently.
As to the Repeat facility, well, it obviously has its uses but it
would be even more useful if a single selection anywhere on the
record could be repeated - not just the last band or bands. I do
prefer having some method of repeat play, however, and this
one worked well in my tests.

All in all, the Onkyo CP-1 150F is a nicely styled, well -engi-
neered unit which is likely to make a special appeal to those who
desire the convenience of a special cueing system like this one.

George W. Tillett
Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card
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Dual Capstans-
The answer or the problem?

Nakamichi Spoken Here. The advantages of two capstans are obvious; the problems
are not! Capturing the tape between supply and takeup cap-
stans isolates the "active" portion from the reels. Thus, sticky
cassette hubs, grabbing clutches, and surging reel motors
have less effect on tape motion.

Great, but let's not miss the forest for the trees! While dual
capstans do help isolate the tape from the reels, they generate
problems of their own-problems that often go unrecognized.
Bodies that rotate at the same rate are in resonance; thus
they magnify vibration which, when it enters the tape path,
increases flutter and modulation noise. The overall perform-
ance of a dual -capstan transport often is worse than that of a
single -capstan drive!

Nakamichi faced this problem years ago and developed an
Asymmetrical, Diffused -Resonance Transport that is unique
in the industry. When you purchase a Nakamichi-any
Nakamichi-you will find supply and takeup capstans of differ-
ent diameters rotating at different rates. You'll find flywheels of
different moments of inertia-machined from solid stock for
perfect balance. This "Asymmetry" eliminates common -mode
resonance. And, Nakamichi transports are fabricated from
materials that have been especially selected and treated to
absorb motor vibration and prevent its transference to the tape.

The piece de resistance is our unique pressure -pad lifter. In a
Nakamichi transport, tension is controlled so accurately, and
heads are contoured so precisely that pressure pads are not
required to maintain head -to -tape contact. Since the pad cre-
ates more problems than it solves-scrape flutter, modulation
noise, and tape skew-it's better off out of the way!

The proof of Nakamichi technology is in the listening. Specifi-
cations, while important, do not tell the whole story. Scrape flut-
ter occurs at a very rapid rate; it is not included in "weighted"
flutter measurements-even those made in accordance with
DIN specifications. Modulation noise goes unspecified entirely!
But compare the sound of a Nakamichi recorder with any
other. You'll hear clarity of reproduction that is unique-music
with detail! Experience Nakamichi sound today-at your
Nakamichi dealer.

rkNakamichi To learn more about Nakamichi's unique technology, write directly to:
Nakamichi USA Corporation, 1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica. CA 90401.
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 17

kHz, 25 Hz to 17.5 kHz with Cr02
tape. 25 Hz to 21 kHz with metal tape.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.6 percent for
1 kHz at meter zero with metal tape.

Signal/Noise Ratio: 62 dB with metal
tape.

Erasure: 70 dB.
Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.25 mV; line,

70 mV,

AKAI GX-F90
STEREO
CASSETTE
DECK

Output Level: Line, 410 mV; head-
phone, 1 00 mV into 8 ohms.

Flutter: 0.03 percent wtd. rms, 0.08
percent wtd. pk.

Tape Speed: Within ±0.5 percent.
FF & RWD Times: 60 S with C-60.
Dimensions: 1 7.3 in. (440 mm) W x

4.1 in. (105 mm) H x 14.6 in. (370
mm) D.

Weight: 21.6 lbs. (9.8 kg).
Price: $675.00.

The Akai GX-F90 cassette deck provides excellent perform-
ance and has many features of interest, including three long -life
heads, fluorescent bar meters, and a logic/solenoid system.
The front panel is an attractive brushed aluminum with black
designations. There are separate push-button switches for Mem-
ory, Repeat, IPLS (Instant Program Location System), Cal Tone,
MPX Filter, Dolby NR, and Monitor, Tape or Source. Each of
these has a green light which immediately answers any question
about deck status. Use of IPLS allows fast winding to the begin-
ning or end of a particular selection, with automatic stop at that
point. Cal Tone injects a 400 -Hz tone for record calibration to
ensure accurate Dolby tracking. There are also similar buttons
for resetting the counter and ejecting a cassette, and a larger

one for power on -off. There are two rotary switches with bar
knobs for Timer Start (Rec-Off-Play) and Tape Selector, which
has an adjacent illuminated window to show LN, LH, Cr02 or
Metal.

Eject causes the cassette carrier to move out and tilt down.
The door/cover can be removed to facilitate any maintenance
tasks. The light -touch tape -motion buttons are logic controlled
with substantially any change in mode allowed - including
adding record while in play, going into record from fast wind,
etc. The Rec Mute is right in the same line, as are Rec Cancel
and the Peak/VU meter -mode switches. With the exception of
Stop, all of the transport control buttons are illuminated: Yellow
for the two wind functions, green for Play, red for Rec and Rec
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Mute, and orange for Pause. This nice feature is made even
better with Play flashing when in Pause, rewinding with Repeat
or winding with 'PLS. and Rec Mute flashing when it is in opera-
tion - each one "'saying" what must be done next to return to
the previous mode. Rec Cancel is an unusual feature that will be
of definite use to some. If you begin recording what you don't
want, a push of this one button puts you back at the start in Rec
and Pause, ready for another try.

The Peak/VU switch selects the dynamics of the bar -graph
meters, and there are handy status lights to make certain the
user doesn't get confused. The bar segments are a light blue up
to meter zero and a sort of light brown from there up to the
maximum of +8. The Dolby -level reference is at +4 dB. There
are two segments for each level step, 24 sets in all, with single -
dB steps from -3 to +8 dB, where the best resolution is need-
ed. The peak -level calibration is 7 dB lower than that for VU,
which is actually a very good idea because then the maximum
meter indications will be about the same for both meter modes.
There are dual -concentric level pots for both mike and line, al-
lowing mike -line mixing. The knobs are of a good size and have
clear indices, and the friction is just right for making single -
channel adjustments.

The screwdriver -adjust, center-detent record -calibration pots
are just below the level pots, and the mike phone jacks are just
to the right. Use of the left -channel mike jack only will feed that
signal to both channels. The knob of the output pot is small, but
it is adequate for controlling the level to the headphones and to
line out. The line in/out phono jacks are on the rear panel, as is
a socket for the optional remote control. Access to the interior
was gained with the removal of the steel top and side cover,
securely held in place with several machine screws -a touch
of quality. The soldering on the p.c. boards was generally very
good with little flux residue. The large signal p.c. board, just

Table 1-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).

With Dolby NR Without Dolby NR

Tape Type
Dolby Lvl -20 dB Dolby Lvl -20 dB

Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz

Maxell UD-XL I 30 7 2 31 1 7 0 30 7 3 31 19.3
BASF Studio H 30 7 2 29 1 8 0 30 7 1 29 20.0
TDK MA -R 30 12 8 2920 3 30 12 8 29 20

Table II-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM
weightings.

Tape Type

Maxell UD-XL I
BASF Studio H
TDK MA -R

IEC A Wtd. (dBA) CCIR/ARM (dB)

W/Dolby NR Without NR W/Dolby NR Without NR

@DL HD=3% @DL 110=3% @ DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3%

62.0 65.0 53.4 56.4 61.5 64.5 51.3 54.3
63.0 65.0 54.7 56.7 62.5 64.5 52.5 54.5
63.9 66.4 55.3 57.8 63 0 65.5 52.5 55.0

above the logic board, had all parts identified, including adjust-
ments. Interconnections were made mostly with wirewrap, with
some direct soldering and some multi -pin connectors. There
were three fuses in clips on the power supply p.c. board. The
dual -solenoid, two -motor drive system was judged to be of good
construction. The large power transformer was surrounded by a
shield, and it and other components were well supported within
a rigid chassis frame.
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The Akai GX-F90 cassette
deck has many useful
features and very good to
excellent performance in
every area.
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Fig. 6-Tape play speed rms and wtd. pk. flutter,
vs. line voltage and wtd. three trials each.

Performance
The first step in the testing was to check the GX-F90 with

standard alignment tapes. With both equalizations (120 and 70
µ S), responses were very good at the lower frequencies but
were down 3.5 to 4 dB at the highest frequencies. Tape play
speed, on the other hand, was very accurate: 0.05 percent slow
at most. The level indications on the meters were both within a
dB of the standard. Pink noise and a 1/3 -octave RTA were
used, as usual, for fast surveys of a large number of possible
formulations for use in testing. Akai is to be praised for listing
both recommended tapes and the standard reference tapes they
use for setting up the deck. I found very close agreement with
their list although my tapes for test (TDK AD, Maxell UD-XL II and
Ampex MPT) were not their reference tapes. Figures 1 to 3 and
Table I show the swept -frequency response results with and
without Dolby NR, both at Dolby level and at 20 dB lower. With
the AD and UD-XL II tapes, there appeared to be a possible
influence from the drooping play response mentioned earlier,
including the little saddle (droop) around 4 kHz, 1 .5 dB at most.
The responses with the metal tape are different, being elevated
slightly from about 1 kHz out. Nonetheless, all of these results
are quite good, and if the deck had bias trim, the responses
could have been made smoother, gaining better Dolby tracking.

The 400 -Hz (441 Hz actual) calibration tone had about 0.8
percent THD, quite acceptable for the purpose. With Maxell
UD-XL II tape, the record calibration pots had a range of adjust-
ment of about ±5 dB. With a 10 -kHz test tone, there was a 70 -
degree phase discrepancy between tracks - typical for the
combination head design used. There were 25 degrees of
phase jitter, better than most cassette decks. The output polarity
was in phase with the input signal. The multiplex filter was 3 dB
down at 16.1 kHz, and it was a good 34.8 dB down at 19 kHz.
With a 1 -kHz test tone, erasure was greater than 80 dB, and
separation was 43 dB. Crosstalk was down at least 60 dB, with
larger and more desirable figures at times. Erasure of the metal
tape at 100 Hz was greater than 70 dB, very good performance.
Bias in the output during recording was very low, though there
were some beat notes at the very highest frequencies of the
swept test tone used for the responses.

HDL3 (the level of third harmonic distortion) was measured for
a 1 -kHz tone from 10 dB below Dolby level to the point where
the distortion reached 3 percent for each of the three tapes (Fig.
4). The curves are quite linear, with just a slight upward curving
at the distortion limit. The 0.05 percent distortion figure at -10
dB shows that there was very low distortion in the electronics, as
well as in the magnetic process. The signal-to-noise ratios with
both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings were measured with and
without Dolby NR, and the excellent results are shown in Table
II. HDL3 was also measured over a range from 30 Hz to 7 kHz
with Ampex MPT tape at 10 dB below Dolby level (Fig. 5). The
results are excellent in the mid -frequencies, and the increases at
the frequency extremes are less than with many recorders.

Input sensitivities were 0.23 mV for mike and 65 mV for line,
both a little bit better than spec. The input overload points were
very high: 56.9 mV for mike and 30 V for line, where waveform
rounding first appeared. The output clipped at +18.1 dB rela-
tive to meter zero. The two sections of both input level pots
tracked within a dB from maximum down about 60 dB, excellent
performance. The output pot tracked within a dB down about 45
dB. The 100 -mV headphone drive to 8 ohms was fine for most
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The GX-F90 has three
heads, fluorescent bar
meters, and a logic -controlled
solenoid transport system.

phones, though the volume was on the low side with an AKG
600 -ohm set. The line outputs were 414 mV, and they dropped
just slightly (to 410 mV) with the IHF 10-kilohm load.

In VU mode, the bar -graph meters had a response time of
240 mS, slightly fast, and there was no overshoot. In Peak
mode, the response times were substantially to IEC Standard
268-10, actually being slightly fast: Only 2 dB down with a 3-
mS burst, where the standard calls for -4 ±1.0 dB. The fall time
was 1 .0 second, slightly short for easy reading. All of the scale
calibrations were exactly accurate, from -20 dB to +8 dB, much
better than most meters. The meter response was not polarity
sensitive in either mode, and the increased level from a sine
wave with d.c. offset (or a single -polarity peak, if you will) was
correctly shown. This is additional evidence of excellent design
by Akai.

The speed characteristics of the GX-F90 were also impres-
sive. The tape speed at 120 V was one of the most accurate
ever measured. Variations with time were very low, and there
was just a slight lowering of speed at 130 V. There were the
expected variations in flutter with trial and cassette, but typical
figures were 0.035 percent wtd. rms and 0.075 percent wtd.
pk., certainly better than most decks. Wind times averaged 69
seconds with a C-60, which is over spec, but still fast enough.
Run -out to stop time was 2 S, and any change in transport mode
was made in 1 second or less.

In -Use Tests
Tape loading and unloading was simple and convenient, and

there was easy access for maintenance, especially with the
door/cover removed. It was a distinct pleasure to use the Akai
deck with the many helpful status lights, particularly the flashing
Play and Rec Mute buttons, calling attention to what needed to
be done. Setting record levels accurately was quite easy with the
good pots and the peak/VU metering. Everything was com-
pletely reliable, including IPLS and timer -start functions. The tri-
lingual owner's manual provided sufficient detail in most re-
spects, but the text was confusing on the use of peak metering.
There was also a reference to "occasional motor lubrication,"
which is not as clear as, say, "every XXXX hours of operation."

Record/playback listening was done first with pink noise as a
source, and then several records, which included Haydn's Sym-
phony No. 59 and Bach's Suite No. 2, both with Marriner and
the Academy of St. Martin in the Field, Diahann Carroll with the
Ellington Orchestra (Orinda Records), and the Maxell samplers.
The results were really very good, but it was possible to detect
some dulling with the noise source and TDK AD and Maxell
UD-XL II and some brightening with Ampex MPT. With the mu-
sic, changes were more subtle, but there were some similar
indications, mostly with the vocal by changes in presence.
Record, pause, and stop noises were very low, just detectable at
times.

Overall, the Akai GX-F90 deck has many useful features and
very good to excellent performance in every area. It is most
worthy of comparison to any of the other decks in its price
range. Howard A. Roberson

Enter No. 92 on Reader Service Card
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A
TECHNICS
SA -424
FM/AM
STEREO
RECEIVER

Technics

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 10.8 dBf,

1 .9 µV.
50 -dB Quieting: Mono, 13.7 dBf, 2.7

µ V; stereo, 37.2 dBf, 39.7 µV.
S/N: Mono, 75 dB; stereo, 70 dB.
THD: Mono, 0.15 percent at 1 kHz and

100 Hz, 0.3 percent at 6 kHz; stereo,
0.2 percent at 1 kHz and 100 Hz, 0.3
percent at 6 kHz.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, + 1 , -2 dB.

Selectivity: 75 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.2 dB.
Image Rejection: 55 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 75 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 82 dB.
AM Suppression: 55 dB.
Stereo Separation: 45 dB at 1 kHz, 35

dB at 10 kHz.
Subcarrier Suppression: 19 kHz, 38

dB; 38 kHz, 50 dB.

AM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 30 µV, external antenna;

300 µV/m, internal loopstick.
I.f. Rejection: 40 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB.
Selectivity: 55 dB.

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 45 watts per channel, 8

ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Rated THD: 0.007 percent.
Rated SMPTE IM: 0.01 percent.
Dynamic Headroom: 1 .6 dB.
Frequency Response: Phono, RIAA

±0.5 dB; high level, 5 Hz to 80 kHz -3
dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz ±0.2 dB.

IHF Input Sensitivity: Phono, 0.4 mV;
high level, 23 mV.

IHF S/N: Phono, 74 dB; high level, 80
dB.

Phono Overload: 130 mV, 1 kHz.
Bass and Treble Control Range: ±10

dB at 50 Hz and 20 kHz.
Subsonic Filter Cutoff: 30 Hz, -6 dB

per octave.
High -Cut Filter Cutoff: 7 kHz, -6 dB

per octave.
50 -Hz Damping Factor: 40 into 8 ohms.

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120 V, 60 Hz,

260 W
Dimensions: 16-15/16 in. (43 cm) W x

4 %d in. (1 1 .1 cm) H x 13% in. (34 cm)
D.

Weight: 15.5 lbs. (7.04 kg).
Price: $420.00.
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It has often been said that high-fidelity components are
among the very few consumer products which have resisted
inflation and the eroding value of the dollar. An excellent exam-
ple of this truism.can be found in the Technics SA -424 integrat-
ed receiver, a 45 -watt per channel, fully frequency synthesized
unit carrying a suggested list price that is lower than what you
might have had to pay for a frequency synthesized tuner -only
component just a couple of years ago.

The front panel of this receiver is relatively small, and yet
there is enough control to satisfy the audio enthusiast who seeks
a degree of sophisticated features even in an all -in -one receiver.
A slim power on/off push button is at the upper left. Despite the
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This receiver is fairly small
yet has enough sophisticated
control features to satisfy
most audio enthusiasts.

_...
M."

fact that AM or FM frequencies are displayed in digital form near
the center of the panel, the designers of this receiver have add-
ed an analog "frequency meter" to the left of the major digital
display area which resembles a conventional calibrated dial
scale. The analog scale does not seem redundant in this layout
and gives the user a sense of where, on the overall FM or AM
band, he or she is. Indicators within the adjacent digital display
area show signal strength, stereo FM signal reception, FM, MHz,
AM, kHz and "memory." The memory light illuminates when the
memory button, just below this display area, is pushed prepara-
tory to entering a favorite station frequency into one of the seven
available presets. Up to 14 station frequencies (seven AM and
seven FM) can be stored in this way for instant recall at any time
later on, as desired.

To the right of the digital and signal -strength display areas are
the input selector buttons (for selecting AUX, tuner, or phono
program sources) and the master volume control of the receiver.

Additional touch switches below the display area include a
pair of interactive AM and FM selector buttons, up and down
manual tuning buttons, and the previously described memory
and preset buttons. Along the lower section of the front panel
are a headphone jack; a pair of speaker selector buttons (main
and remote); center-detented bass and treble rotary tone con-
trols; an auto-scan/manual tuning selector; FM muting/mode,
subsonic filter, and high -cut filter touch switches; a rotary bal-
ance control; loudness switch, and two tape monitor circuit
switches.

The rear panel of the SA -424 receiver is equipped with novel
speaker connection terminals, each of which has a relatively
large hole into which speaker wire is easily inserted. The termi-
nal is then given a simple quarter -turn clockwise, which action
locks the wire in place and creates good electrical contact. It

would be next to impossible to create any amplifier output short
circuits when using these terminals. Above the speaker termi-
nals are a pair of a.c. convenience outlets (one switched, the
other unswitched), while to the left is a battery compartment
designed to house three AA -size batteries which are needed to
keep the station memory "alive" and to insure that the unit
tunes to the station previously listened to after the unit has been
turned off and turned on again. The usual tape input and output
jacks, an AM ferrite built-in antenna stick, a ground terminal, and
external FM and AM antenna terminals are located at the left
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In terms of price, features
and performance, the
Technics SA -424 is, to my
way of thinking, a true
bargain in today's audio
component market.
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quieting and distortion
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Fig. 3 -
Stereo FM
frequency
response, upper
trace, and
separation vs.
frequency.

end of the rear panel. Either 75 -ohm or 300 -ohm twin lead
transmission line may be connected from the FM antenna to the
receiver.

No technical information regarding circuitry is provided in the
owner's manual (though the booklet does an adequate job of
instructing even a neophyte user regarding correct installation
and operation of the set), but I surmise from a notation on the
front panel of the receiver that the amplifier section of the SA -
424 uses the new Technics "New Class A" circuitry, a system
which is said to offer the advantages of ultra -low distortion nor-
mally found in Class -A amplifiers (which never switch signals
from one conducting transistor to another) together with the
higher efficiency and lower thermal dissipation of Class -B ampli-
fier designs. This circuitry probably accounts, in part, for the fact
that Technics was able to keep the size of this receiver so small
without encountering any thermal problems whatsoever.

Tuner Measurements
Usable sensitivity in mono FM measured 1 1 .2 dBf (2.0 µV),

close enough to the claimed 1.9 µV (10.8 dBf) so that the differ-
ence can be attributed to measurement equipment. In stereo,
usable sensitivity measured 17.6 dBf (4.2 µV/300 ohms). The
50 -dB quieting sensitivities measured 2.6 µV in mono and 37
µV in stereo (13.5 dBf and 39 dBf), both marginally better than
claimed by Technics. Mono S/N measured 75 dB as claimed,
while in stereo we measured a signal-to-noise ratio of 72 dB or
fully 2 dB better than claimed. Mid -frequency harmonic distor-
tion measured 0.15 percent in mono and was actually a bit
better in stereo, with measured results of 0.11 percent. Quieting
and mid -frequency distortion characteristics as a function of sig-
nal strength are shown in Fig. 1, while in Fig. 2 I have plotted
harmonic distortion versus FM modulating audio frequency, for
both mono and stereo reception.

Figure 3 is a 'scope photo of two composite frequency
sweeps taken with a spectrum analyzer to show FM frequency
response (upper trace) and stereo FM separation (lower trace).
The sweep is logarithmic from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and vertical
sensitivity of the display is 10 dB per division. At the three spe-
cific frequencies which must be measured to be in conformity
with the EIA/IEEE Tuner Standard, I read 47 dB separation at 1
kHz, 48 dB at 100 Hz, and 42 dB at 10 kHz - all significantly
better than claimed by the manufacturer. The sweeps in the
scope photo of Fig. 4 were made linearly and cover a frequency
span from 0 to 50 kHz. These displays show the crosstalk com-
ponents which occur when one channel is modulated with a 5 -
kHz signal (tall spike at left). Observations are then made at the
output of the opposite channel and, relative to the 5 -kHz refer-
ence signals, we see rather large amounts of 19 kHz, distortion
components of the 5 -kHz modulating tone, and residual
amounts of 38 kHz and its sidebands (the three right -most
spikes in the display). Referenced to unde-emphasized low -fre-
quency 100 -percent modulating levels, subcarrier rejection lev-
els met published specifications, but those claimed rejection fig-
ures are not especially good; if users intend to record "off the
air" using this receiver they might do well to activate a MPX filter
if such is available on their cassette recorders.

Selectivity measured exactly 75 dB as claimed, while AM
suppression measured 56 dB. Image rejection was 57 dB; i.f.
rejection measured 75 dB as claimed, and spurious rejection
was 85 dB as against 82 dB claimed. Capture ratio measured
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High-fidelity components
are among the few consumer
products which have resisted
inflation and the eroding
value of the dollar.

1.2 dB as claimed.
As is true of so many stereo receivers and tuners, the AM

section of the SA -424 was basically of narrow -band design, as
illustrated by the frequency response plot of Fig. 5 (plot is loga-
rithmic, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz). Other published AM specifica-
tions were met or exceeded.

Amplifier Measurements
The power amplifier section of the SA -424 receiver easily

delivered its rated power of 45 watts per channel at all audio
frequencies within its stated power band. Technics claims an
almost unmeasurable 0.007 percent THD as the rated distortion
of this receiver and, as can be seen from Fig. 6, I did, indeed,
measure even a bit lower than that for outputs of 45 watts per
channel. SMPTE IM at rated output measured 0.1 percent, as
claimed. THD levels were so low in this receiver that I found it
difficult to come up with meaningful results at the audio frequen-
cy extremes. Indeed, Technics makes a point of the fact that the
distortion of this receiver is so low that it had to be measured
using a digital spectrum analyzer instead of a conventional dis-
tortion analyzer such as I use in my lab.

Perhaps part of the reason why this receiver, during subse-
quent listening tests, seemed far more powerful than its bench
tests suggest is the rather high dynamic headroom of 2.4 dB
measured for this sample. (Technics only claims a figure of 1.6
dB for this specification.) In effect, a dynamic headroom of 2.4
dB referenced to a rated output of 45 watts means that, under
music signal conditions, this amplifier section could deliver
short-term power peaks as high as 78.2 watts per channel with-
out significant clipping!

Damping factor, measured using a 50 -Hz signal, measured
exactly 40, as claimed (referred to an 8 -ohm load). While this
may seem to be a bit on the low side these days, it did not affect
the quality of bass reproduction when the unit was auditioned
and connected to my reference speaker systems.

The preamplifier and control sections of the receiver are well
executed. Signal-to-noise in phono (80 dB, "A" weighted, re-
ferred to 5 -mV input and 1.0 -watt output) and for the high-level
inputs (82 dB referred to 0.5 -volt input and 1.0 -watt output) are
excellent figures for a unit of this type. Phono overload mea-
sured 150 millivolts at 1 kHz, well beyond the 130 mV claimed
by Technics. Action and range of the bass and treble controls is
pictured in Fig. 7. Action of the high -cut filter is also shown in
this 'scope photo. Action of the subsonic filter begins below 30
Hz, and its effect is therefore not visible in the sweeps of Fig. 7,
which only extends down to 20 Hz at the bass extreme. Meter
measurements confirmed proper operation of this filter, howev-
er. I would have preferred to see a steeper slope for both the
subsonic and high -cut filters, given a choice, since the 6 dB per
octave slope provided only nominal attenuation of rumble and
"hiss" frequencies.

Use and Listening Tests
The Technics SA -424 is a receiver whose front panel controls

are easy to operate and with which the user will feel comfortable
after only a few minutes of use. The tuning system used operat-
ed flawlessly, and the preset tuning memories are a worthwhile
feature for anyone who listens to FM regularly. Level match,
when switching from FM to records, was good, and the phono
preamp section did a competent job of equalization and hum -

Fig. 4 -
Crosstalk
components of
5 kHz,stereo
FM section.

Fig. 5 -
AM frequency
response.
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The suggested list price for
this receiver is lower than
what you would have paid
for a frequency -synthesized
tuner only a few years ago.

Flg. 7 -
Tone control
range.

free low-level amplification. Today's crop of popularly priced,
relatively high -efficiency speakers are ideally suited to the power
output level available from the Technics SA -424 receiver in typi-
cal home environments. As mentioned earlier, the receiver
seems able to deliver power peaks that are audibly greater than
its FTC power rating might imply.

Of course, there are instances in which a user might require
more audio power than the SA -424 can provide, but in terms of
its price, features, and performance, the Technics SA -424 is, to
my way of thinking, a true bargain in today's audio component
marketplace. Leonard Feldman

Enter No. 93 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICS
SH-F1 01
FM ANTENNA

Manufacturer's Specifications
Antenna Type: Dipole, indoor, electroni-

cally tuned.
Frequency Range: 88 to 108 MHz.
Relative Gain: -2.0 dB.
Directivity: Figure 8 pattern.
Half -Power Angle: 90 degrees.
Output Impedance: 75 ohms.

Standing Wave Ratio: 1.2 or less.
Power Requirements: 18 V d.c., two 9-

V batteries, not supplied.
Dimensions: 16-27/32 in. (42.8 cm) W
x 6% in. (16.2 cm) H x 4-7/16 in.
(11.3 cm) D.

Weight: 1.9 lbs. (0.86 kg).
Price: $90.00.

Over the years, we have stressed the importance of using a
"good" FM antenna with any FM tuner or receiver. All too often,
however, FM devotees who are perfectly willing to invest in a direc-
tional outdoor antenna are prevented from installing one for some
reason or another. Many manufacturers have attempted to design
practical indoor antennas that do almost as good a job, but only a
few have met with success. The attractively styled SH-F101 anten-
na which I used in part of my FM listening tests of the Technics
SA -424 is a fine example of an indoor FM antenna that really
works. To compensate for its extremely short length of only 43

centimeters (a standard FM dipole needs to be 1.8 meters long to
be tuned to the middle of the FM band), the Technics indoor
antenna features a built-in electronically tuned circuit which brings
the gain of this diminutive antenna very close to that of a reference
dipole. More importantly, the tuned circuit actually improves the
effective selectivity of any tuner or receiver with which it is used.
The SH-F101 also has an excellent "figure 8" directional charac-
teristic which means that by proper orientation of the device, a user
can eliminate much of the problem caused by multipath signal
reflections so prevalent in many metropolitan areas.
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The Technics SH-F101 is
truly the next best thing to a
multi -element outdoor
antenna - and that's high
praise for any indoor
antenna.
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Fig. 1 - Relative gain of
Technics SH-F101 FM
antenna compared to a
standard half -wave dipole
cut to 98 MHz.
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Fig. 2 - Directional
characteristics at 98 MHz,
Technics SH-F101.
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The heavy base of the antenna is made of diecast material.
The antenna itself is affixed to the base by means of a ball -joint
which allows the antenna element to be rotated and tilted to
various angles. A short coaxial cable, supplied with the unit,
connects between the antenna section and the base, while a

longer cable, also supplied, connects from the base to the tuner
or receiver with which the antenna is to be used. A switch on the
surface of the base has three positions, auto, manual, and bat-
tery check. The battery check setting causes an indicator light
on the opposite surface of the base to illuminate if battery volt-
age is still adequate. The manual switch setting allows the an-
tenna to be used with any tuner or receiver and requires that the
user tune a small knob until its pointer indicates the frequency to
which the associated tuner or receiver is tuned. Since frequency
calibration is only nominally accurate and somewhat vague, the
best way to use the tuning control is to observe the signal -
strength meter on the tuner or receiver with which the antenna is
used. Once correct tuning of this knob has been accomplished,
the antenna element itself should then be rotated and angled for
best reception.

When the antenna is used with current models of Technics
tuners or receivers, such as the SA -424 tested for this report,
the selector switch on the antenna may be set to the auto mode.
In this setting, not only are batteries not required for the antenna,
but it is not even necessary to operate the little tuning knob on
the antenna. Instead, a voltage appearing at the 75 -ohm anten-
na terminal on the associated Technics tuner or receiver varies
with the frequency to which the Technics synthesized tuner or
receiver is tuned. Under these conditions, the user has only to
physically orient the tuner for best reception and the electronic
tunig is taken care of by the voltage coming from the associated
Technics tuner or receiver. As I pointed out to the folks at Tech-
nics, however, the owner's manual for the SA -424 says nothing
about this clever antenna tuning method, and I would never
have known about it had I not had a conversation with the tech-
nical folks at Technics during the course of my tests. It's a very
nice feature, but ought not to be kept a secret by its makers!

Laboratory Measurements
Gain of the antenna over the entire FM frequency band was

compared with the gain of a reference dipole, and results are
shown in the graph of Fig. 1. The "0 dB" in this graph corre-
sponds to the gain which a standard dipole (half -wave exhibited,
when cut to 98 MHz, the middle of the FM band). As for direc-
tionality of the antenna, it exhibited an almost perfect "figure 8"
directional pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.

Summary and Use Tests
Many FM listeners make the mistake of purchasing an indoor

antenna in hopes that it will provide them with as much signal
power as an outdoor antenna. No indoor antenna I know of will
provide this result. More often than not, however, lack of signal
strength is not the problem. Usually, FM listeners want to elimi-
nate multipath interference and other noise and interference
sources. It is for these purposes that an antenna such as the
Technics SH-F101 is ideally suited. The antenna worked very
well not only with the SA -424 receiver, but with other tuners and
receivers that were in my lab at the time of these tests. The
increased selectivity brought about by the tuned circuitry of the
antenna was beneficial when I tried to separate closely spaced
(in frequency) signals on my normally crowded FM dial. The
Technics SH-F101 is truly the next best thing to a multi -element
outdoor antenna - and that is quite high praise for any indoor
antenna. Leonard Feldman

Enter No. 94 on Reader Service Card
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The full impact of
organ, orchestra,
and ambience as only
Telarc can capture!

TELARC©
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"Suavity, poise, and
ravishing tonal beauty.."

David Hall,
Stereo Review, August, 1980

o

"The recorded sonics are
just about ideal."

R.D. Darrell,
High Fidelity, August, 1980

 TEL -10051

Also Hear These Important New TELARC Releases
C1/1",1.1.C19., att,,w

I <idlLmzd.xmn Chausson Concerto Op.21 for
violin, piano, and string quartet"

Lorin Maazel, Violin
Isracla Margalit, Piano
The Cleveland Orchestra
String Quartet
 TEL -10046

"This is the'best performance
yet on disc.." Heuwell Tircuit,
San Francisco Examiner & Chronicle

Boito: Mefisbfele Prologue
Verdi: Te Deum

Robert Shaw conducting
the Atlanta Symphony

Orchestra & Chorus
Join Cheek, Bass

 TEL -10045

"The digital recoiling technique
is triumphant..." Ceorge Jellinek,

Stereo Review October, 1980
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Telarc digital recordings are featured wherever audiophile recordings are sold. If not available
locally, write us today for our current StandarDisc catalog of digital, direct -to -disc, and advanced

analog recordings. AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224

audiotechnicao
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The ALLISON:SIXT" is our smallest
loudspeaker system. It is an 11 -inch
cube incorporating the Allison'
Room -Matched' design principle.
While compact, the model Six is not
a "mini" system in any sense. Its
low -frequency output is flat to below
50 Hz with reasonable system effi-
ciency. The highest audible frequen-
cies are reproduced smoothly and
dispersed uniformly by the same
convex -diaphragm tweeter used in
the most expensive Allison models.
Allison Sixes are accurate, full -range
loudspeaker systems, without allow-
ance for size or price.
Revue du Son, in a feature review* said
"La `petite' Allison Six est une grande
enceinte [loudspeaker]."
Full -range performance is possible
from loudspeakers that can be used
as bookends on an open shelf. The
Allison Six costs $160 with walnut
grained vinyl cabinet and $172 in
black or white lacquer.
Descriptive literature, including
complete specifications, is available
on request.
For literature and information call
(800) 225-4791 [in MA (617) 237-26701
or send coupon.
Revuedn Son, No 12 November. 1979).

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
Seven Tech Circle/Natick, MA 01760,U.S.A.

Name

Address

City State Zip

MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

Eastside Story: Squeeze
A&M SP4854, stereo, $8.98
Sound: A- Performance: A -

In the past, Squeeze may have suf-
fered some from a rather schizophrenic
presentation, as the melodic pop songs
of Tilbrook & Difford never properly
meshed with the boogie-woogie of the
now -solo Jools Holland. However, Mr.
Holland's replacement, Paul Carrack
(formerly with pubrocking Ace), not only
fits in better instrumentally with the group
but adds an interesting vocal touch that
is gruff and soulful. As a result Eastside
Story is Squeeze's most cohesive and
entertaining album yet.

Some may attribute this to the pro-
duction of Elvis Costello, Dave Ed-
munds, and Roger Bechirian, and cer-
tainly this influence is keenly felt:
Squeeze sounds not unlike The Attrac-
tions, with a dominant rhythm section for
the first time ever and a pleasing sparse-
ness that suits their songs. But
Squeeze's neo-McCartney/Zombies ap-

proach to songwriting shines through,
and although the listener may be bom-
barded by a zillion chords per song (a
new one every four beats, as it were) the
lilting melodies always seem to triumph.
Lyrics range from the socially obscure
"Woman's World" to the mildly perverse
"Someone Else's Heart" but rarely even
approach anything mundane, thank
goodness.

The masterpiece on Eastside Story
- and that word certainly is earned by
the performance here - is a new Til-
brook/Difford tune called "Tempted"
which is primarily sung by Paul Carrack
in a sort of Stevie Winwood voice, with
Elvis Costello (using his bass register)
and Glenn Tilbrook joining in alternately
on the second verse. This is one of the
more thrilling duets - or triets, as it

were - in recent rock history, and to
these ears it could easily find a home
near the top of the AM charts if their
record company moves swiftly.

Squeeze has also delivered value for
money, as a full 14 songs have found
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Oii, yo TX -4000.

The Onkyo .4¡00 Quartz Synthesized Tuner/
Amplifier is one of the most perfect stereo receivers
we've ever designed. Nothing else in its price range
provides the brilliant purity, dynamic headroom, and
full excitement of its sound.

The Onkyo TX -4000 brings tuning accuracy to a
new level of precision ... with an advanced approach
to quartz -synthesized digital tuning. And the amplifier
section provides all the dynamic headroom demanded

by today's audiophile recording techniques. Onkyo's
exclusive Dual -Super -Servo system makes it possible,
by allowing the power supply to perform as if it were
50 -times larger. And there's more ... LED power me-
tering, memory to pre-set 6 AM and 6 FM stations .. .

and elegant styling with a flip -down control panel.
All combine to make The Onkyo TX -4000 a

tuner/amplifier you will definitely want to audition .. .

and then own. Hear it now at your Onkyo dealer.

Onkyo USA Corporation, 42-07 20th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11105. (212) 728-4639. ONKYOG
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card



OYAMAH4 NS UFAL SOUND STEREO RECEIVE, F-2000
POWER

PHONES 

Now Yamaha takes you a giant step closer to the
excitement of live music. The new R-2000 receiver goes beyond
ordinary stereo to re-create the full depth, presence and
excitement of actually being at a live performance. It's the top
of the line of our new R -Series receivers; each designed to
bring you pure, accurate musical reproduction. Sound to
please the most discriminating audiophile-and features to
please the most sophisticated music lover.
The Spatial Expander recreates the feel of a live performance

Normal stereo sound field. Stereo sound field with Spatial Expander.

Normal stereo is limited to the space between two
speakers. Yamaha's Spatial
Expander extends the sound
field out beyond the speakers.
This wider sound stage re-
creates the ambience and
spaciousness of a live per-
formance. There is more
space between musicians,
more depth and richness to
the overall sound. You
get the feeling of live sound
without the expense of add
ing extra speakers or amplifiers. The Spatial
Expander works with any good stereo source materiaL
Phono, FM or tape. For the first time you can enjoy the feeling
of sitting front row center at your favorite concert.
X -Amplifier for more power and leaner sound.

The R-2000 with our new X -Amplifier is more efficient and
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more faithful to music than any receiver we've ever built. The
circuit design evolved from the nature of music itself. We
discovered that true musical crescendos, which require full
amplifier power, occur only about 2% of the time. Conven-
tional amplifier designs operate at full power all of the time in
anticipation of those loud musical passages. The remaining
98% of the time, full power isn't required. That means
conventional designs waste electricity and produce huge
amounts of heat-which shortens component life.

The new Yamaha X -Amplifier works at low power most of
the time. A unique (patent pending) comparator circuit
switches the amplifier to high power when a loud passage is
detected, and back to low power when the peak has passed.

As a result, the amp runs significantly cooler than con-
ventional designs, which measurably increases component life.

And the X -Amplifier of the new R-2000 is the most
powerful we've ever built into a receiver. It delivers 150
watts RMS per channel with 0.015% THD, at 8 ohms
from 20 to 20,000 Hz_ So the new X -Amplifier will easily
handle the wide dynamic range of the
newest digital and direct -to -disc recordings.
Yamaha's R -Receivers bring you sophistica-
ted features and unparalleled convenience.

Continuously variable loudness control.
At low levels, music sounds like it's

missing something. That's because at low
volume your ear loses its ability to hear high
and low frequencies.

Most "loudness" controls compensate
for this by boosting the high and low frequencies. This can lead
to increased distortion Yamaha found a smoother way. By
suppressing the mid -range. And unlike everybody else, we let
you adjust the amount of loudness compensation to suit your
taste. So at low listening levels you get full, balanced sound
without distortion.

Auto phono.
Now you can have continuous music without getting up to

switch sound sources. Forexample, you can set the R-2000 to
a favorite FM station. Then, you can put on a record and the
receiver will automatically switch to the phono mode. Once the
record is over, -the receiver automatically switches back to your

SPNIAL I
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favorite station. You're never without sound.
The Record Out function.
With Yamaha's independent

Record Out, you can record from any
source (tuner, tape, phono) while
listening to any other. You can also
feed a separate, different signal to a
second amplifier and speakers in
another part of your home. So you
can have two complete home music
systems for just the price of an extra
amplifier and speakers.

Station -locking tuning.
Quartz -locked tuning is accurate. But quartz tuning

circuits have an internal frequency oscillator which gener-
ates RF signals. These signals can be picked up by the

tuner and be
mixed with
the regular
audio signal
to cause dis-
tortion. To
solve this
problem,
Yamaha
engineers

developed a unique microprocessor chip wi h a memory. It
stores the exact tuning location of every AM and FM
station. When you tune a Yamaha receiver, the micro-
processor produces exactly the frequency you're looking
for instantly... from its memory. Tuning is 100% accurate.
All you get is clean music.

Pushbutton tuning.
The Yamaha R-2000 virtually tunes itself. At the push

of a button, the tuning circuitry quickly sweeps the band in
the direction you desire. The receiver locks automatically
onto the next station-perfectly. You can also pre -select
seven FM and seven AM frequencies for instant access to
your  4 favorite stations.

We could go on. But hearing is believing. There are six
completely new R -Series receivers. Each step up brings
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more power, convenience and versatility. All feature the
accurate, musical sound quality for which Yamaha has
become world-renowned. And naturally, every Yamaha
product is backed by a nationwide network of Preferred
Customer Service Centers. The new R -Series receivers will
make a dramatic improvement in the enjoyment and
realism you get from your home music system. Truly the
next step in sound from Yamaha.

For more information, write to: Yamaha Audio, P.O.
Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
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the perfect combination...
The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a
revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clar-
ity from a background of silence, then vanishes.
The progression of musical events seems real,
tangible, almost visual in its presentation....

Bryston believes there is a need for reference
standards of musical accuracy. That is why we
designed our Models 2B, 3B and 4B power ampli-
fiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. Their only
reason for existing is to provide the most faithful
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible
within the bounds of available technology. Write
to us and we'll tell you how we do it, and where
you can listen to our perfect combination.

IN THE UNITED STATES:

E 21:11UVERMONT
RFD°4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602

(802)223-6159
Enter No. 3 on

IN CANADA:

L)úOCi0 MARKETING LTD
57 VVestmore Dr., Rexdale Oct., Canada M9V 3Y6

(416) 746-0300

Reader Service Card

By popular demand,
The Audio Critic
is going back to

its original format.
The biweekly Bulletin format of The

Audio Critic, started in January of this
year, has been discontinued after just a few
issues. The main reason for this decision
was the widely expressed preference of our
subscribers for the long-awaited feasts of
audio information served up in our original
magazine -size format, as against the more
frequent snacks provided by the Bulletins,
but certain misrepresentations made to us
by the post office were a serious contrib-
uting factor. In any event, with the new
issue about to be published, which will be
called #10 (it would have been Vol. 2,
No. 4 under the old nomenclature), every-
thing will be back to the old format.

Issue #10 contains, among other
things, in-depth reviews of new state-of-
the-art components i.t1 several categories,
including power amplifiers, phono car-
tridges, step-up transformers and tone -
arms. All previous recommendations of
The Audio Critic are also reconsidered
and updated in this issue, after new
listening tests through our $37,000
reference system and measurements in our
superbly equipped in-house laboratory.

Send $30 for 6 consecutive issues,
starting with #10, plus an immediate
free bonus of all the interim Bulletins
published (no Canadian dollars, $6 extra
for overseas delivery) to The Audio Critic,
Box 392, Bronxville, New York 10708.

AUDIO

THE ULTIMATE
PLAYBACK

SYSTEM
 All of AUDIO's 1980 issues have been

bound into an attractive and durable
volume. AUDIO '80 gives you rapid
"playback" of valuable, easy access to
vital facts, figures, reviews, and articles.

 Refresh your knowledge of speaker
technology, construction projects,
distortion theory, and more.

 Only a limited quantity is available. A few
sets also remain from 1975, 1977,
1978, and 1979. It's first come, first
served, so place your order now.

 Send a check or money order for $30.00
plus applicable sales tax.

 DO NOT SEND CASH!
 Price includes shipping and handling in

the U.S.A. only.

i AUDIO, CBS Publications, 1515 Broadway,
i= New York, N.Y. 10036

0 1980  1978 0 1975
1 0 1979 0 1977

Name

Address

City State - Zip
e

their way onto this album without loss of
sound quality. The Costello/Bechirian
production team has much more luck
here than on Costello's own album, and
the one cut produced by Dave Edmunds
doesn't sound much different from the
rest of the LP. Perhaps Squeeze may be
a bit too clever for their own good, but
on Eastside Story they do such a smooth
job of selling their songs that one might
even expect the commercial success
that they have earned with this album to
at last come their way. Jon & Sally Tiven

Are You Gonna Be the One: Robert
Gordon
RCA AFL1-3773, stereo, $8.98.

Sound: B+ Performance: C -

When Robert Gordon first jumped into
the limelight at Manhattan nightspots like
CBGB's, it had nothing to do with being
in a rockabilly rut; he was just a Howdy
Doody lookalike singing with heavy-met-
al bands like Tuff Darts or punkers like
The Heartbreakers. Approaching his
solo career, Gordon was quick to ape his

_AL
revered idols, Elvis Presley and Gene
Vincent, but in failing to take their musi-
cal style one step further, he never be-
came a big star. With his latest album,
it's apparent that he realizes the futility of
his former attempts and is desperately
looking for a new direction but is having
a great deal of difficulty synthesizing a
new genre.

First off, he's left his former producer
and has linked up with the Power Station
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heavies, one of whom (Lance Quinn)
plays a good deal of the guitar on this
record and the other (Scott Litt) engi-
veers. It's a fairly viable marriage; Litt
has taken most of the effects off Rob-
ert's voice and for once you can hear
him sing! His unmasked pipes are not
the greatest in the world, but with the
proper material it isn't inconceivable that
he'd have hits. On this album, "She's
Not Mine Anymore" and "Drivin'
Wheel" are the outstanding moments.

Unfortunately, much of this album is
drivel. The title track sounds like a thinly
disguised rewrite of Eddie Rabbitt's "I
Love a Rainy Night," and much of the
rest is worse. From a non -songwriter
without surefire material, we can expect
very little. Jon & Sally Tiven

we have this well -packaged piece of
sonic soap, rock opera for dunderheads,
the album that defines pretension, and
"music" guaranteed to drive everybody
out of the room before you're halfway
through the first cut. Records like this
give rock music a bad name.

Jon & Sally Tiven

_

I
I

'

_

A

Dance Craze: Original Soundtrack
Chrysalis CHR 1299, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: C- Performance: B+

What The soundtrack album of The
Harder They Come meant to reggae, the
soundtrack of Dance Craze is to the ska
revival. The 15 selections include three
each by The Specials, English Beat,
Selecter and Madness, two by Bad Man -
ners, and one by The Bodysnatchers.
When you catch the bands one track at
a time as you do here, several positive
things result. Rather than sounding too
samey, the differences between the
groups become emphasized which in
turn gives them all added dimension and
context. Recording them in concert has
captured these bands at a fever pitch
that none of their individual albums, pos -
sibly excepting The English Beat, has
achieved. What carries Dance Craze is
the joyous atmosphere and the concert
enthusiasm of the bands. It is a delightful
album with enough energy to make my
stylus perspire. M. T.

are preposterous and ponderous jingles,
horrible anthems for the Age of Rejects.

This unlistenable dreck comes to you
through the courtesy of Meatloaf's man-
agement/production company, which
created this album originally as Meat's
second LP. When Meat heard it (after
over half a million dollars had already
been spent cutting the tracks) even his
sense of taste prevented him from com-
pleting it, so Epic/Cleveland was left
with this Todd Rundgren-produced pile
of muck that they couldn't complete.
They turned it into an auteur project,
Todd opted out, and Jim Steinman (with
noted engineer John Jansen) spent
months in the Record Plant finishing it.
Three-quarters of a million dollars later,

Bad for Good: Jim Steinman
Epic/Cleveland 36531, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: D Performance: F-

What is Meatloaf without the Meat?
Artificial protein, hardly satisfying, usable
only as filler, and this is how Jim Stein-
man (the man who wrote the songs for
Mr. Loaf) will be packaged: Filler fodder
for DJs to play in between Meatloaf
tracks. But when you get down to music,
the album not only doesn't hold, it may
stand as the absolute worst album of all
time. Steinman can't sing. The songs

Equalizing is no longer a struggle. It's a science.

8_

Forget all the problems of trying to equalize by ear.
Because now there's the dbx 20/20. The world's first

computerized equaliser/analyzer.
Now you can equalize any location in your room. Automatic-

ally. In 15 seconds. You can store up to ten equalization curves in
the 20/20's memory. You can even analyze your music, your
system, and your room acoustics with the 20/20's sophisticated
measuring capabilities.

Hear the dbx 20/20 at your authorized dbx retailer, or send
the coupon for a free brochure.

Equalizing has finally become a science.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.

Tel. (617) 964-3210, Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada
by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
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I'd like to know more about the dbx 20/20 and how it
makes equalizing a science.
Name

Address
City State Zip

Phone

My current components are

dbx, Incorporated, Dept. EA, 71 Chapel St.
Newton, Masa. 02195 U.S.A. d bx



Hard Promises: Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers
Backstreet BSR-5160, stereo, $8.98.

Sound: B- Performance: B

At his worst, Tom Petty is still pretty
far above what your normal rockstar is
capable of, but Damn the Torpedoes
really marked the beginning of a down-
ward slide in quality for Mr. Petty. Too
affected by the Springsteen influence,
misproduced for the second time in a
row, and letting the band (which is a
great combo, no doubt about it) take too
much of a back seat to the lead man are
three factors which have continued and
severely hurt Hard Promises.

But more than that, the songs on this
album are simply not up to snuff. The
comment has been made that it sounds
too much like outtakes from the last al-
bum, and although this is true, nothing
in here rocks as powerfully as even
the weaker tunes from Damn the Tor-
pedoes. The funny thing is that the best
tunes on Hard Promises seem to be
placed toward the end of each side -
as if they didn't have confidence in the
premier tunes. One can only hope that
Mr. Petty can shed these monkeys on

his back before he blows it completely
and degenerates into a minor figure
rather than the rock 'n roll pioneer that
he once was. Jon & Sally Tiven

Drum Drops: David Crigger/Gerry Con-
way/Eddie Tuduri
Music Tree DD -7777-81, stereo,
$9.95. (Mail orders, contact Music Tree
Records, P.O. Box 3000, Woodland
Hills, Cal. 91365.)

Sound: A Performance: A

For those music enthusiasts who are
either players, composers, or recordists
the Drum Drops series is a revolutionary
and invaluable aid to developing one's
skill. What each of these records offers is
a dozen or so "tracks" of professionally
recorded drumming by a competent (if
not inspired) player, slightly tainted with
other percussion as well. Perhaps this
doesn't sound too thrilling, but consider
the possibilities - if one is a composer,
one can (with the aid of any tape recor-
der) now create home demos which
sound professional at a minute cost. If

one is a guitar or bass player, one can
"jam" for hours with a drummer and de-
velop the knack of playing with a live
drummer without leaving one's home.

It's an opportunity for drummers to learn
the rudiments of their instrument and a
-chance to learn how to fit them in the
format of a song -a seldom taught but
very important skill. And for the thou-
sands of small studios that aren't set up
to handle the recording of a real
drummer, at last a decent substitution
can be made.

Now, it's hard to see millions of con-
sumers sitting at home listening to these
albums unaccompanied for hours on
end, but you'd be surprised how enter-
taining a good -sounding drum track can
be. Personally, we prefer volume five
(the hard rock 'n' roll album) which fea-
tures Gerry Conway (late of Fairport
Convention, if we're not mistaken) bash-
ing his brains out; volume one (which
has a smattering of everything) is the
second best of the bunch, and the other
three cater to a somewhat more "taste-
ful" set. They bill themselves as "The
Ultimate Rhythm Machine," and for all
intents and purposes they are - we
highly recommend them.

Jon & Sally Tiven

In the World: G. E. Smith
Mirage WTG 16038, stereo, $8.98.

Sound: A- Performance: B+

When I was younger and more foolish
I was the kingpin of America's first New
Wave label, and two of the acts (Rue
Morgue and The Scratch Band) featured
a talented guitarist named George
Smith. This was back in Connecticut and
although he was an active songwriter
and visual aid in these combos, Mr.
Smith got the itch to move on to greener
pastures. It wasn't long before he was
shak'n 'em down with disco Dan Hart-
man. But this was still in Connecticut
(even though it was Fairfield County),
and as far as George was concerned
Manhattan was where things were pop -
pin'. So he moved on to play lead guitar
in New York with the fatally mundane
Desmond Child and Rouge, which lasted
about one tour due to Hall & Oates' inter-
est in our man Smith. It was within the
context of this performing ensemble,
coupled with the fact that his marriage to
Gilda Radner thrust him into the national
spotlight, that record companies began
displaying interest in the legendary G. E.
Smith, mostly due to his refined stage
presence. Little did they realize that they
might even have a talented songwriter
on their hands. He is. Jon Tiven
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CLASSICAL EVIEWS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

Bruckner: Symphony No. 7; Helgo-
land; 150th Psalm. Ruth Welding,
sop., Chicago Symphony Orch. and
Chorus, Barenboim.
Deutsche Grammophon 2707 116,
two discs, stereo, $19.96.

Sound: B+ Recording: A Surfaces: A-
Bruckner's enormous works, like

those of Berlioz and Mahler, tend to at-
tract ardent loyalists who, paradoxically,
know every note - hour after hour! -
and every performance. There's so
much else in the world that I'm not one
of them, and can only speak of Bruckner
along with other composers, as is the
case with most listeners. I very much en-
joyed this big two -record album, rather
to my surprise since Daniel Barenboim is
not my favorite conductor, or favorite pi-
anist either.

The reasoning is simple. Bruckner
does sprawl, and far too many worship-
ful and dedicated performances only
make him sprawl all the more. Baren-
boim, ever dynamic, will have none of
that at all; his energy and vitality never
let the music flag for an instant, slow or
fast, and the forces at Chicago clearly
are impressed and working at their very
best. This is anything but a routine per-
formance! I found it terrific.

Over and above all, one can sense
that this indeed is Barenboim's own
heartfelt music, unlikely as it may seem
considering his not very Germanic back-
ground. It can happen!

In addition to the immense symphony,
we have two relatively short (but still vast)
choral works with orchestra. And here
the unfailing powerhouse energy of the
professional Chicago Symphony Chorus
under the dynamic Margaret Hillis pro-
duces exactly the same effect as Baren-
boim's orchestra. "Helgoland," textually
a rather jingoistic affair about Germanic
supremacy, is for men's chorus and this
is exactly, marvelously right for the Chi-
cago males! They are simply not human
- such continuous loud, brilliant, excru-
ciatingly high notes, endless fortissimi
without an instant of rest, you can
scarcely believe. They, too, never flag
and sound as fresh and lively in the final
climaxes as at the beginning. An un-
usual work, and an experience to hear.

The 150th Psalm is more familiar, re-
quiring the whole chorus, women and
men, but the same comments apply. A
lovely solo soprano is very well recorded
against all these forces, and the choral -
to -instrumental balance is extraordinarily
fine. It's one of the best big -chorus -with -
orchestra recordings I ever hope to hear.
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"It is hardly conceivable
that a small, inexpensive,
lightweight cube such as
this could deliver as
much clean power as any
but a few of the largest
conventional amplifiers
on the market

ii

-
but t does!" Julian Hirsch,

alb
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CARVER
M -40D

The Carver M-400
Magnetic Field Amplifier

The cube that impressed Julian Hirsch
is indeed small: less than 7 inches.
And it is very light: less than 10
pounds. And very inexpensive: sug-
gested retail price, $399.

As for its clean power: 201 watts per
channel in stereo and 500 watts mono!
That, of course, is RMS into 8 ohms,
from 20 to 20kHz with no more than
0.05% total harmonic distortion.

As for its sound, Leonard Feldman
reported in Audio: "Music reproduction
was superb and completely free of any
false bass coloration or muddiness...
none of that brittle quality that one
often detects from amplifiers that are
beginning to strain."

In short, the M-400 is musical and
accurate.

And now here's good news for every-
one with a receiver. The M-400 can be
added to it easily-with our new Z-1
coupler. So if you now have a 20 -watt
receiver, it can be a 201 -watt (per
channel) receiver!

For literature, test reports and near-
est Carver dealer, circle number below.
For faster response, write directly to us.

CARWRCORPORATION
P.O. Box 664, 14304 N.E. 193rd Place
Woodinville, Washington 98072

Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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The greatest honor a cassette can receive is to be held in higher esteem
than one now setting the high bias standard. SA -X has already gone beyond
SA. It was intended to. With its ultra refined dual layer of Super Avilyn,
nothing less was possible. For us, high bias was a limit to be surpassed.
SA -X has won three international
awards date But take awards&TDK.
philosophically. Theyy represent our
continuing effort to make music live. In

THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE
that, we could not be happier with SA -X.

,c) Copyright 1981 TDK Electronics Corp

Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

McIntosh
STEREO CATALOG

and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new
McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM sta-
tion directory that covers all of North America.

SEND

TODAY!

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE_ ZIP

A

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

A note on the letter ratings. Surfaces
have no ticks, but there is a very slight
sense of rumble - one is aware of a
disc, hence A-. The recording technique
is superb but the sound, particularly of
the crucial strings, has somehow a very
faint edge to it, as I have curiously no-
ticed in such recordings before. Still -
a fine sound and worth a B+, that is,
better than the strictly current average.

Prokofiev: "Classical" Symphony;
Symphony No. 7. Moscow Radio Sym-
phony Orch., Rozhdestvensky.
Quintessence PMC-7138, stereo,$5.98.

Sound: B Recording: B+
Surfaces: A- to B+

No recording date appears on this
Melodiya import from Russia but it would
appear to be, shall I say, young middle-
aged and still very viable. Opulent, huge,
rather distant Russian sound -of -the -or-
chestra, sometimes a bit less clean than
we might like but mostly just fine.
Pressed on excellent surfaces -a few
ticks here, but the overall effect is really
good. And all this for a bargain price, as
prices go these days.

More important, of course, is the mu-
sic. (You aren't buying sound for
sound's sake here.) Decidedly, the late
Seventh is one of Prokofiev's finest
works, composed in his last illness, on a
grander and more universal scale than
the last of the sort from his colleague
Shostakovich, a far less taut, bitter
idiom. I have heard this piece played
with more meticulous detail, notably in
those marvelous small ideas, themes,
that so catch up the ear in this music,
and the fast parts go very fast here,
whizzing by too rapidly for the detail to
impress. Even so, this conductor has got
into the music and understands its great-
ness. A moving performance, and it left
me still awed by Prokofiev's bigness as a
musician thinking on a grand scale.

The little "Classical," coming first, is
all sparkle but not in the usual high-
speed stunty manner; here it is as it

should be, winsome and wistful as well
as slyly humorous.

Virtuoso Trumpet. Haydn: Trumpet
Concerto in B Flat. Hummel: Concer-
to In B Flat. Biber: Sonata a 6. Timo -
fey Dokschitser; Moscow Chamber
Orch., Barshai.
Quintessence PMC-7135, stereo,
$5.98.

Sound: B+ Recording: B? Surfaces: A-
I am late in getting to a big batch of

Quintessence "Critic's Choice" releases
that came in some time ago - but they
are not to be bypassed; they are good
and low priced, one more line of intelli-
gently chosen reissues via license from
Europe in the manner pioneered long

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
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ago by Nonesuch records. This one is
straight out of Melodiya, the official Sovi-
et label which has fed material to such
as Angel and Columbia in past years;
the only difference between those fan-
cier label Melodiyas and such as this is
the degree of international celebrity -
hood. The big names, natch, go to the
big labels. But who ever heard of a "big
name" trumpeter - like some famed
Russian pianist or fiddler? This one is as
big in his field as any, known throughout
international trumpet -land.

Easy to sum up. The man with the
odd name, Dokschitser, is a 100 per-
cent top pro or the "modern" standard
trumpet, which means, of course, the
19th century trumpet. His playing is unc-
tuous, velvety, with a lovely vibrato and,
at times, incredible bursts of high-level
gymnastics. Terrific - as trumpet play-
ing. And no great matter that the styling
doesn't really suit even the familiar
Haydn piece, not to mention the longer
but similar early 19th century concerto
by Hummel. Both were composed for an
earlier pre -valve instrument. As for Biber,
a splendid composer of the Austrian Ba-
roque and contemporary with Corelli in
Italy, luckily it's only six minutes long.
Frankly, I was offended. Dreadful. You
can't just play anything your way, Mr.
Dokschitser!

Those who have followed Melodiya
through its various American -label
outlets will find the familiar sound here.
In quality, very good, though with a very
slight edge of imperfection here and
there in the louder parts; more notice-
ably, a tendency towards rather close
and somewhat dry recording, faint rem-
iniscence of the techniques we used in
the 1940s hereabouts. Matter of choice
and taste, always, and there is nothing
old-fashioned or "obsolete" involved.
(But I like the way we do it better.)

The Quintessence discs are well
pressed as to surface but look and feel a
bit thin to me; there is a tendency to
warp in casual storage, perhaps con-
nected with the thinness, which is al-
ways risky.

Mozart: Two Duos for Violin and Vio-
la, K. 423, 424. Toshiya Eto, Michael
Tree.
Nonesuch N-78005, stereo, $9.98.
Sound: A- Recording: A- Surfaces: A-

Two remarkably lovely and extended
works in an unusual medium by the ver-
satile Mozart, who would try anything
and invariably found ways to go further
than anyone else could have imagined
possible. But this seasoned and dedicat-
ed team, half -Japanese, half -American,
does not do full justice to the music, not
so much in the playing as in the style of
each player. Unfortunately, they show

their disparate temperaments.
Toshiya Eto is a master fiddler with

long experience and, indeed, thorough
Western training at Curtis and under
Efrem Zimbalist. Yet his playing is never-
theless Japanese, at least for two ears
(mine), which means that there is still a
lack of stylistic sense for the large body
of Western art music - why not? Euro-
peans have had centJries and Ameri-
cans at least many decades to learn
these subleties of difference. The Eto vi-
olin, specifically, plays Mozart more or
less as it might play Beethoven or Saint-
Saens. Lovely sound. But not very "Mo-
zartean."

Whereas Michael Tree, also out of
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Curtis and Efrem Zimbalist, has that in-
stinctive sense for Mozart that is simply a
Western tradition. His Mozart is more
true to the composer by far than the
dominant violin music of Toshiya Eto.
Too bad the parts were not the other
way around!

Admittedly the differences between
these two may simply be of musical tem-
perament. No matter - the results are
the same. I enjoyed the two duos, in
which the pair of instruments combine in
an almost orchestral brilliance of effect.
These are major works by the composer,
on a scale comparable to the string quar-
tets but with even more searching explo-
rations of the unusual.
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Graphic equalization, an integral part of the contemporary home music
system, gives you the kind of focussed music power that will bring your
neighbors over for a late night get together.
The new MXR Stereo Octave Equalizer lets you remix your music so that
you can bring up that earth shattering bass line, screaming guitar solo or
any part of the performance loud enough for everybody to hear without
boosting noise.
Annoying problems like hiss, turntable rumble and other kinds of distortion
are easily overcome with the Stereo Octave Eq. It can accommodate the
extended dynamic range of the new high performance discs and be an
invaluable tool when recording car stereo cassettes.
Featuring professional specs and the highest quality components
hand -assembled in Rochester, N.Y, USA, the MXR Stereo Octave Eq
adds clean, noise -free power to specific parts of your music while
maximizing your system's response. Check one out at your local MXR
dealer and get to know your neighbors better.

MXR Innovations, Inc.
740 Driving Park Avenue, Rochester, New York 14613 (716) 254-2910

Consumer
Products Group
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

RATES
BUSINESS ADS- 75c per word, minimum charge
$6.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or less
words per line. First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type
$1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge
$8.75. Full payment must accompany order.
NON BUSINESS ADS- 50c per word, minimum
charge $4.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five
or less words per line. First line set in bold face type
at no extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type
$1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge
$8.75. Full payment must accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6
times, less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads
only)
DEADLINE- 1st of month two months preceding the
cover dale. If the first of the month falls on a week-
end or holiday, the closing date is then the last busi-
ness day before the holiday or weekend.ADS
RECEIVED AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE
HELD FOR NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE
STATED..
BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at $5.00
extra for handling and postage.
GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be type-
written or printed legibly and received on or before
the 1st of the month, two months preceding the
cover date. Display advertisers must make a space
reservation on or before the closing date, material
(Camera Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The
Publisher, in his sole discretion, reserves the right to
reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate. All ad-
vertisers must supply: Complete name, Company
name, Street address (P.O. Box is insufficient), and
telephone number before ads can be published.
Classified ads are not acknowledged and do not
carry Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency
contracts not fulfilled will be short -rated accordingly.
Ads submitted for a 3 time frequency or less are
unchangeable. Classified ads are payable in ad-
vance BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we can not accept credit cards.). Additional
information available upon request. Contact: Cathe-
rine Paduano, Advertising Coordinator. 1515
Broadway, NYC 10036 ... Direct Dial (2121 975-
7530.
MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE

1 colx 1" $175
1 col x 2" $275
1 col x 3" $375
2 col x 1" $275
2colx2" $475

Advertiser must supply complete film negative ready
for printing for display ads.

AUDIO Magazine
1515 Broadway

New York, N.Y. 10036

Sou
INC

13606 third n e seattle washington 98125

MASTER TAPES
The ultimate software available for the finest systems!
Our third generation tapes duplicated in real time
from the catalogs of Windham Hill, Kaleidoscope,
1 750 Arch Records and more featuring artists such
as'  David Gasman  William Ackerman  Glenn
Yarbrough  San Francisco String Quartet
15 ips, 7', ips-' & '. track and Metal Cassettes.
Send for our free catalog at Sound Ideas Dept. AU -1,
13606 Third N E . Seattle, WA 98125

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad,
please use this address Box No. - c/o Audio,
1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

FOR SALE
AAAAAHH, AT LAST - POLYPROPYLENE DRIV-
ERS, Ribbon Tweeters, Xovers, Horns, Plans, Replace-
ments, Ferrofluid Domes, Catalog $1.00. SOUNDBOX.
Dpl. A 41 t South Carlisle Street, Philadelphia. PA
19146

AAAA QUALITY 1.25 GRAM (ACT. WT-)
S.L.T. TONE ARM

"WORLD'S ONLY" PURELY
MECHANICAL LINEAR ARM

Selected by "Design News'' shag. as " ..One of the
leading technical ideas in sound technology..." The
Souther Linear Arm provides vastly superior perform-
ance with "Equa-Mass" system and "Absolute -Zero"
tracking error. Fits most turntables and cartridges. Now
available custom made at $500.00. Full details. specs
and color photos, $3.00 refundable.

Southern Engineering Products
429A York Street

Canton, MA 02021

AAANGRY spending mucho $ on mods for your tube
preamp only to he disappointed'? ALLEGRO SOUND
guarantees that you will like our $250 SP3A mod (run-
ning our fabled 12AX7B tubes) better than a new SP6B,
or your money back (excluding ship. & hand.), We guar-
antee that you will like our $200 PV -1 mod (running our
12AX7B's) better than a new PV -2, or your money back.
We guarantee that you will like our full-blown SP3A-Ile-
gro preamp ($950 complete) better than anything you
are now using, or your money back. For more info & a
shipping dale, contact me, Richard David Katz. ALLE-
GRO SOUND, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks.
CA 91403. (213) 766-9101. 9am.

AARDVARKS AND AUDIOPHILES AGREE- Au-
dioWorld offers the finest equipment at the fairest prices
- with the most informed sales staff. Whether your in-
terest tends toward the esoteric or performance -per -dol-
lar, we can supply your system needs. We are familiar
with and handle most lines and accessories. Call or write
for advice, quotations, and our free catalogue. Au-
dioWorld, Box 6202. Grand Rapids. MI 49506. 616-
451-3868. M -F 11100 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. EDT. Visa and
MasterCard accepted.

FOR SALE
A BARGAIN! FR201 (not FR 2) unused $212. Stephen
Sun, 212-784-2939,

ABARGIN - Technics DPA-100 $305, Lustre TST-
801 $250, Supex SDX-1000 $250, Dynavector Ruby
$180, or unused. (212) 784-2939.

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO
PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of
the finestlines of audio gear from budget equipment to
typically non -discounted components, cartridges,
speakers, etc. Whether you're a novice or seasoned au-
diophile, we believe that our incredibly wide selection,
low prices and helpful advice could make us your one -
stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines that we offer
include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE, dbx, DENON,
ESS, HAFLER, HARMAN/KARDON. INFINITY, MITSU-
BISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONKYO, PHASE LINEAR, SAE
TANDBERG, THORENS and many many more. As an
added service to our customers. we also offer video
equipment (incl many of the Large -screen Tvs. VCRs.
etc.) and even a new "wireless" extension telephone for
less than $200.00 (sugg. retail $560.00). Just call us al
(212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information, or
send $2.00 for our current brochure to. DIRECT
DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841. Cooper Station, NY
10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C
No sales lax charged to out-of-state customers!!

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

A BEST BUY IMPROVED!
Your NAD 3020 already sounds good, but Kindel Audio
can make it sound much better. Basic mod is to preamp
only, includes tone control bypass: with optional power
amp modifications Now your NAD can look as good as
it sounds with a beautiful oak cabinet. Available for all
"20'' series NAD products. Contact Kindel Audio, 1710
Newport Circle, Suite O. Santa Ana, CA, 92705

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY
SEPARATES, RECEIVERS. CASSETTE DECKS. BEST
PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
EAST. 305-462-1976 WEST: 213-243-1168

ADCOM - AMBER - PS AUDIO - HAFLER
All this and more at O/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road,
Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330 (513) 293-7287.
Worldwide Shipping.

SONEX is a specialized acoustical treatment material manufactured from a
high density open -cell urethane which is then formed to our own
proprietary shape for optimum absorption and deflection.

SONEX is an excellent product for in -home audio system applications and
will contribute a marked improvement to any existing hid.

When properly applied SONEX will: Reduce slap echo
Smooth frequency response
Lower noise levels
Eliminate problem standing waves
Control room flexure

For further information and a free bro-
chure write:

Dealer inquiries welcome

Esotech Inc.
7778 Mitchell Rd.
Minneapolis, MN 55344
(612) 934-5790
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

ABOLISH LIST PRICES ON MID 8 HIGH -END
AUDIO COMPONENTS! Get low prices, great seleutuls
and service, plus seasoned advice on a wide range of
products Warranties, of course! Join the thousands
we've served in full satisfaction. Use your VISA or M/C
or 50'e deposit Write for quotes. AUDIO, LTD.. Box
28402. Philadelphia, PA 19149.

ABSOLUTELY BEST VALUE S.O.T.A. BUY DIRECT
TAX á DUTY FREE, New model Mayware MC -2V mov-
ing coil carindge. Ogura Nude 'Vital' super polished dia-
mond stylus tip mass 0.19 mg Same sound as $250 or
more cartridges, incredibly only $69 LM.O. Visa MC ac-
cepted Mayware P.O Box 58, Edgware, Middx. Eng-
land.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST VALUES IN AUDIO
Audition these and other tine components

in a relaxed, friendly and unhurried atmosphere
NEW: The NAD 6150C Casselte Deck with Dolby -C
NEW The Amber Intergrated amplifier
NEW The DNR NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM FOR FM.

TAPE, ETC.
NEW. The NAD 2140 POWER AMPLIFIER
NEW. The AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS TUBE PRE -AMP, KIT

AND WIRIED.
Proudly featuring the following lines of equipment:

DCM TIME WINDOWS AND OED'S, 3D ACOUSTICS,
NAD ELECTRONICS WITH CUSTOM CABINETS, LUX -
MAN, ADCOM, AUDIOPRO, AMBER, ALLISON. DYNA-
VECTOR. CIZEK, LAST FLUID, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS,
ISO -BASE. FRIED REFERENCE MONITORS. SPEC-
TRO-ACOUSTICS, SOUND CONNECTIONS, MOBIL FI-
DELITY. TELARC, GRACE, GRADO, STD, CONNIS-
SEUR, APATURE RIBBON TWEETERS, NILES AUDIO.
ALPINE CAR STEREO. BEYER DYNAMICS, STAX, DEX
HEAD AMPS, AUDIO CONTROL, MONSTER CABLE
AND MORE

SOUND STAGE AUDIO
184-10 Horace Harding Expressway

Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
MASTER CHARGE/VISA WELCOME

(212) 762-3220 Exit 25 of the LIE
We encourage appointments, although they are not ab-
solulely necessary. All shipping charges are free in the
U S A . and is done with care

A CATALOGUE THAT HAS EVERYTHING
-The WIDEST SELECTION of equipment, tape
and accessories.

-WHOLESALE PRICES to everyone.
-FRIENDLY and COMPETENT SERVICE
-FLAT RATE SHIPPING charges - no guessing.

write or call now, save bme and money

AUDIO SYSTEMS II
1 75 Fiflh Avenue Suite 917

New York, NY 10010
(212)477-1891

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED NOW!
SPECIAL PRICE ON THE NEW TOP OF THE LINE

MAXELL TAPE-SERIES "5"

ACOUSTAT X $975 (404) 396-5730 evenings

NEED A COMPACT ANTENNA?

McKAY
SETS THE

STANDARD
with the DA1000 Outdoor Antenna

and the DA9-DL4 Combination
Indoor Loop Antenna

For specs and details contact dealers
HARVEY RADIO New York City
HENRY RADIO Los Angeles CA
BARRY ELECTRONICS New York City
GILFER ASSOCIATES Park Ridge New Jersey
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BANK ID C. areal V,enna VA
BRIDGEWATER CUSTOM SOUND Harvey, ILL
AUDIO. PERFECTION Bloomington MINN
STANDARD SUPPLY CO. Salt Lake City Utan
THE BASE STATION Concord CA
J.MAR ELECTRONICS Toronto Canada

800/854-7769 Local 714;621-6711
eacepl Cu. Alaska. Hawaii TWX 910-581-4990

McKAY DYMEK COMPANY
71.2 ,s College Ave PO Bo. 5000

,aremont CA 91711 U S A

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIP-
MENT at lowest prices available!! Specialists in Car-
Irrdges-Tonearms-Turntables-Headamps. Please call or
write for price quotes & advice: HCM AUDIO, Box 2029-
G, Chico, CA. 95927 (9161343-0558

ACCURATE, QUALITY HOME/CAR AUDIO AF-
FORDABLY PRICED! Denco Audio, P.O. Box 6104-U,
El Monte, CA 91734. (213) 961-6158 evenings. week-
ends. Send Stamp- MONTHLY SPECIALS, FREE CON-
TINENTAL SHIPPING, MC/VISA.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

ADVICE
BEFORE SPENDING ANOTHER

$300 TO $9,000 ON AUDIO
PAY $9.00 FOR INDIVIDUAL ADVICE

Answer 40 question copyrighted questionnaire. Com-
puter matches your requirements to files describing best
components available in 5 price ranges. At least 2 sys-
tems designed for you. Moneyback guarantee. We sell
nothing but advice. Send $9.00 for complete kit or $1
for details. THE ASSESSMENT GROUP, Box 1280.
Rockville, MD 20850

NEW TECHNOLOGY
RAW SPEAKERS.
Leaf tweeters, the Wave
Aperture system, the
Nestorovic woofer" system,
polypropylene drivers, and
more from Speakerlab, the
highly acclaimed speaker

design/manufacturing company. Send today
for your free catalog of speaker systems, raw
speakers and design guidelines.

4eokei lo
bDept. A17, P.O. Box C-30325

Wallingford Station -Seattle, WA 98103

4111WW

ACOUSTAT MONITOR 4 SPEAKERS & Servo Amps.
New tubes. Latest mods. Mint. $1500. 203-846-0349
eve.

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES
Northern New York State House of Hi -Fi is now open
with Hegeman. Conrad Johnson, Fidelity Research,
Marcot. Gratyx. Haller, D C. Time Windows, Ampzilla
(G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors, KEF, McIntosh, Harman
Kardon ST8, Sleeping Beauty, Audionics. N.A.D., May -
ware formula 4 tonearm. Signet moving coils, AKG car-
tridges, Toshiba, Sony, and Aiwa. For info. call 518-
793-6639 Mon. to Fri. 11-9 Sat. 10-6. House of Hi -Fi,
50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9). Glen Falls. NY 12801

A BARGINI JVC UA-7045 unused $170. Stephen
(212) 784-2939

4Cd
Il V

.lLQ Q

25  OVR
ilk

MARK LEVINSON  KOETSU 
SPECTRAL  INFINITY'S IRS 
GOLDMUND  THRESHOLD

and many more

1221 It XINCTON AVE 146E POST RD
Al 81RD ST. AT MAMARONECK AVE
212-515-5710 914-949-7500
NEW YORK, NY WHITE PLAINS, NY

THE CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS
-ffionS1 aunt . and
High definition speaker cables

ADS
ACOUSTAT
AMBER ELECTRONICS
AUDIO RESEARCH CORPORATION
AUDIO TECHNICA
B & W LOUDSPEAKERS
BEDINI ELECTRONICS
DAVID BERNING COMPANY
DBX
ELECTRO RESEARCH
GENESIS PHYSICS
HARMON-KARDON
IMF ELECTRONICS
INFINITY SYSTEMS
MISSION ELECTRONICS
MOBILE FIDELITY
NAKAMICHI
NAUTILUS RECORDINGS
ONKYO
ORTOFON
PHASE RESEARCH
PRECISION FIDELITY
RG DYNAMICS
SAE
SOUND LABS
SYMMETRY AUDIOPHILE
TEAC
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

at the 1981 Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago

101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA. 94107 (415) 777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI

Available Worldwide Rlo1SWVIA&ii
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FOR SALE FOR SALE

BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
PERFORMANCE

The VMPS Super Tower Ila/R will reproduce
a music signal with lower distortion, wider
bandwidth, and greater dynamic range than
any other production loudspeaker system
regardless of cost.

With its rated THD of no more than 0.25°lo
from 22Hz to 40kHz (1W input), the ST Ila/R
offers a full order of magnitude less distortion
than the best competitors, none of which
even approach its high input sensitivity
(101dB/1W/1m), maximum undistorted
output levels (132dB/1m), power handling
(500W rms), or bass response (-3dB at
17Hz). Innovative engineering features such
as minimum phase response, biamp opera-
tion without an external crossover, a

completely non -resonant, multiband bass
system with integral slot -loaded 15" top -and -
bottom firing subwoofers, 15" and 12"
lowbass and dual 12" midbass drivers, high
definition polypropylene cone midranges,
and an extremely quick, high output ribbon
supertweeter (-3dB at 50kHz) combine to
provide you, the listener, with reproduction of
awesome fidelity and impact.

Write for our brochures and a copy of Bert
Whyte's article "Towers of Power" from the
May 1980 AUDIO. Other VMPS speaker
systems from $78 to $969 ea, including kit
versions of the MiniTower II ($309ea), Tower
II ($419ea), and Super Tower/R ($649ea).
Prices include fully assembled cabinets and
free shipping in USA. Also available: VMPS
Connections (ultrahigh definition audiophile
interconnects) from $20/pr.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
a division of Itone Audio

7301 Rockway El Cerrito CA 94530
(415) 526-7084

ADVANCED HI -Fl DIRECT TAX FREE improved May -
ware MK Ill $99 MC -3L High Output moving Coil $89 T-
24 Transformer suitable any low output M.C. Azak to
Zen $99 LM.O.'s Mastercharge/ Visa. Literature $1 bill.
Mayware Ltd. P.O. Box 58 Edgware, Middx. England.

AESTHETIC AUDIO PRESENTS
Our first State -of -the -Art Super Fidelity Cassette: The
highly acclaimed Merlin Fidelity + Direct -to -Stereo re-
cording of "J.S. Bach's Orchestral Suites Nos. 3.& 4"
featuring the New Chamber Soloists conducted by
George Malcolm. Our cassettes are duplicated in "Real
Time" on BASF Chromium Dioxide tape for maximum
frequency response and minimum background noise. To
hear the natural sound of this music as originally per-
formed send $17.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited)
We also have a limited selection of used mint condition
pre-recorded CrO., cassettes (In Sync, CBS Master -
sound, Advent, etc.) at 50-60'1, oft list. A few Telarc
Digital Discs (played once). A Sanyo Plus 040 Quartz
Direct -Drive turntable with installed Sonus Blue Gold Se-
ries II (Less than 10 hours use, 50'x, off list) For above
offers enclose large SASE. Aesthetic Audio, Box 478,
Carlin, Nevada 89822.

AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central NY State

 APT  MISSION  LAST  BOSTON ACOUSTICS 
 0E0  HAFLER  BANG & OLUFSEN CARTALIGN 

 30  ACOUSTICS  NAD  PLATTER MATTER  KLIPSCH 
DCMMONSTERCABLEM&KHARMAN-KARDON

 DUAL 
STELLAR STEREO

384 Elmira Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 607-272-2644

AGFA á AMPEX 101/:" & 7" OPEN REEL TAPES
- THE BEST! THE FINEST CASSETTES: DI-
RECT TYPE II (C68 & C96) and ASF (C66 & C96).
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS for the finest re-
corded sound available. called "Truly superb" by
Charles Repka in AUDIO (Oct. 1980). Only avail-
able on real time duplicated reels & Cassettes, op-
tional dolby or dbxll. Ampex video cassettes. WRITE
for FREE newsletter subscription & current specials.
Direct -To -Tape Recording Co.. 14 Station Ave.,
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

ALAN AUDIO TAPE DECK REBUILDING. Complete,
painstaking mechanical work, bias and equalization
makes possible new -or -better performance, often for
less than half the cost of a new machine. Lab equipped
with Tek, HP, Leader, etc. Proof -of -performance on
completion. Alan Audio, 310 South Washington, Bloom-
ington, Indiana 47401. (812) 332-2192 10-7 M-Th,
10-5 F, EST.

ALL MAJOR BRAND AUDIO @ WHOLESALE. A&T
Audio, Splld. Ma. (413) 737-6227.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS AND AUDIONICS NOW IN
HAMILTON OHIO al SYNERGIST AUDIO, 3917
Schroeder Dr., Hamilton, Ohio 45011. By appointment.
(513) 874-8328.

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. II you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year -
old child by shoe salemen masquerading as audio ex-
perts. you owe it lo yourself lo give us a call. Our opin-
ions are based on a solid foundation of experience with
the components we sell as well as those sold by our
competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the
finest audio equipment available, we arrange it in com-
plementary systems designed to extract the greatest
benefit from your audio dollars chosen from among the
followng lines we represent:
ACOUSTAT, ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS, AUDIO RE-
SEARCH AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, ADCOM, AUDIO IN-
TERFACE, AUDIO CONTROL, CARVER, DENNESSEN,
DCM, DECCA, DYNAVECTOR. ENTRE, FULTON,
GRACE JR, LINN SONDER, LUSTRE, MARCOF, ME-
RIDIAN. MICHAELSON AUSTIN, MONSTER CABLE.
MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAIM AU-
DIO, NAD. ORACLE. POWER LIGHT, POINT SOURCE,
PRECISION FIDELITY. QUAD, REGA, ROGERS. SNELL
ACOUSTICS. SOUNDLABS, SPATIAL COHERENCE.
STRELIOFF SYSTEMS, STD, STAX, SUPEX, TAND-
BERG, THETA, TECHNICS, R&B

SOUND BY SINGER. LTD.
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C.. VISA ACCEPTED)

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS,
$149.95. Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box
2009-A. Huntington. Conn. 06484

AMPEX, MAXELL, TDK, FUJI, BASF at tremendous
savings. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technolo-
gy Drive, San Jose, CA 95110.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly
includes modifications construction protects, improve-
ment methods, data available nowhere else. It's provoc-
ative, informative, and a you audio.
al: $12.00 USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. Master-
Charge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairmont Mesa Blvd.. San Diego. CA 92123. (714)
278-3310. TF

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven coun-
ter -weight design of nickels steel & aluminum construc-
lion. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer
inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS,
P.O. Box 1607, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

Please refer to the
abso!ute sound° Vol. 5

No. 20 (December 1980)
for a review of this signif-
icant loudspeaker.

CSM-1

Inception Audio Ltd.,
21 Progress Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada, M1 P 4S8
Tel. (416) 298-3434

rA
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ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL OF LONG
ISLANDS MOST SENSIBLY PRICED AU-

DIOPHILE
EQUIPMENT 8 ACCESSORIES!

Amber Vrdlfc
Audio Linear 'so Base
Clarke Systems KM Labs
CM Labs Live Wire

Concord M/C Mastercraft
Dennesen Sound Panels

Grace Mitchell Cotter
Osawa

TUCKER'S COMPONENT AUDIO LTD.
49 WEST JERICHO TURNPIKE

HUNTINGTON STATION, N.Y. 1 1 746
(516) 673-1124

M/C & Visa accepted
All phone orders promptly

shipped pre -paid

Satin
Saba
S.M.E.
Pyramid/

Sequerra
Sonus
Sound
Connections

Ultracratt

ARC EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: D52 Exc. Cond. w/
carton $550, D -52(B) new in opened carton, manual,
$795. D-110 (B) Mint original carton, manual $1700,
D-350 Mint, original carton $1500. D-79 new, in
opened carton. manual $2350, D-51 (N) Exc. cond. car-
ton, manual $535. D-76 (G) Exc. cond. carton. $595.
D-76 (A) (G) mint cond. w/carton, manual $875, MCP -1
moving coil head amp in/out board p.w. $125. OTHER
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: MAC MR -71 Tuner recent
factory checkout. retubes, realigned. $365, MAC C-26
preamp near mint w/carton $275, (2) MAC C -B mono
tube preamps good condition $135, Agi 511 (A)
preamp w/x-Ira rack mount lace (new) $350, Audionics
CC -2 power amp new w/warranty $375. Mark Levinson
ML -1 preamp Ser #2940 w/PLS-150 p.s. mint $975.
Precision Fidelity C-4 preamp Exc Condition $600,
Conrad Johnson TR-1 Transformer excellent $125. Pair
28' Fulton gold cables $115, Dyna FM -3 Tuner like
new, carton, manual $1 15, Pair 30' Monster Cables w/
gold Bananas $50, Pair 30' #12 gauge wire profes-
sional terminations. bananas $35, Grace 714 Teak
tonearm Exc. Cond $135, Grace 704 Tonearm Mint
Cond $110. Mitch Cotter B-2 isolation base $150.
Styus lift Audio Technica $10.00, Realistic Minimus "7"
mini -monitors, exc., shape (black) $75, (2) MAC M1-
200 power amps, good cond. $775, Rack Mount. (2)
MAC A-102 (B) power amps V.G. Cond. $450, (2)
Marantz Model 1 preamps w/p.s. $285.00. Call (317)
283-1361 ask for Dave 8-4 M -F.

ARC SP3A1 $475, D76A $775, SP6A $695, MAC
MX110 $290, D150 $2500, TRADE. WANTED: MAC
MC3500, 275. C22, MC75, MARANTZ 7C, 9.10B,
LINN TT.. WESTERN ELECTRIC 713-728-4343.

ARC/VAN ALSTINE SP -3A-1 $450; Mayware Formu-
la 4 Mk. Ill $70: Grado Signature II $150; Pioneer RT
1050 15 rps ' - track with pair Neumann KM -83 omni
condensers and acc. $1,000. Visonik-David 502MO for
auto $130 pr. All subject to dickering. Todd at 1-319-
236-1526 after 4 PM. Keep trying.

A&S SPEAKERS offers raw speakers and kits. Special-
izing in plastic cone drivers and high end auto systems
Our brands include Audax. Becker, Philips, Foster, JVC.
Jordan -Watts. SEAS. Dynaudio, Falcon Acoustics, and
Peerless. Free price list. A&S SPEAKERS P.O. Box
7022. Denver. CO 80207 (303) 399-8609.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

ATTENTION ALL DYNACO AND DYNA KIT
OWNERS:

Frank Van Alsline can rebuild and/or repair your Dyna
amplifiers. preamplifiers, and tuners. We have all new
PC cards and all ne\v highest quality internal circuits for
most Dyna units. New POWER MOS-FET circuits for
Dyna ST -150, ST -300. and ST -120 amplifiers. New J-
FET circuits for Dyna PAT -5 and Bi-Fet preamplifiers. All
new circuits for FM -5 tuners with phase -locked loop
Mplx, new 8 stage differential IF, new buffered outputs,
no drift, super musical, super sensitive. We rebuild all
ST -400. 410, 416 amplifiers and can repair any, no
matter how badly blown. External 100,000 mfd power
supplies for ST -400 and 415. All new internal circuits for
Dyna PAS tube preamps. New Noble precision stepped
controls tor all Dyna preamps. New Mos-Fet circuits for
Dyna PAT -4 prearnps. Improved audio circuits for St -70
tube amps. Rebuilt Nagatron. Sonus. and Grado phono
cartridges. Read AUDIOGRAM, MR. AUDIO'S BI-
MONTHLY, AND SENSIBLE SOUND for reviews on our
equipment. No charge for repair labor when we rebuild
your Dyna unit. We ship worldwide and have brand new
120 volt and 240 volt modified Dyna units available. For
details and our recommendations on how to make a hr fi
system sound like music, write or call:
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 (612) 890-3517.

ATTENTION LONG ISLAND and METRO NEW
YORK AUDIOPHILES: Audition Frank Van Alstine mod-
ified Dynaco equipment in a home environment. Find out
why audio reviews have been astounded by his latest
modifications. Auditions by appointment only. Nassau
(51`6) 541-0312. Suffolk (516) 277-5336.

A step nearer audio perfection.

small
That's what Audio Amateur magazine is. Small. Not an
underground, whatever that means. Small is special, not for

everyone, not for the masses.

Audio Amateur is for those who love good sound but
who couple that pleasure to another, the savoring of fine

craftsmanship as well. We're talking about craftsmanship of

two sorts. The more obvious one of making a fine instru-

ment, a well made, hand-crafted device-probably one of a

kind. The skills are numerous. Beautiful metal work, ex-
quisite finishes. Careful soldering with silver trace eutectic

solder at just the right temperature. Coin silver switches,

conductive plastic potentiometers or 23: position attenuators,

metal film, close tolerance resistors, only the very best
capacitors in polypropylene or teflon. Matched, low -noise

transistors and carefully regulated, very low impedance
power sources.

The other sort of craft is in the designs themselves.

Designs by amateurs who do it because they love good

sound passionately. Not something they'd say of course. but

a driven, excited, informed imagination which revels in the

many remaining unsolved mysteries in reproducing music ac-

curately.

Amateur? Yes. Professionals in their fields of endeavor to

be sure-and often trained in engineering, physics, or

whatever-but amateurs all the same. People with massive

amounts of know-how (and often very sophisticated facilities)

who design, write, measure and photograph for their fellow

readers.

Audio Amateur is really a quarterly get-together of people

with a common passion for know-how in building audio

reproduction gear. A place where ideas are shared, mistakes

aired, opinions set out, and questions posed.

Small is right. Twenty to one compared with Audio:
seventy to one compared with Stereo Review. But Audio

Amateur intends to be small. We are not interested in

"delivering a mass audience" to advertisers as a way to make

a living. We are interested in delivering splendid information

about excellent sound: why it is and why it isn't. How to
make it better.

Audio Amateur isn't for everyone. Obviously.

But if you are one of the few who like the finest crafts-

manship, getting inside the best designs and enjoy a good in-

formative meeting with aficionados like yourself, then Audio

Amateur is for you.

Now in its twelfth year, and enjoying a very distinguished

record of audio publishing, we invite your participation. Use

the coupon below or call us for details.

Audio Amateur Magazine ye

Box 576 Dept. A8, Peterborough NH 03458 USA

 Enter my sub for two years at $27.

 One year only (4 issues) at $14.

Foreign add S3 per year. US S only.

I enclose S E check 'charge card  MC/Visa 
('Include all numbers on your card and signature)

Name

Street 8 No.

State ZIP

Charge card orders: (603) 924.4526 9.4 EST., M -F.
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Western
Pennsylvania's
Quality Audio

Dealer
Oracle
Threshold
Bedini
Apt/Holman
NAD
Mitsubishi
Sony
Adcom
Haller
Tandberg
Dynavector
JVC Pro
Fidelity Research
Supex
Denon
Ortofon
Accutex
Grado

Daniel Queen
Magneplanar
Polk
Advent
M & K Systems
DCM Speakers
B&W
Trilogy
Dex
Marcoff
Audio Standards
Cotter
DBX
Lustre
Grace
Thorens
Dual
Last

Dozens Of Others

Direct - To - Disc Recordings
SHIPPED PREPAID & DIRECT

OVATION AUDIO
The Theatre

Shadyside, Pgh, PA. 15232

(412) 441.4550

FOR SALE

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES:
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS

General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of
Verion MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial
Audio Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been
authorized by Stipulation to sell the remaining inven-
tory of those products:

MK 1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each,

Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter,
plus $5 for each 1. meter added to the pair. All
Triaxial cables have RCA -type connectors, at one
end, and either bar leads. RCA -type connectors, or
male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure
to specify length and choice of connector.

GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground
Strips with hardware and grounding pig -tail: $20
each.
All above carry 5 -year manufacturer's warranty.
Quantities are limited since there will be no further
production.
Send official bank check or postal money order im-
mediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped
prepaid uPs in the USA. Others add shipping. No
telephone orders accepted.

GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130 S Columbus Ave.
Mt Vernon. NY 10553

ATTENTION: "FOREIGN" AUDIOPHILES AND
DEALERS! Western World Audio Exporters can supply
velually ALL brands of hi -ti components, speakers, car-
tridges, etc. (incl. esoteric lines) at VERY attractive pric-
es. Quotes, terms and availability furnished on request.
Write To: WESTERN WORLD AUDIO EXPORTERS, 373
Fifth Avenue. Suite 1556: New York, NY 10016.
TELEX -423826 SAKIUR.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

ATTENTION:
WANTED YOUR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ,
AUDIO RESEARCH TUBE EQUIPMENT.

Maury 713-728-4343

pr_o ionici
TOTAL

DESIGN

r 40 protonic
f' M{n4
U

41° rkin DANt-r ROUNu

 ULTRA -LOW NOISE, LOW
DISTORTION TOPOLOGY

 MULTIPLE -REGULATED
DC POWER SUPPLY

 LOW -IMPEDANCE REMOTE
AC TRANSFORMER UNIT

 ELABORATE TIMING/
MUTING CIRCUITRY

MOVING COIL
PRE-PREAMP
MODEL MC -1

SOUND

 WARM, DETAILED, AND DIMENSIONAL

 ASTONISHING FREEDOM AND CLARITY

 PRECISE FOCUS AND IMAGING

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

 ULTRA -RELIABLE COMPUTER
AND MILITARY GRADE PARTS

 QUALITY FR -4 GLASS-EPDXY
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

 SILVER -BEARING ALLOY
SOLDER USED THROUGHOUT

 ATTRACTIVE, DURABLE
EXTRUDED -ALUMINUM CASE

$330 AT SELECT AUDIO DEALERS
(suggested audiophile net price)

4221 CLAGUE ROADp ro to n i c f NORTH OLMSTED, OHIO 44070 (216) 779-5883

DISCOVER HOW GREAT SOLID-STATE CAN SOUND!

FOR SALE

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW

OWNERS
We now offer a d attractive way to

improve the sound v1 your speakers The DCM Time
Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has
an airier and tighter sound the image is raised and
standing waves reduced.

THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are
made of heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape
and appearance of the Time Window perfectly.
They sell for $65. per pair. If there is no dealer
nearby. order postpaid (Master Charge & Visa ac-
cepted) from

R.S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY

11581

(516) 561-7558
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semi-
conductors-low prices. free price list. Transisleteronic
Inc., 1365 -39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-
2800 TF

AUDIO CONNECTION
IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY:

Tel: 201-239-1799, 615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona.
NJ 07044. ADS + Audire + Clarke Systems +
Denon + Dynavector + Grace + Grado + JG
Acoustics + Kirksaeter + Lurné + Tonearm + Lus-
tre + Nagatron + PS Audio + RG Research +
Rogers LS3/5A, T75 Series II Tuner+ Satterberg
+ Sonic Developments + Spectrum + Spica +
Supex + 3D Acoustics + Thiel + + Audio Source
+ CWD + Fulton + Last + LiveWire + Platter Mat-
ter + VPI Industries + more. Free Shipping in Cont.
U.S.

ATTENTION ... AUDIOPHILES
Northeastern's Largest Hi -End Audio Salon

Now has a larger selection of
Quality Components

Featuring:

Linn Sondek, Kenwood Purist Group. LS3/5A, B+W,
Spendor, Supex, Stax, Adcom, Mitsubishi, Decca,
Tandberg, DB Systems. I.M F., Grado Sig., Shahinian
Obelisk, Monster Cable, Dahlquist, Audio Pro, Grace,
Avid, Marco', Micro Acoustics. Dual, Strathclyde, Audio
Source, S A.E . Magneplaner. Carver, Dynavector, Au-
dio Linear, Radian Research, Fulton. Promethean and
Nagatron

We Ship Anywhere in the World

The Sounding Board, Inc.
75 Franklin Avenue

Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Call us at (201) 445-5006

"STATE OF THE ART"

IN STOCK ALWAYS!
Apt/Homan M&K
Audionics N.A.D.
Dahlquist Nakamichi
Denon Polk Audio
Grado Quad
Magnepan R.H. Labs
Mitsubishi Yamaha
Audio Research

SHIPPED PREPAID
ANYWHERE IN (L S.
TRADE-INS WELCOME.

á:f ;'` 1'503292'4401
868OSWCanyonFd F}lrtlandOR97225
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FOR SALE FOR SALE

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE -A SPECIALTY AUDIO
SHOP FOR Rocky Mountain customers with interest

Giadv Dynavector, Asak, Denon, Thorens, Linn,
Rega. Haller, PS Audio. H -K, RGR, Audire, NAD,
SOTA, 3-D Acoustics, Acoustat, Vandersteen, Rog-
ers, FR. Fair, honest advice & service. Inquires wel-
comed. 1124 East Elizabeth. Fort Collins, Colo.
80524 (303) 221-1496

AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC. EL PASO, TX.
Quality Audio Equipment

LUX NAD DENON AMBER
ADVENT NAKAMICHI STAX

INFINITY ADCOM VPI
D.C.M TIME WINDOW

ACOUSTAT
Audio Consultants, Inc.

3824 Montana El Paso, TX. 79903
(915) 565-1405

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demon-
stration the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our cus-
tomers say "Fantastic! Compares with the finest
loudspeakers I have heard. Probably the best value in
the history of Audio!!!" AudiogramTM, from the Audio
Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could
not believe the prices . . Other $200 speakers
simply do not come close to the standards set by the
Model 10 And at their price, they are simply a
steal Come in for an audition or write us tor infor-
mation on Polk or our other state-of-the-art products.
Polk is shipped free in the continental U.S. Audio
Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd., Stonybrook
L.I., N Y. 11790, 516-751-3350. TF

* AUDIO EMPORIUM, Acoustat, Amber, Apt/Holman,
Audio Interface, Audire, B&O, Beyer. Boston Acoustics.
Conrad -Johnson, Denon, Dynavector. Grace, Grado,
Haller. Lux, Magnepan, Marcof. Micro Seiki. NAD, Ora-
cle. Polk Audio. RH Labs. Rega. Revox, Rogers, SOTA,
Slax. Technics. 3D Acoustics. Threshold, Vandersteen.
Open Tues. Wed, Fri, Sal. 10-6. Thurs, 10-8. Closed
Sun & Mon. 414-354-5082, 6914 W. Brown Deer
Road. Miles, WI 53223

AUDIO GRADE POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYS-
TYRENE CAPS NOW FROM: 0015 to 5u 200 VDC
10.,.. for your electronics coniruction. upgrade mods
and crossover networks. Build phase coherent line
source arrays Oral have electrostatic like "speed'' that
are ready for PCM. Digital and D to D dynamics without
strain. Subwooter designs for seamless sonics. Polymer
Tweeters for timbre and "air". active biamp semi kit, and
super air core coils. Catalog $1. 26 page Jordan Manu-
al on spkr design $2. Transcendental Audio, 6796 Ar-
butus, Arvada, CO 80004. E. J. Jordan, Dynaudio, Po-
lydax. Foster, JVC, Rowland Research. (303) 420-
7356.

AUDIONICS BA -150 POWER AMPLIFIER, NEW
$2495 (7031370-3697

AUDIO HEIGHTS
"We do things a little differently"

To serve your Hi -Fi and Video needs.
Call us at (212) 237-9847.

Amber. Allison Acoustics, Audio Pro, Aiwa. ADC, AR,
ADS, AKG. Alpine Car Stereo. Audio Control, Bose,
DBX. Tandberg, Thorens, Onkyo. Nikko. Sherwood, Or-
tofon, Micro Acoustics. Stanton, RG. Omnisonic. JVC,
Hitachi, RCA. Ultravision Protection TV

AUDIOMART, P.O. BOX 223, CREWE, VA 23930
Audiomarl is a 20+ page classified ad magazine
listing over $500.000 each month in private pre-
owned audiophile equipment free of charge for our
subscribers plus new and demo dealer and manu-
facturer equipment. Buyers deal directly with sellers.
or. less popularly, we hold the money and guaran-
tee satisfaction for a 5% lee. We've been publishing
speedily and regularly for 7 years with personal ser-
vice arid we are now fast becoming the hobbyist
and industry standard marketplace and communica-
tion center for high -end audio. Ask your audiophile
friends! Subscriptions $12/year US & Canada, $17
foreign: enclose your 1st free ad (Personal equip-
ment only please). MC & VISA accepted (605 ser-
vice charge) include # and exp. date, or call us
(804) 645-8816. Satisfaction guaranteed. Dealer
ads 152 per word. personals free.

AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL - 230+ pages step
by -step procedures for many common components
Data applicable to almost any unit. Tube circuitry em-
phasized. Applauded by AUDIO, STEREOPUS, HIGH Fl
DELITY, SOUND ADVICE, el al. Unique information pro-
vided no where else. $25 USA/CANADA, $27 else-
where. California tax applicable. Master Charge/VISA
Welcome. (714) 278-3310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS,
8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd.. San Diego, CA 92123

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

AUDIONICS BT -2, MINT, ONLY $300. 616-451-
3970. AMBER PREAMP 2. muil, only $259 616-451-
3970.

AUDIONICS-NEW PRODUCT
We offer the complete Audionics line: BT2 & RS1
preamps. CC2 & BA150 amps, Space & Image Com-
poser. LKI turntable, RVR/RVP Revox replacement
cards. LK 1 turntable and the CX-20 DISC SYSTEM. By
appt. Free shipping in U.S. We ship WORLDWIDE Visa
& M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056. ITT TELEX: 427791. Cable: OX-
AUDCON. 513-523-3333

AUDIONICS = VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as a cost
effective product If you are new to high end audio or an
old audiophile, consider a product that you will want to
keep. Audionics BA -150, CC -2 amps. RS -1 and BT -2
pre amps and the LK-1 Turntable. FREE shipping and
advise from Audio House, 4304 Bryan Dr., Swartz
Creek. Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
WHERE THE DIFFERENCE IS MUSICAL ACCURACY

AND THE GOAL IS TO SATISFY
HOME OF
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AUDI ON ICs
AUDIRE
CIZEK
DCM
DECCA
DE NON
DUNLOP/SYSTEMDEK
OYNAVECTOR
GOLDLINE
GRACE
H.A P.I.
IMPULSE

(mas ave

LYI

IVIE R G DYNAMICS
JANIS RGR
JMAS SHURE
KINDEL AUDIO SIGNET
LEACH SME
LUSTRE SPECTRO ACOUSTICS
MARCOF SPICA
MARIAH STAX
MORDAUNT-SHORT SUPEX
NAO TANDBERG
NEXUS THETA
PS AUDIO 3D ACOUSTICS
PLATTER MATTER VANDERSTEEN
PRECISION FIDELITY VPI
QED WIN LABORATORIES
REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 SUNRISE PLAZA

VALLEY STREAM, N.V. 11581
15161 561 7114

716 MADISON AVE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021

(2121 751 -9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

VISA'

Announcing .. .

High
Performance

Review
The New Magazine for the Per-
ceptive Listener. Your guide to
the dynamic developments in
high quality audio.
The first audiophile magazine with
 Technical Advisory Board J Robert

Ashley, University of Colorado at
Denver, Elliot Mazer, independent
record producer and engineer,
James A. Moorer, Lucasfilm, Ltd ,
Vincent Salmon, acoustical
consultant.

 Comprehensive tests of equipment
using state-of-the-art precision'
instrumentation from Bruel & Kjaer,
Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix.

 Careful subjective listening evalua-
tions. Results can be verified by your
own listening tests.

 Authoritative reviews of over 60
recording per issue. Classical, popu-
lar and jazz releases from major and
specialist labels-expert opinion on
both performance and sound quality

 Reviews of recent technical pre-
sentations at audio engineering con-
ferences What do the leading audio
engineers and scientists say? Dis-
cussion of current controversial
topics in audio.

High/Performance Review
you find the best in high quality audio
equipment, regardless of your budget
Most experts agree that tests -measure-
ments must be combined with com-
plete listening evaluations to identify
truly excellent products. Our compre-
hensive resources will be used to
provide you this important information.
Recordings are the other half of an out-
standing audio system. Our complete
sound -performance reviews will help
you find outstanding recordings for
your collection.

Order your new subscription today at
a special charter subscription rate of
$24.00 for one year four issues. Don't
miss out! The first issue, with over 120
pages of editorial material, is ready
now. It has 18 equipment reviews from
manufacturers such as Fidelity Re-
search, Tandberg, Apt and Grace. The
issue is printed on fine, library grade
paper, with durable perfect binding
High/Performance Review will be an
important part of your interest in high
quality audio. Please join us by sending
your subscription today

Order Today! Money -Back Guarantee

High/Performance Review
Box 2989. Stanford. California 94305 U S A

El Yes enter my charter subscr lotion today
[] i enclose $24 00 by [ j check

money order
Name
Street. No
City, State lip
Telephone (408) 446-3131. M -F 10-4 (Pacific time/
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

AUDIO RESEARCH AT
CSA AUDIO DESIGN

Discover latest state-of-the-art Audio Research amps
D60, D120. New performance plateau.

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 Bellevue Avenue
Montclair. NJ 07043

We ship anywhere. VISA/MC.

Audio Research D-110 Mint $1700 (603) 224-6721

Audio Research D-3506 Amp $2000.00
Audio Research D-1 10-B Amp. 1300.00
Audio Research EC -21 Crossover 450.00
Koelsu Cartridge 300.00

Telephone 216-524-1185

AUDIO RESEARCH SP6B (REVISED), D110B.
$2750 (SAVE $2000). PAIR KEF 105.2 $1800 (SAVE
$1000). ALL MINT. YOU PAY FREIGHT (319) 338-
6962.

A -Z SELECTION OF STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPO-
NENTS at Wholesale. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited,
1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408)
279-0122. 1-6 M-Th.

BASS MINT SUBWOOFER
This incredibly accurate yet reasonably priced
subwoofer is available only at 0/LC Audio. Call or write
for more information on this truly remarkable product.
Q/LC Audio. 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419
(513) 298-9330, (513) 293-7287. Dealer inquiries wel-
come.

BEST IN THE WEST
NAKAMICHI N.A.D. MAGNEPLANAR
DAHLOUIST LINN HARMAN KARDON
ORACLE POLK TIME WINDOW
THRESHOLD ADCOM APT HOLMAN
ACOUSTAT B&W DENON
TANDBERG SONY HAFLER

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI Fl
812 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8683

BEDINI CLASS "A" AMPLIFIERS
We stock the entire line of Bedini Amplifiers, along with
dozens of other QUALITY components. ALL AT HUGE

SAVINGS TO YOU
Acoustat Amber Bedini
Dynavector HAPI Nad
Nakanuchi PS Audio Tandberg
Conrad -Johnson Revox Supex
DCM Carver Grace Vandersteen
Dozens of others! Contact ESOTERIC AUDIO AT

(312) 367-5595

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

BEVERIDGE - III SPEAKERS, latest version, new,
Must sell, Best otter. (216) 229-1464 after 6 p.m.

BLOODBATH LIQUIDATION OF DEMO AND SE-
LECTED NEW ITEMS. All equipment is mint (unless
noted otherwise al time of inquiry) and carries full factory
warranty. Most demos have only a few hours.
RECEIVERS: Lux 1070 w/Dolby (Save $300).
Audio Pro Computerized Ta -150 (save $500).
PREAMPS and AMPS: Eumig T-1000 Tuner and C-
1000 Preamp; both units list $1290, demo sale at $750
the pair. Eumig FL -1000 3 -head Cassette Deck; list
$1550, sale at $950. Eumig M-1000 Amplifier; list
$795, sale at $450. MTI 200 Preamp (save $180). Se-
ries 20 M-25 125 watt Amp (save $550).
Series 20 A-27 125 watt integrated Amp (save $600).
Pioneer Series 20 Class A Preamp (used) $200. Amber
II Preamp (Save $120.)
TURNTABLES: ADC 3001 (save $100).
SPEAKERS: Audio Pro self -amplified A4-14 (save $800
pr.). Mordaunt-Short Carnival Series (save $95). Mor -
daunt -Short Signifier (save $600). KEF Bass Driver B-
139 (save $40). Cizek Model I (save $200 pr.). MG -27
subwoofer (new) sale at $330 pr. Kirksaeter Monitor
400 (save $900 pr.). Bozak drivers at dealer cost.
PROCESSORS: RG Dynamics Pro 20-W (save $130),
Pro 16-Blk. rack (save $120).
NEW CARTRIDGES: Sonus Blue Gold (save $85), Red
Gold (save $80), Sonus Black (save $50). Grace SD -
901E. (save $70), Grace F9L (save $70). NAD 9000
Moving Coil (save $85).
To place order only: Call (612) 475-3124 during busi-
ness hours: M -F 9-5 C.S.T. Serious Inquiries write: Box
63, Suite B, 250 N. Central Ave., Wayzata, MN. 55391

LEGENDS MAKE MiJSI(', LIVE.
These legends are to be found al Chestnut Hill Audio Amber_ Aptlturo. Aug, ,

Axiom. B & W Bedini. Biyston, Cabasse Chartwell M A Cotter. DCM. Dayton -Wright. Decca,
Dennesen Denon, Draco Dynavector Fidelity Research. Fried. Grace. Grado Grant Lumley
Haller, Hegeman Impulse Jams, Kenwood Purist Leach Marcof Miraha, Mordaunt-Short.
N A D Oracle. P S Audio Quad Revor Rogers Sony Pro- Spendoi. Sfax, Symmetry.
Tandberg Technics Pro Theta. Thorens. 3D Acoustics Threshold, Trilogy VPI ,ind
Vandersteen 3t 1 Cherry Street, Philadelphia Pa 19106 (215) 923-3035

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO I:l'i).

Music Lives Here
Ears Nova presents high quality music
reproduction equipment in an environ-
ment which is relaxed and comfortable.
With care and integrity we will help
build a playback system in your home
that is uniquely satisfying.

BANG & OLUFSEN  BEDINI  BRYSTON 
CONRAD-JOHNSON  DAVID BERNING 
DENNESEN  GRACE  KEF  LINN DISC
PLAYBACK (turntable -toneanrr - cartridge) 
LINN ISOBARIK  MISSION  MITCHELL
COTTER- NAD NA1M AUDIO. PSE -QUAD 
REGA PLANAR  ROGERS  SHAHINIAN
OBELISK  SNELL  SUPEX  THIEL  VPI

eons Nova
749 Middle Neck Road, Great Neck New York 11024 (516) 466-5674
Shipping free in Continental U.S.

B d O USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard
mounting centers after our modification kit or at factory.
Effective mass 2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping.
$199.00 with money back guarantee. JML Company.
39.000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425. TF

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS.
Microwave antennas and down converters. Plans and
parts. Build or buy. For Information send $2.00. C&D
Co., P.O. Box 21. Jenison, MI. 49428.

CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILES, AudioWorld can save
you money. Not only do we offer bargain prices on au-
diophile equipment, we also eliminate the sales tax has-
sle for out-of-state customers. AudioWorld, Box 6202,
Grand Rapids, MI 49506. 616-451-3868. M -F 11:00
a.m. to.6:00 p.m. EDT. Visa and MasterCard accepted.

CARTRIDGES, TONEARMS, TURNTABLES, MOV-
ING COILS - excellent selection at great prices. Free
Catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San
Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122 1-6 M-Th.

CARVER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO,
593 King St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.
Also FRIED KITS.

CHICAGO SPEAKERWORKS designs and builds true
audiophile speaker systems, Large selection of factory
direct speaker systems, finest European & American
drivers, kits, crossovers & accessories at lowest prices
Factory showroom open 7 days/week. Also: Haller,
Fried, Ortofon & more. Send $1. for catalog to: CSW,
dept. A. 5125 N. Damen, Chicago, III. 60625 (312)
769-5640

CLARKE SYSTEMS' REFERENCE MONITOR:
STATE-OF-THE-ART, the nearly ultimate, yet afford-
able Where? At AUDIO CONNECTION, Verona, NJ
(201) 239-1799.

CLARKE SYSTEMS IN THE NORTHWEST!
Are you searching for a speaker system that delivers true
STATE-OF-THE-ART performance? Then you owe your-
self an audition of the sensational Clarke Reference
Monitor. At $1800 pr you won't be disappointed. We
stock the entire Clarke line including the new LM satel-
lite-subwoofer system for $650. For further information
or appointment; RJ's Stereo 127 McMillan Dr. Long-
view, WA 98632 (206) 577-1 196

CLOSE-OUT SALE Blank Ampex Recording Tape -
1800', 7" reels. Fits all reel-to-reel recorders. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. $4.50 per reel; 5 for $17.50: 10 for
$30.00; 20 for $55.00. All Postage Paid. Paragon
Sales Inc. PO Box 301 Romeoville, IL 60441 (815)
725-9212.

COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE
Q/LC Audio has Precision Fidelity, Amber, Marcof,
Haller, Vandersteen, DCM, Axiom, Lustre, Thorens, Na-
kamichi, Audire, Grace, PS Audio, Bass Mint, Adcom,
Hitachi, and more. Write or call: O/LC Audio, 1006
Berkshire Road. Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330.
(513) 293-7287 World wide shipping.

CONNECTICUT: Advent, A.P.T. Holman, B&O, Carver,
Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows Polk, Haller. Harman/
Kardon, Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Ortofon. Micro -Acous-
tics, N.A.D.. Stax, Yamaha, Cizek, Signet, OED, Teac,
Marcof I, Audio-Phile Records. Will ship prepaid. Sounds
Incredible, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield, CT.,06804.
(203) 775 -1122 -phone quotes only. TF

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Since 1972 bringing the "Audio, Alternative" to the NY -
NJ area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our
superior service and customer satisfaction. Discover our
new expanded UPPER MONTCLAIR headquarters. Spe-
cializing in the finest array of stereo names available.
BEVERIDGE  B & W  BEDINI  AMBER  DCM 
HAFLER  HAPI  EUMIG  FIDELITY RESEARCH 
GRACE  JR  KEF  LINN-SONDEK  LUSTRE  NAD 
PRECISION FIDELITY  KENWOOD "AUDIO PURIST" 
OMI  REGA  SNELL  PLEXUS  AUDIO RESEARCH
Plus 50 more great names.
We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid. Call us at:
(201) 744-0600. Discover courtesy in Audio.

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 BELLEVUE AVENUE

UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC
LOVERS;

PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS; and the AUDIO
INDUSTRY.
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FOR SALE

CROWN CX-722, THREE SPEED, HALF TRACK
DECK. Excellent condition. Call David after 7 p.m. EST
(219) 485-6888

DAHLOUIST DO -10 OWNERS
Up -dale your DO -10 loudspeakers to State Of The
Art perlormance with the DRT-1 Ribbon Tweeter kit
and you will realize the amount of air, detail and
transients you have been missing with the original
tweeters. The DRT-1 kit comes to you complete with
two Flat Ribbon Tweeters, two Soft Dome Tweeters,
precision cross -over components and detailed in-
structions to replace the inexpensive piezo electric
elements. $249 Postage paid in U.S. Visa, M.C..
check or money orders welcome. RANDALL RE-
SEARCH 719 Fernleaf Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625
(714)760-1539.

DAHLOUIST DO -10 MOD
New mid -base driver, modified Panasonic Ribbon
Tweeter, mounting brackets, new time alignment figs
and pre-cut anti -del raction felt is staggering and guaran-
teed improvement for 0010. $250 for kit. For brochure:
NEW YORK AUDIO LABS, 33 N. Riverside Avenue, Cro-
ton on the Hudson, NY 10520.

DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS AND AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES ARE WORTH KNOWING ABOUT. Ul-
tra -low distortion Preamps, Power Amps. Active Crosso-
vers and more. ACCESSORIES include: DBP-10 Phono
Alignment Protractor $19.95. DBP-6 Phono (capaci-
tance) Equalization Kit $29.95, DBP-6MC Resistive
Loading Kit $29.95, DBP-2J Switch Box $39.95 - DBP-
2JAU with all gold (10) lacks $47.95. DBP-12 Audio
Cable - 10 meter, 400 pF $59.95 - other lengths $15
plus $1 50 per fool, DBP-CK Cramolin Audio Kit contact
treatment $1 1 .95, GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS
(eight per package): DBP-13.1 (' ") Phono Jacks
$10.80. DBP-13JR (ir ") Phono Jacks $12.00, DBP-
9AU Banana Plugs $10.80, DBP-13P Phono Plugs
$7.20. Complete information available at selected audio
stores or direct from DB SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 3470.
Jaffrey, NH 03452 (603) 899-5121. Orders under $45
add $2.50 Handling Dealer inquiries invited.

DENON'S DP75 SET INTO A VPI HW9 HYBRID
BASE: A turntable unveiling new dimensions in
sound. Call or write for details. AUDIO CONNEC-
TION, 615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044.
Tel: (201) 239-1799.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Dis-
count prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Gra-
do, Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog
LYLE CARTRIDGES. Dept. A. Box 69. Kensington Sta-
tion, Brooklyn New York 11218. For fast service call toll
free 800-221-0906 TF

DISTRIBUTORS, MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORT-
ERS AND DEALERS - We are once again open to buy
Closeouts. discontinued and surplus inventories from
you. No quantities too large or too small. Any audio
products considered. Call now and YOU GET IMMEDI-
ATE CASH. Wack Electronic Inc., 5722 West North Av-
enue. Milwaukee Wisc. 53208. (414)442-3441.

DOLBY FM CORRECTLY DECODED - $100. Also
encode/decode KIT for recordists. Detailed information:
reviews. AD INTEGREX, Box 747, Havertown, PA
19083.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS - ALL TYPES Updat-
ed definitive booklet describes applications. how to im-
prove speaker systems: $5.00 postpaid, credited to first
purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Hunting-
ton, Conn. 06484.

For Sale: KLIPSHORNS, Delux, walnut, mint, (318)
445-5480 evenings
EUROPURIST SOUND, SYSTEMDEK, the bear
sounding turntable in the market? SENTEC, mos-fet
mono power amplifier, state of the art? CHACONNE
loudspeaker made by the famous Opus record team,
and more High End components. SONAB owners! We
niodifi your OA 2212 or 116 to one of the best sounding
speakers in the world! Even GALE owners are welcome.
satisfaction guaranteed. ANDERSSON'S Hi -Fi 121 W
Torrance blv, Redondo Beach C.A. Open 6 days a week
(close Mondays) (213) 374-0722.

EXOTIC AUDIO-RENTAL/SALES
BOB HEENAN adds a twist to hi-fi for fun by renting new
arid used esoteric audio Audition latest in applied tech-
nology or reminisce with tube components. Rentals by
week month or year. Lease/Purchase. Details ano
suggestions to: EARS. Box 782. Brookline Village. MA
021.47(617)969-2727

FOR SALE
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS - From $97.00. For
Bi-amp, Tri-amp, and Subwoofers. 12 or 18dB/octave.
Free folder with reviews. ACE AUDIO CO.. 532 -5th
Street. East Northport, NY 11731. (516) 757-8990.

FASCINATING OLDTIME RADIO SHOW CAS-
SETTES! Free Catalog! Sample $2.99. Heritage -A..
412 Redbud, Oxford. MS 38655

FAST, ACCURATE AUDIO NEWS AND COM-
MENT. Magazines are written months before you
get them. Why wait? MYSTIC VALLEY AUDIO
NEWS, the information service for audiophiles edit-
ed by well-known consultant Peter Mitchell, is print-
ed BIWEEKLY and sent FIRST CLASS. Interviews
with designers, how things really work, advance
product news, test reports, current research, ad ex-
poses. etc. $20/yr. $12/6mo. Mystic Valley Audio,
36 Circuit St.. West Medford, MA 02155.

FONTEK A4/C4 HEADPHONES AND COUPLER
$150. VERION CABLES $20. Mattel Intellivision $150
Mark Zenon, 2301 S. Jefferson Davis Highway, Apt.
1231, Arlington, VA 22202. (703( 521-0836 evenings

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG!
Woofers. mind,, tweeters, hardware, crossovers, grille 1

cloth, plans, kits, information, much more. Discount `I
Prices! UNIVERSAL SOUND. Dept. AO. 2253 Ringling
Blvd., Sarasota, Fla. 33577

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free ship-
ping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston,
S.C. 29403. (803)723.7276. Also Haller, PS Audio
NAD. Carver, more.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad,
please use this address Box No. - c/o Audio,
1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

names of fame, at - 1111~11/

FRANKLIN LAKESe-~
YOUR ENTHUSIASTIC RES-

PONSE INDICATES WE'RE

ON THE SAME SOUND

TRACK. FLSC IS A

DEDICATED STUDIO

WHERE ONLY THE

FINEST SYSTEMS

& COMPONENTS

ARE PRESENTED

AND ENJOYED

IN OUR 4

SOUND SALONS

E

MAYWARE

PYRAMID

LUX  DBX
DENON  POLK

APT/HOLMAN

MICRO-SEIKI

DECCA LONDON

REVOX  MARCOF

KEF  SYMMETRY

M.A. COTTER  JANIS

SOUND CONCEPTS  AVID

D.B.- SYSTEMS  GRADO

DYNAVECTOR  CROWN

GRACE/SUPEX  EUMIG

Q.E.D.  SIGNET  ARISTON
STAX  AMBER  P.S. AUDIO

N.A.D.  AKG  DAVID HAFLER
M&K  SATIN  ULTRACRAFT

CHARTWELL LS3 SA /SATTERBUG

FRANKLIN LAKES STEREO CENTER
792 FRANKLIN AVENUE/FRANKLIN LAKES N.J. 120118914745

Financing Arranged

)))]Audiob Caruso
 ACOUSTAT  AGI  ARGENT  AUDIO PRO  AUDIRE  BOWERS 8 WILKINS  CM LABS

 CONRAD-JOHNSON  COUNTERPOINT  THE DAVID BERNING CO.  DAYTON WRIGHT  DECCA  DENNESEN
 DYNAVECTOR  ELECTRO RESEARCH  FRIED  GRACE  HEYBROOK  KEITH MONKS  KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST

 LAST  LEACH  LUSTRE  J. A. MICHELL  MARCOF  NAD  PETERSON AUDIO  POLK AUDIO  PS AUDIO  RGR R. H. LABS
 SHAHINIAN  SOTA - SPICA  STRAIGHT WIRE  SUMIKO (The Arm(  SUPEX  THIEL  THRESHOLD  VPI  WIN LABS

13831 South Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida 33176 (305) 253-4433
Write for literature on specific items.

INTRODUCING THE LINN
BASIK® TONEARM

... basic, solid engineering in the fine medieval tradition. At $149.00,
it challenges the performance of arms costing three times as much. Listen for
yourself at your authorized Linn Sondek dealer.

Distributed in the U.S. by Audiophile Systems, Ltd.,
6842 Hawthorn Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46220

AUDIO/AUGUST 1981



FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

FREE 5.00 T-SHIRT
TDK: D -C60 1.35 TDK: Mar -C90 11.99
TDK D -C90 1.69 TDK: LX35-90 5.39
TDK AD -C60 . 1.79 TDK: LX35-180 .. 16.69
TDK. AD -C90.. 2.39 TDK: LX35-908 5.89
TDK, 0D-C90 .. 3.59 TDK,LX35-180B 18.59
TDK SA -C60 .. . 2 19 TDK: GX35-90B .. ... . 8.49

- TDK. SA -C90 .. . 2.89 TDK: VHS: VAT -120 13.99
TDK. SAX -C90.. 4.49 TDK. VHS: HI -Grade 120 21.99
TDK. MA -C90 6.39 TDK HD -01 Cass Head Demag 14.89

Free T -Shirt with every order over $50.00. State
size. All tapes can be assorted. Shipping, $3.50 we
will honor any price in this book TDK. Maxell,
Scotch, BASF. and Ampex. 100% guaranteed.
412-283-8621. M -F 8-4. Visa and MC Tape
World, 220 Spring Street. Butler, PA 16001

FRIED SPEAKER CABINET SALE!!! Reduced prices
while supply lasts. (919) 945-5310.

christo °her
nansen
td apart by design

MARK LEVINSON
QUAD  GOLDMUND
KOETSU  ORACLE
THRESHOLD  KEF
LINN  TANDBERG
BEVERIDGE  NAD
MAGNEPAN  REGA
BRYSTON  ROGERS
PYRAMID  FR
HARMON KARDON

213/858-8112
MC  VISA  AE

serving an international clientele
which demands the finest in product
and service.

integrating music systems of
unparalleled performance with the
finest architecture and interior designs,
is our particular specialty
six forty-six north robertson blvd.
los angeles, california 90069

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive
free records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start
your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting". Box
130-N5. Paradise, CA 95969.

GET SOUND PRICES ON CAR STEREO
SCANNERS - CB

Call or write Monday - Saturday 10-8 (312)960-
1327. Visa/M.C. R.S. Engineering, 522 Sherman,
Downers Grove. III. 60515.

GOING TO COLLEGE: Technics SL 1300 MK II -
$350: Pioneer CT -F 1 000 - $400; SAE 1800 Parame-
tric Equalizer $300. (907) 442-3665 after 8:00 pm
PST.

GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS. Rear mount, gold
plated solid brass lack, w/gold plated ground flag and
hardware, $1.75 each. Will interchange with Audio Re-
search Sp3A-1's phono lacks. Gold plated solid brass
shield phono plugs, $2.00 each. Send stamped ad-
dressed envelope to flyer and order form. Minimum or-
der $10.00. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept. B. Peter-
borough. NH 03458.

GONZA WIRE is #12 gauge, twisted, SAFE speaker
wire 450 per ft. TMA Record Sleeve 50 for $15, COD
OK, Samples $1.00. Audio House. 4304 Brayan.
Swartz Creek. Mich 48473 313-655-8639.

GRACE AND SUPEX
We offer the Grace 747, 707MK2 (Linn Mods for each),
704, F -9C and Supex cartridges. By appt. Free ship-
ping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS,
Box 145, Oxford. OH 45056, 513-523-3333.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.
GUSS 3-D SPEAKER SYSTEMS! Audiophiles who
demand excellence find them overwhelming. From
$3000 installed. Telephone (212) 580-7401 or 787-
1183.

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by
Dec. 12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and test
ed, $299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment ship
ment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE. 435 Tasso,
Palo Alto. California 94301 (41 5) 328-1081 TF

GENE RUBIN AUDIO - LOS ANGELES
PS AUDIO LINN SONDEK THIEL
NAD LINN ITTOK SPENDOR
HAFLER LINN ASAK SPICA
ADCOM DYNAVECTOR LS3/5A
DENNESEN GRACE 3d ACOUSTICS
KM LABS GRADO CIZEK
CONNOISSEUR LAST PLATTER MATTER

LIVE WIRE STATI BRUSH V.P.I.
Pre -paid Shipping (213) 571.1299 (Pacific Time)

SUMO ELECTRIC SPATIAL
TECHNICS R&B KOETSU
STAX DYNAVECTOR
B&W MUSICAL FIDELITY
KEITH MONKS THETA
LOCI TONE ARM NAKAMICHI
AUDIO PULSE YAMAHA
THE DAVID BERNING CO. TANDBERG
MONSTER CABLE JANIS
J.V.C. LABORATORY GRADO
S.M.E. POLK AUDIO
KEF LUSTRE
HILL PLASMATRONICS SPICA
SNELL ACOUSTICS PSE
QUAD ESL SPEAKERS MARCOF
PRECISION FIDELITY DAHLOUIST

igw` ACOUSTIC TEST INSTRUMENTS
USE TO ADJUST EDUALIZERS, OPTIMIZE

SPEAKER PLACEMENT, ETC.

Complete Test Set .5399
Calibrated Sound Level Meter 5169
Fractional Octave Pink

Noise Generator 5299
Handbook on Acoustic Testing $6

Free brow HALL ENGINEERING Dept. 03
P 0 Box 506, Martinsville, NJ 08836'

DRACO CPU FM TUNER
HAFLER
JR
LINN SONDEK
SUPEX
V PI
FULTON
PS AUDIO
GRACE
PYRAMID
APRES AUDIO
GOLDMUND TONE ARM
DENON
COLONEY AB -1 TURNTABLE
MUSIC REF. RM-4
PROMETHEAN

the listening room
590 Central Park Avenue. Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

Mona, Thurs., 10-9 P.M. Tues., Wed.. Fri.. 10-7 P.M./ Sat., 10-6 P.M.
Ample Free Parking Credit Cards Accepted

We Ship FREE Anywhere in the Continental U.S.A.

914-472-4558
76

HAFLER IN STOCK ..
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

We have a good supply of Haller products in stock for
immediate delivery .. DH -101, DH -200, etc. freight
pre -paid in the continental USA. We also carry Amber-
Carver-Denon-Fidelity Research-Lustre-NAD-Polk-SAE.
Call or write AUDIOTRONICS, 4200 Avenham Ave.,
Roanoke. Va. 24014 (703) 774-5757.

HAFLER DH500
Hailer's new 250 watt amp. Order now!! AUDIO
SALON, 1612 Elizabeth Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28204
(704) 333-3306 11 am to 7 pm.

HAFLER-FRIED MONITOR SYSTEM. Unequalled re-
sults. Move forces reluctant sale $2900 o.n.o. Details.
(212) 724-9219.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Halter DH -101 preamp and DH200
amp. kits & factory assembled. Also new models. Imme-
diate free shipping. Also Fried (Speakers. Kits), Carver,
Vandersteen, NAD, Mirage, Audionics, PS, Klipsch,
more. READ BROS STEREO. 593 King Street, Charles-
ton. S.0 29403 (803)723-7276.

LUXMAN MB3045 Power Amps $500.00. Kenwood
LO7M Power Amps $500.00. Mint 703-360-9214.

HAFLER-NEW PO¢DUCTS
We are stocking the followinjj DH101K $199.95,
DH101A $299.95, DH1O1AP $399.95. DH103
$19.95. DH104 $24.95. DH105 $24.95, DH110K
$299.95, DH110A $399.95, DH110AP $499.95,
DH112 $74.95. DH2O0K $329.95. DH2O0KE
$339.95, DH200A $429.95. DH200AE $439.95.
DH2O1 $24.95, DH202 $24.95. DH300A $449.95,
DH300AE $459.95. DH500K $599.95, DH500KE
$619.95, DH500A $749.95, DH500AE $769.95. By
appt. Free shipping in U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa &
M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145. Ox-
ford, OH 45056. 513-523-3333. ITT TELEX: 427791.
Cable: OXAUDCON.

HAFLER!! We stock the complete line of HAFLER elec-
tronics & accessories for immediate shipment. VISA &
M.C. welcome. HCM AUDIO, Box 2029-G. Chico, CA
95927 (916) 343-0558

HIGH END IN THE MIDWEST
Linn Products Rega
Audible Illusion Grace
Precision Fidelity Stax
Mordaunt Short KEF
Connoisseur Revox
Audio Innovations Theta

Featuring Modifications
For Improved High End

BRYSTON MOD -ALL MODELS
DAHLOUIST D010 MOD

used McIntosh 1900
used Decca TA w/elec lift
used Stax DA80

AUDIO RENAISSANCE, INC.
(816) 531-3261

4122 Broadway.- Kansas City, Missouri 641 1 1

Symmetry
Acoustat
Meridian

Audionics
Dynavector

PS Audio

$550.00
85.00

850.00

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE
ADC, Advent, AKAI, AR, Audiovox, Audio-Technica,
Cerwin Vega. Clubman, Criag, dbx, Dual, Dahlquist,
EPI, ESS, Fisher, Grado, Hitachi, Infinity, JVC, Ken -
wood. Koss, Khpsch, Maxell, Micro Acoustics, Mitsu-
bishi, Nakamichi, Onkyo. Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk Au-
dio, Sansui, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Shure, Sonus, Stan-
ton, TEAC, Technics, TDK, Visonik. Yamaha and more!

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 3021 Peachtree Rd. NE, At-
lanta. GA 30305, (404) 233-5346.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE. 1067 Morrow Industrial Blvd..
Morrow, GA 30260 (404) 968-0281

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 2411 Cobb Pkwy., Smyrna,
GA 30080, (404) 953-1030.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 5029 Veterans Memorial
Blvd.. Metairie, LA 70002, (504) 455-1461.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 516 West Bank Expwy., Gret-
na, LA 70053, (504) 366-3238.



FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE
HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY'
SEPARATES, RECEIVERS. CASSETTE DECKS. BEST
PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
EAST' 305-462-1976 WEST: 213-243-1168.

HEATHKIT AUDIOSCOPE AD1013 with 20-20 KHZ
Generator $300/of lei. Stereo Monitor AD 1307 with
db/watt meters $100 Mike (714) 759-6712 Days/
PST.

IDEAL ACOUSTICS
Performance verified equipment

Klipsch  McIntosh
NAD  Crown  Thorens  Signet

ADS  Nakamichi  DBX  Revox  Luxman
Open anytime by appointment.

Outstanding showrooms and service center.
110 Willow Rd Starkville, MS 39759 (601)324-1020

Infinity RS 4.5 - $1950. Dynaco ST416 with C-100 -
$550: GRADO SIGNATURE III - $175; Audio Research
SP6B (latest) -$1000. (308) 237-7993

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST
PRICES - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.

IS IT THE BEST?

'A very good preamp has become an excellent one
now receives our best buy rating.''

AUDIOGRAM. on the MKH 101 mod

.. outperforms units such as the Beveridge, Apt
Holman. SP6-B Spatial. teflon capped Spatial.
Spectral, Theta, etc "

AUDIOGRAM on the MKH 101 SuperMod

The Musical Concepts modifications to the Haller
preamp and power amp bring you affordable musi-
cality. Write for reviews. Dealer inquiries welcome.

MKH 101 mod kit $ 100 Installed $150
MKH 101 SuperMod kit $200 Installed $250

MKH 200 amp mod kit $45 Installed $95

Musical Concepts, 522 Impala Lane, Hazelwood,
MO 63042 (314) 895-4984

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc
Some very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full
factory warranty. Money -back guarantee. JML Compa
ny, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale. CA 95425.

JANIS WOOFERS
are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them
together with the Interphase crossover amp at OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056,
513-523-3333, ITT TELEX. 427791. Cable: OXAUD-
CON.

JBL: HARTSFIELD-PARAGON-LE8's-D131'e 408-
379-7965; Box 1211 Campbell CA 95009

KASTLEMUSICK MONTHLY BULLETIN
Magazine for record collectors. Covers all categories.
Send $9 84 for 12 big monthly issues: sample $1.00.
Kastlemusick. Inc.. 170 Broadway, New York, NY
10038

KEITH MONKS CR500 RECORD CLEANING MA-
CHINE Mint $700 call Andy (505) 662-91 1 1

KINETIC AUDIO SPEAKERS, in stock at excellent pric-
es. Send $1 00 for the lowest prices and superior ser-
vice on all Fine Audio Components. Sound Source,
11450 Overseas Highway. Marathon, Fla. 33050.

KIT BUILDERS! The Audible Illusions Mini Mite I repre-
sents a new generation of preamp kits, a return to the
beloved tube sound - but without the common tube
drawbacks. The Mini Mite l is the best buy in preamp kits
on the market. The sound is extremely smooth, quiet,
and detailed, with a sweet high end and a quick. remark-
ably tight bottom The assembled version is still a bar-
gain, but the kit is a steal. Reviewers love it. We promise
you will. too. Heritage Hill Audio. 553 East Fulton, Grand
Rapids. MI 49503. 616-451-3868. Visa & MasterCard
accepted.

LEARN TO PLAY BETTER
through understanding Chords. Learn how Chords
are used in creation of "musical ideas." Use proven
approach to learn Chords. Take the "mystery" out
of Chord use in music. For Free Information write
today - MUSIC LEARNING SYSTEMS PUBLISHING
- Dept. 1 1 AM. RD3 Box 142. Olean. N Y. 14760

LINN DISC SYSTEM ALWAYS IN STOCK! GENE RU -
BIN AUDIO. Pre -paid shipping. (213)571-1299.

LINN PRODUCTS, MODIFICATIONS & NAIM
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Linn Prod-
ucts: LP12. Asak, Ittok. PMS, DMS. SARA & KAN; the
NIRVANA MODIFICATION for the LP12: and. Nairn Elec-
tronics head amp, preamps & amps. By appt. Free
shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULT-
ANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333.

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE. HAFLER, ADCOM,
ADVENT, DBX, GRADO AND MORE. DYNAMIC
SOUND. Box 168. STARKVILLE, MS 39759. (601)
323-0750. 1 pm -9 pm

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

MAIL/PHONE
ORDER

At last you may order high quality stereo equipment by
mail or phone. Select from the product list below:

B&W SPEAKERS
CONRAD-JOHNSON

GRACE
HAFLER

LINN PRODUCTS
PS AUDIO
GRADO

DYNAVECTOR
3-D ACOUSTICS

THORNES
MERIDIAN
LS3/5A

SPENDOR SPEAKERS
AUDIO SALON, 1612 Elizabeth Avenue, Charlotte. NC
28204 (704) 333-3306 11 am - 7 pm. Free shipping
within 24 hrs. of order. Write or call for catalogue. Visa/
MC Welcome.

McINTOSH C20, C22, MC30, MC60, MC75, MC240,
MC275, MC3500, MARANTZ 7C. 8B, 9. 108. JBL
HERTFIELD SPEAKER. Pay the best price (2t2) 743-
3709.

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 0.35 watt. 107 val-
ues from 10 ohms to 1 Meg. 25c each. 10 per value/
$1.80. 50 per value/$7.50. Send stamped self ad-
dressed envelope for list of values and order form. New
gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs. $1.75
each. Minimum order $10.00. Quantity discounts avail-
able. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept: A, Peterbor-
ough. NH 03458.

.._- -------
I Vt THE GREAT ELECTRONIC

THINGS & IDEAS BOOK!

HUNDREDS OF
IUNUSUAL PARTS,GADGETS & IDEA ITEMS, UNAVAILABLE IN

STORES OR CATALOGS ANYWHERE! Bargain poes on everything!
New items in every issue! Rush postcard for your copy!

ELECTRONICS
Dept. 317
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901.

1 Ef-

McINTOSH MA8200 Integrated amplifier $825;
McINTOSH MR74 tuner $575; ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR91 floorstanding loudspeakers $600 pair; ADVENT
receiver $225. Quality equipment - like new - low
prices - one owner! 1 - 501 - 846 - 2706 evenings,
weekends.

McINTOSH USED COMPONENTS (ALL TYPES)
Buy. sell, trade and broker, (617) 969-2727 Collect Bob
Heenan, Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
Apt Holman Grafyx PS Audio
Adcom Hafler Rega
Boston Acoustics Hitachi Revox
Bryston Isobank
Conrad Johnson Linn-Sondek
Dahlquist Mission
Dual NAD
Grace Nakamichi
Grado Signature Onkyo
Nairn Audio Polk Audio

Snell
Spendor
Spectrum
Stax
Harmon Kardon
Threshold

ABSOLUTE SOUND
"Michigan's High Accuracy Audio Dealer"

Detroit. 12400 Morang Ave. (313) 527-2244
Royal Oak, 4354 N. Woodward (313) 549-7550
Ann Arbor, 312 S. State St. (313) 662-2026
East Lansing, 1045 East Grand River (517) 351-9300

We Ship Prepaid
VISA/M.C./AMER. EXPRESS WELCOME

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN - SOUND DECISIONS (51 7)
631-3781 Free shipping: Audio Design  Cotter  B2 
Grafyx  HAPI II  Mirage  Nikko AIII  SOTA  Symdex 
Thiel  Thorens  VPI  3D Acoustics  '5213 Hallisy Ct
48640 ' Evenings & wkends.

REM6VES vocalliEw MOST antabbsscs
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a
brochure and demo record below. COST: 5249.00

YOU SHOULD SEE US
For:
 Time Delay/Ambience
 Studio Echo/Reverb
 Tape Noise Reduction
 Parametric Equalization
 Electronic Crossovers
 Compressor/Expanders
 Mic Preamp/Mixers

We manufacture a full line of high quality and ' and reco ' In{
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send S1 for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain GA 30086, Phone 404 493.1258

IN NEW ENGLAND...
No hyperbole -just the kind of knowledge, creativity, and dependability you expect from a
dealer who represents these manufacturers.

Li
iarK fluvinson

ADS
ADS Pro
Apt -Holman
Audionics

Audio Pro
Bryston
Carver
Conrad -Johnson KEF

M.A. Cotter
Dahlquist
Denon
DCM
Dynavector
Fidelity Research
Grace
Hafler

5 listening rooms ... New England's largest
Audiophile record dealer ... Keith Monks
record cleaning ... In-store service .. .

All shipments pre -paid.

Magnepan Nakamichi Symdex
Marcof Oracle Vandersteen
Mirage Pyramid VPI
M & K Signet Win Labs
NAD Supex Yamaha

191§ i. = -. ..,..- a. : .-_- _ ..r._ . _ . .- -: - . -_-

M-W10-6
Th. & Fri. 10 - 8

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203) 777-1750 Master Charge, VISA, AMEX Sat. 10-5
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE
' ' ' ' MILWAUKEE! THE AUDIO EMPORIUM: Acous-
tat, Amber, Audio Perfection Cables, Audio Pulse, Au -
dire, B&O, Beyer. Connoisseur. Conrad -Johnson.
Dahlquist. Denon, Dynavector. Genesis, Grace, Grado.
Haller. Linn, Lux. Magnepan, Marcof, Mayware, Musical
Fidelity NAD, Peterson Links, Polk Audio. RH Labs Re -
vox. Rogers, Snell, Sonus, Stax, Sumo, Technics,
Threshold, wide assortment of accessories and direct
discs. Open Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 10-6. Thurs 10-8.
Closed Sun & Mon. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd.. 354-
5082.

MIRAGE IN THE SOUTH!
In stock. Free Shipping! READ BROS STEREO. 593
King Street, Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will pro-
duce enhanced high quality second generation tapes.
KUHN ELECTRONICS. 1801 Mills Ave.. Norwood. OH
45212. TF

Most condenser microphones rebuilt -$15.00.
Check, M.O.
Specialty Recording Service
35700 Squaw Mt. Rd.
Estacada, Or 97023

NEW AND DEMO EQUIPMENT SALE
Levinson MLI
Levinson ML2
Levinson ML3
Levinson ML3

Levinson ML6
Levinson LNC2
Stax DA8OM

Stax DA80

Preamp/D6 card $1450
Power amp 1795
Power amp basic 1995
Power amp w/faceplate

2200
Preamp w/D6 card 3000
Crossover system 1395
Mono amp

Stereo amp
920

975
Dayton Wright SPA Preamp w/MC amp 700
Michaelson & Auston TVA1 Vac Tube Power amp 1300
Michaelson & Auston TVA 1 OVac Tube Power amp 650
Quad Electrostatic 1395

speakers pr
vie 17A Processor 1095
Contact Lloyd tor more information Tues.-Fri. aft. 816-
531-3109 1616 W. 43rd, Kansas City MO 64111

NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES, AudioWorld can save you
money. Not only do we offer bargain prices on au-
diophile equipment, we also eliminate the sales tax has-
sle for out-of-state customers. AudioWorld. Box 6202,
Grand Rapids. MI 49506. 616-451-3868. M -F 11:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. EDT. Visa and MasterCard accepted.

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE
provides a national marketplace for audiophiles buy-
ing or selling quality new and used equipment.
Monthly newsletter subscribers enjoy the benefits of
its nationwide distribution, equipment grading
standards and the guarantee of full and prompt pay-
ment for products sold. Write or call free for a free
sample newsletter or subscribe ($6.00/yr.) 617/
491-3000. (7-11 PM EST/M-F) Box 82 Harvard
Square. Cambridge, MA 02138.

NEW: STEP ATTENUATORS: Volume controls by Alps
and Tech Labs for highest accuracy and perfect track-
ing. The Tech Labs has 24 position silver contacts and
1't MF resistors as a semi -kit. Rowland Research Strain
Gage cartridge boards for Win Labs and Panasonic.
what a difference this board makes for these cartridges,
Phono preamp section boards, one with passive equal-
ization. Electronic crossover boards with 18db/octave
slope and optional 20db gain so you can bypass the hi -
level section of your preamp, also a subsonic filter
board. All for highest signal resolving detail. The new 8"
Polypropylene cone driver that has an amazingly tight
and articulate deep & midbass in our vented push-pull
alignment: its 3db is 30 Hz and non -resonant. Similar
alignment for the Dynaudio 8-'. " driver with a -3db at
26 Hz. Dales -Jordan 50mm Modules for phase coheren-
cy and transient speed like electrostatics that do most of
the work in yoru dream system. TA's Unbox semi -kit
enclosures for the above drivers. JVC and Foster po-
lymer ribbon super tweeters for detail, extended highs
and "air". Crossover parts: Polypropylene and Polys-
tyrene caps lorm 20pf to 10u, air core inductors with
tt 12 and #16 wire, dealer inquiries invited. Mod kits
for the Haller amp and preamp and Dahlquist DO -10.
For more products, info, specs, charts, and graphs,
send $1.50 for our catalog. The Jordan Manual is a 26
page text on sound and speaker design $2.50. TRAN-
SCENDENTAL AUDIO, 6796 Arbutus St., Arvada, CO
80004. 9-5 Mountain time 10-3 Sat. (303) 420-7356.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

NORTH CAROLINA - AUDIO WORKS
ADC Denon Onkyo
Advent Fidelity Research Polk Audio
AKG Grace Platter Matter
Amber Grado SME
Apt/Holman Haller Spendor
Axiom Luxman 3D Acoustics
Connoisseur Mitsubishi Vandersteen
161 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 919-942-
8763

Houston and the Gulf Coast
Mark Levinson /Threshold/Linn /Apt/Holman / Hafler/Advent/Nakamichi/Denon
Magneplanar/KEF/Boston/ Dahlquist/Adcom/NAD/Dennesen/Gold Line/Grace

Klipsch/Fidelity Research/DCM Time Window /Cizek/Signet/Cotter/)vie Analyzers

AudioConcepts
2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston, Texas 77098 713/527-0774

Credt Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

AUDIO
Ho1Woras

P.O. BOX 10973
St. Louis, Missouri 63135

Issue 04 is now available. It contains reviews of CRAMOLIN contact cleaner,
the DYNAVECTOR DV -100R and DV -100D moving -coil cartridges, the LINN
Wok LVII pickup arm, the MARCOF "Glass Mat" planer plate, the HAFLER DH -
200, MICHAELSON & AUSTIN TVA -1, SUMO "Power", and SUMO "Gold"
power amplifiers, the MICRO SEIKI BL -91 and ORACLE turntables, the MUSI-
CAL FIDELITY bb -1 and POWERLIGHT MC -4 pre -preamplifiers, the SAEC
SS -300 planer plate, and the SPECTRA Disc Cushion. Issue 04 also features a
survey of interconnecting cables with reviews of cables from AGI, AUDIO -
CRAFT, AUDIONICS, AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO-TECHNICA, BELDEN, DISC -
WASHER, FULTON, MELCO, MITCH COTTER, NEUMANN, PETERSON, SAEC,
SOUND CONNECTIONS, SOLAR TRADING, SUPEX, and ZEPHYR.

Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS' for four (4) issues are: U.S. - 816.
($20. by FIRST CLASS MAIL): Canada and Mexico - 818. (122. by FIRST CLASS
MAIL): and outside North America - $24. (AIR MAIL). PLEASE REMIT IN U.S.
FUNDS ONLY. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for
$5.50 each (U.S., Canada, and Mexico), and 87.00 each (outside North America).

innovative auoiO
DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE

OUR DEMLNC'I:A'II'.N'. Ci AUDIO EQUIPMEN' UNIQUE WE OFFER UNLIMH. ''ME TO EVALUATE THE VERY i'C
COMPCN ., .. AIR E , OF QUALITY RECORDING: ENABLES YOU TO DETERMINE 'J ,

COMEn'. . . .' JUKE .. P YOU TO DECIDE WHAT IS BEST AS WELL AS TO NSURE A i t

YAMAHA. NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APT-HOLMAN, COTTER, BANG á OLUFSEN, DAHLQUIST, NAD,BOWERS á WILKINS,
QUAD. LINN SONDEK, BEDINI, SHAHINIAN-OBELISK, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PYRAMID, OHM, KLIPSCH, INNOTECH,
DENON, MARCOF, ADS, LS3/5A, REVOX, JVC PRO -LAB, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET, SUPEX, DYNAVECTOR, ETC...
FEATURING KLOSS VIDEO DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS.
TRAI t N i' i EQUIPMENT PROEEf:,IONAI. REPAIR SERVICE & HOME INSTALLATION CREDIT CARE'
ACCEPTED Iii. , . AVAILABLE

182 HENRY STREET  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201  (212)596-0888

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for every-
one. Al any price we offer solid value, superior perform-
ance. and traditional service.

We operate on the theory that you as our customer
will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only
through a careful analysis of your audio requirements.
We strive to offer sober. highly cost effective solutions to
meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing
experience with music.

OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:
Magnepan Audioics Dahlquist
Tandberg Threshold Chartwell
Onkyo Audire B&W
JVC Haller Cizek
AKG P.S.E. AVID
Denon Lux Stanton
Micro Grado Sig. AIWA
Connoisseur Sonus M&K
Soundcrattsmen Grace Rogers

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE
1511 North Main Street

Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596
(415) 932-2242

"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

ORACLE TABLE, EXC. COND. $695. Steve (704)
483-9679.

ORPHEUS SPEAKERS FACTORY DIRECT
Now you can buy our speakers at huge savings. Audi -
lion the complete line. N.Y. metro area only. Orpheus
Loudspeakers. Locust Valley, N.Y. (516) 676-5082.

OVERSTOCKED, MUST GO Lux M2000 Power Amp
$480, M4000 Power Amp $850, PD441 Turntable
$350, T-2 Tuner $199, T -t2 FM Tuner $395, L-3 Inte-
grated Amp $245. Acoustat X speakers $1395 pair,
Dahlquist DO10 speaker $350 each, Pioneer Spec 2
Power Amp $499, Ram 512 Power Amp $599.
Ram200 Pre -amp $699. Teac Model 2A Mixer $299.
New. Factory Warranty. OTHER GOOD DEALS. WRITE
OR CALL: STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE, 1029 Jaco-
by Street. Johnstown. PA 15902. (814 536-1611.

PAIR CUSTOM TOWERS with 4 Bozak Woofer and 6
Janzsen Electrostats each side, in a vertical array.
$1200.00, Pc. .50, Gayer, 6900 Wittman Dr, Ft. Myers,
FL. 33907

PERFECTIONIST PRODUCTS. TA -3A tonearm. prop-
er geometry throughout. 2 5 grams effective mass.
$249.00. B & 0 4002 Tonearm Modification (kit or fac-
tory) allows use with cartridges having standard .5"
mounting. $199.00. Stainless steel ($2.50) and nylon
($1.00) cartridge mounting hardware. Tonearm Align-
ment Protractor, $3.00. !vie Electronics test equipment
(new or demonstrators). VeritoneTM Interconnection
Cable: .03 ohms, 11 pico -farads. and $4.00 per
foot (any length) attached connectors (male or
female): gold plated, heavy duty RCA $2.50 each:
Lemo or Post -Lock, $10.00 each. Money -back
guarantee on above. Audiophile records (Sheffield,
Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity, etc.), and components
(Haller. Marcof Audionics, etc.), list price. Shipping
included. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128,
Cloverdale, California 95425.

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at
good prices with competent service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 431 W. Gorham, Box 4283.
Wisconsin 53711 (608) 256-7337.

POLYSTYRENE BYPASS KIT
Use in conjunction with our DRT-1 Ribbon Tweeter
kit for the Dahlquist DO -10 or bypass your stock
cross -over. The PC -1 kit includes 14 polystyrene
capacitors with complete instructions for $12.95.
Postage paid in U.S. Visa, M.C. or check welcome.
Look for our review in AUDIO ALTERNATIVES soon.

RANDALL RESEARCH (714) 760-1539
719 Fernleaf Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625

PROF. JOHNSON SAYS:
You loved Red Norvo in my "Astounding Sound Show"
and demanded more, so here it is! "The Forward Look"
captures the Norvo jazz quintet live in RR's exclusive
Direct -to -Tape sonic splendor. Remind yourself how
musically satisfying a half -speed mastered analog re-
cording can be. RR -8 is available in a 33' rpm edition
on imported JVC pressings @$1 5, or at 45 rpm on the
new, extra -heavy JVC UHOR disc @$25, postpaid in
U.S. Other countries please include $3 for airmail. Order
directly from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San
Francisco CA 94107. Free catalog for the asking.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE
PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset
angle, overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Reso-
nance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height
adtustable while playing records. Effective mass 2.5
grams. Damped cueing. Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with sili-
cone damping, $249.00, "Universal" nylon hardware.
$1.00; alignment protractor, $3.00. Prices include pos-
tage and money -back guarantee. JML Company,
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425 TF

PS AUDIOPHILES:
Western Michigan has a new audio salon featuring these
fine lines-Amber, Audible Illusions, Dimensional
Acoustics, Dynavector, Grado. Mirage, PS Audio. Rega.
RG Dynamics, Spica, and more. Also, see the finest in
audio furniture from Apres Audio. Write or call for more
information or to audition our equipment. Heritage Hill
Audio, 553 East Fulton, Grand Rapids, MI 49503, 616-
458-9202.

PS III PHONO PREAMP. Warr. $125.00 (312) 595-
3656

PYRAMID T-1 TWEETERS, 2+2W Metronomes,
SME 3009 S/3. Threshold 400A Amp, NS -10 Preamp,
Denon DP3500F Turntable. (603) 362-5675 eves
(EST).

QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All
brands of Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest
Quotations with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRAD-
ING CO.. LTD., Saikaen Bldg., 4-33-21,
Kamimeguro,Meguro-Ku.Tokyo 153 Japan.

QUICKEST AIRMAIL SERVICE DIRECT FROM TO-
KYO. All Japanese Cartridges, Arms, Headphones. Mi-
crophones. Tweeters and Turntable Accessories. Ask
for Pricelists with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRAD-
ING CO., LTD. Saikaen Bldg. 4-33-21 Kamimeguro,
Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY
SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST
PRICES IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
EAST: 305-462-1976 WEST: 213-243-1168.

RABCO SL8E *5989, Design, Acoustics De.
Thorens 12511 & Black Widow II arm, priced low. 303-
789-4806

RAW SPEAKERS, ACCESSORIES. Send 18c stamp.
Meniscus Systems. 3275 Gladiola S.W. Wyo., MI.
49509

REGAL REGA RESEARCH
We are please to offer the complete line of Rega tables:
Planar 2 & Planar 3 armed or armless. By appt. Free
shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULT-
ANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. 513-523-3333.

REGA PLANAR TURNTABLES IN STOCK! Pre -paid
shipping. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213)571-1299 (Pac )

RGR TOP RATED MODEL FOUR PREAMP at AUDIO
CONNECTION, Verona, NJ (201) 239-1799

ROGERS LS3/5a, SATTERBERG, KENWOOD PRO,
ADCOM, AUDIRE, CLARKE, Grace, Grado, Marcof,
Micro Seiki, PSE, Thorens, LiveWire, HK, more ... EX-
CEPTIONAL AUDIO (213) 961-6158 evenings. week-
ends PST. WE SHIP FREE!! P.O. BOX 658. W. Covina,
CA 91 790

ROGERS-NEW SPEAKER & CHARTWELL
The Rogers Studio One is a significant addition to the
line of superb Rogers products. All of the Rogers speak
ers, electronics and Chartwell speakers are available at
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford
OH 45056. 513-523-3333. Free shipping. Visa & M.C.

SILVER AUDIO CABLES - hi quality, fine stranded
silver coaled copper conductors w/teflon dielectric
and outer jacket. High conductance and propaga-
tion velocity. Low capacitance. Stereo pair w/gold
plate RCA plugs w/relief springs: 1. meter-$20,
lm -$25, 2m-$40. Custom Lengths and connec-
tors avail. Add $1.00 per order shipping. Texas res-
idents add 5"5, sales tax. New offerings include a
superior speaker cable - 13 ga. silver coated copper
w/2 silver shields; glass turntable "mat", re-
mote switching acc.. etc. Send SASE for complete
product offerings. STEPHEN WOR
SHAM LABS, 3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas. Tx
75205. (214) 528-8343

SELL or TRADE YOUR McINTOSH or MARANTZ
TUBE EQUIPMENT, and WESTERN ELECTRIC prod-
ucts for new or used High End equipment. Crossover
networks for the best of AUDAX (POLYDAX), COLES,
DALESFORD. JORDAN, and others. New PIONEER Se-
ries 20 equipment 40 to 60'tá oft list price. Tony Thom-
as, 3303 East Denny Way, Seattle, WA. 98122 (206)
323-4987.

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AM-
PEREX and other lop quality audio tubes available at
very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203
Success SI . Pittsburg. PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706 TF

SNELL ACOUSTICS NOW AT DESIGNATION
For the smoothest octave -to -octave performance of any
dynamic speakers-ifs Snell Acoustics. Come hear the
aflordable new Type I. It eliminates floor boundaries
from your music. Come audition the newest version of
the famous Type A. It's beautiful to hear and beautiful to
see. For information and quotation: DESIGNATRONS
STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old Country Road, Hicks-
ville, NY 11801 (516) 822-5782.

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH -END STORE the
finest audiophile equipment. British American Sound,
P.O. Box 1247 186 King Street, Charleston. SC 29402

TF

SPEAKER BUILDERS: JBL, ELECTROVOICE, AU-
DAX & more. including tested computer designed plans.
GOLD SOUND. P.O. BOX 141A, ENGLEWOOD, CO.
80151.

SPEAKERKITS OF NEW YORK. Listen before you
buy. Save up to 50% on raw drivers, assembled sets.
and kits. Speakerkits, 247-38 Jericho Turnpike, Bel-
lerose. NY (516) 354-7006.

BLACKOUT IN U.S.A.

SPEAKERWIRE: THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM!
Make great sounding ''supercable'' from ordinary lamp
cord for only pennies per foot. Easy illustrated instruc-
tions plus detailed discussion as to why it sounds so
good. $4.00 to ROSSWOOD DESIGN GROUP, Dept.
A8. P.O Box 7691, s F Ca 94120

SPENDOR-NEW SPEAKERS
In addition to the renowned SAt, BC1 and BC3, we
offer TWO NEW Spendor speakers, the SA2 and SA3.
By appt. Free shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-
523-3333

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!!! OVER 100 BRANDS!!! KRASCO
Rep -AO, 998 Orange Ave . West Haven, CT 06516.

STEREO CARTRIDGES AT WHOLESALE
PRICES - most lines. Free price list! Top equip-
ment available at super discounts. Write for quotes.
Audio Component Systems, 2313A Brentwood
Place. Olympia. WA 98503.

TANGENT LOUDSPEAKERS
We have the complete range of These value priced
SOTA British Loudspeakers. Send SASE for rave re-
views and prices Woodburn Sound, 400 Highland
Court. Iowa City, Iowa 52240 319-338-7547.

TAPCO and ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equilizers,
amps. mics. and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail
order prices, Sonix Co.. P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD
20640 8-9

TAPE DECKS WANTED, AKAI 4000 series & Ampex
600 series. almost any condition. Charles Weisel 228
Melrose, Apt. 2 Youngstown. Ohio 44512 (216) 783-
2509.

TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method full fre-
quency response. $15.00 ea, One day service. E

Maher, 5 Evans Place, Onnda, CA 94563.

THE AUDIOGRAM an irregular newsletter by serious
music listeners by-passes the trivial and establishes the
best for sure value. Issue #16 includes:
the best preamp (surprise)
the best tube amp
the best headamp
the best MM
the best MC and transformer (surprise)
the best small speaker
USA and Canada $12.00 (4issues); 1st class
Foreign rates $17.00 (4 issues), airmail
Audiogram, Box 27406, St. Louis, MO. 63141

THE AUDIOPHILE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR
SYSTEM

(under $2200)
Regaplanar 2 turntable
Rega Cartridge
Haller DH -101A Preamp
NAD 4020 Tuner
Haller DH200A or Morduant-Short Padgient It's
DCM Time Windows

SOUND BY SINGER, LTD.
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (AE M.C.. VISA accepted)

HV-1 Vacuum Tube Pre -Preamplifier
conrad-johnson design, inc.

1474 Pathfinder Lane  McLean, VA 22101

Audiocom
high technology audiohigh technology audio

Adcom, ADS, AGI, Allison, Amber, Apt, Ariston. Audionics, Audio Pulse, Audio Technology.
Beveridge, Beyer, Blaupunkt, Bruer, Burwen, B&W, Cotter, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, DCM,
Denon, Draco, Dynavector, EMT, EV, Eumig, FR, GAS, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Janis, JR, KEF,
Kenwood Purist, Linn Sondek, Lustre, Mitsubishi, M&K. Mogami, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon
Queen Labs, Revox, RO, RH Labs, Rogers. Snell, Spectro Acoustics, Stay, STD. Symmetry,
Tandberg, 3D

Our Service Department specializes in maintaining, calibrating, and
modifying high performance audio equipment. Custom equipment
design and fabrication on premises. System installations for car, boat,
home, and aircraft. Major credit cards honored- Phone orders shipped
promptly.
177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 637-3621
Out of state, call Toll -Free 800-243-7516
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

TURNTABLE:
TONEARM:
CARTRIDGE
SET-UP:
PRE -AMP:
POWER AMP'
SPEAKERS:

THE BIG "10" SYSTEM (Under 510,000)
Oracle or Linn Sondek
Linnitok
Linn-Asak
Audio Interface
Audio -Research SP6-B
Audio -Research D-120
Snell Type A's or Acoustat
Monitor Ill's

TUNER: Rogers T-75
TAPE DECK: Tandberg TD -20A

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (M.C.. A.E., and VISA accepted.)

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES YOU to
join and receive the monthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with
reviews, debates, scientific analyses, summaries of
lectures by major engineers. The BAS was the first
to publish info on TIM, effects of capacitors, tone -
arm damping, tuner IM disl., Holman's and Carver's
designs. etc. Sample issue $1, sub. $12/yr. P.O.
Box 7, Boston, MA 02215.

THE DAVID BERNING INCREDIBLE TF 10 pre -amp
and EA -230 amp in stock. THE MOUNTAIN EAR, Box
774, Aspen, CO 81612. 303/963-3269

THE D235 STEREO POWER AMP BY SONIC
DEVELOPMENTS combines sound and construc-
tion quality hitherto unknown in the industry. Most
suitable for electrostatic loads. $525.00 Order
yours from AUDIO CONNECTION, 615 Bloomfield
Avenue, Verona, NJ 07044 (201) 239-1799.

THE GARROTT P 77
Discover the best and hear the Garrott P77, the hand-
crafted cartridge from Australia. Fourteen day money -
back hometnal direct from Garrott Marketing. Send
check or money order for $149 plus $3 postage and
handling to:

Garrott Marketing Inc.
18 Mill River Rd.

Chappaqua, New York 10514,
or write for complete information and free alignment pro-
tractor. New York residents, please add sales tax.

THEIL PHASE COHERT SPEAKERS IN STOCK! Pre-
paid shipping. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213)571-1299
(Par )

THE INTERMEDIATE AUDIOPHILE SYSTEM
(Under $4,250)

Turntable: REGA PLANAR 3
Cartridge: DYNAVECTOR RUBY KARAT
Set-up: MUSICAL FIDELITY
Pre -amp: PRECISION FIDELITY C-7
Power Amp: TRILOGY
Speakers: SNELL TYPE 1
Tuner: ROGERS T-75

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 684-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., and VISA accepted)

THORENS TURNTABLES - BEST PRICES - IN
STOCK -IMMEDIATE SHIPPING.

EAST: 305-462-1976 WEST: 213-243-1168

SLEEPING BEAUTY
CARTRIDGES

At less than dealer cost
Famous GAS Cartridges critically acclaimed
as the finest moving coils ever made.

LIMITED QUANTITIES
 SHIBATA $150
 SUPER ELLIPTICAL $100
 SPHERICAL $75

ALSO
HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO METRIC
HEAD AMP AVAILABLE $80

SHIPPED FREE IN CONTINENTAL U.S.
VISA -MASTER CHARGE -MONEY ORDERS

THE SOUND CENTER
8033 SUNSET BLVD. SUITE 194

WEST HOLLYWOOD CA.
90048
or call

(213) 650-0060

The Legend from Norway is Here to Stay
ELECTROCOMPANIET

AMPLIWIRE I AMPLIWIRE II PREAMPLIWIRE
CLASS A GAIN CELL MOVING COIL AMPLIFIER

New Dimensions in Sound Quality
at your high -end audio retailer or

through your United Stales Distributor
ELECTROCOMPANIET, INC.

P.O. BOX 173 RT. 202
HOLLIS. MAINE 04042

207-929-4553
RETAILER INQUIRIES INVITED

THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS
Theta has just introduced an IMPROVED preamp, the
18. It along with the OPT amp and head amp are avail-
able at OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Ox-
ford, OH 45056. Free shipping in U.S. We ship
WORLDWIDE. 513-523-3333. ITT TELEX: 427791.
Cable: OXAUDCON.

BLACK IS
TR 1    NIGHT    SHADOW   RAINBOW

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We
offer lust about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection in-
cludes several brands that are typically sold at the full
retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEX,
ADC, DYNAVECTOR, GRADO, NAGATRON, ORTO-
FON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call
(212) 254-3125 or write lo. DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD.,
P.O.. BOX 841, COOPER STATION, NY 10276. We
accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested.

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
II may have been out of the question al $2000, but
the new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your
trade-in and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a
surprisingly low price. We offer very generous trade-
in allowances on your old tuner or other audio
equipment. A rare chance to own the best al a rea-
sonable price (see Audio, Nov. '77). Write us for a
quote. or better yet, phone after business hours and
we can discuss your trade-in: (617) 874-0706,
mon.-fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick)
AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster.
MASS 01473. TF

TRANSCRIPTOR VESTIGIAL TONEARMS. FACTO-
RY SEALED. WHILE THEY LAST $80. BUY 3 OR
MORE $74 EACH. MONEY ORDER OR CERTIFIED
CHECK ONLY. DEALERS CHECK ACCEPTED. FREE
SHIPPING BOB WAECH. 2334 N. 59 ST. MILW. WI.
53210

TUBE be or not tube be is not the question. The
question is: Which tubes are the hot -set-up? The
answer is simple: Our fabled ALLEGRO SOUND
12AX7B & new 6DJ8B are the only tubes ever of-
fered for sale that are guaranteed to improve your
system or your money back (excluding ship. &
hand.). Our ALLEGRO B Series represents a radical
departure from ordinary vacuum tubes. The glare,
often associated with poor circuit design, is re-
placed with a sweetness & clarity not unlike that of
live music. All ALLEGRO B Series tubes feature
gold-plated pins for extended service performance.
Each & every ''B" is run on a precision curve -tracer
& must meet our own rigid specs. This is your assur-
ance of unsurpassed sonic quality. Words cannot
take the place of listening. Order your B's now -
supply is very limited. Please send money -order for
$10.50 each + $5 ship. & hand. to ALLEGRO
SOUND, home of the fabled SP3A-leegro preamp,
15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403.
(213) 766-9101, 9am. Good health & good sound,
Richard David Katz.

Audio Research Fidelity Research
Acoustat FMI/Fulton
Advent Grace
ADS Haller
Apt/Holman Kenwood
Beveridge Koetau
Boston Acoustics Linn Products
Conrad Johnson Lux Audio Stan
Denneson M.A. Kotter Sumo
Dynavector Magnepan ProductnTandberg
2858 W. Merkel St. Akron. Ohio 44313 Phone (218) 864-4411

GOLDEN Marcos
gramophone Micro Seiki

MSS
NAD

Nakamichi
Oracle
Polk Audio
Rega
Signet
Snell Acoustics
Sony

TWO JANSZEN 1-30 Electrostatic 4 -unit array
speakers. 16 Ohm. Walnut $195, plus shipping. Corry,
5 Chauncy Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

UNDERGROUND SOUND LABS
Glass Platter Pad - $27.00

Record Weight - $7.00
* A.R. turntable mod kit complete with
new suspension chassis makes your old

A.R. state of the art. - $39.00
* Optical turnoff for manual turntable
controls T.T. and tape deck - $49.00
* Audiophile quality speaker switch
for Hatter units .2 ohms resistance

2125 CENTRAL AVE. MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 272-1275

UNDERGROUND SOUND
Luxman * Haller * Carver * AGI * Revox

Conrad Johnson * Kef * Rogers * Grado *
Spendor * Sola * Marcoff * Denon *

Dynavector * Audio Pro * Quad *
2125 CENTRAL AVE. MEMPHIS, TN. 38104

(901) 272-1275

UP -DATE YOUR DAHLQUIST
Dramatically improve your DO -10's in regards to dy-
namic range. air and detail with our DRT-1 Ribbon
Tweeter kit. An internally mounted modification
complete with two Flat Ribbon Tweeters, two Soft
Dome Tweeters, precision cross -over components
and detailed instructions. $249 postage paid in

U.S. Visa. M.C.. check or money orders. Look for
our review in AUDIO ALTERNATIVES soon

RANDALL RESEARCH (714) 760-1539
719 Fernleaf Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625

USED SOUND TECHNOLOGY FM GENERATOR -
1000A $1200. Ferrograph RTS-tA Recorder Test Se
$800, B&K-1250 NTSC (used 2 mos.) $500, B&K
1801 Counter $60, HP330B Distortion Analyzer $100
Sony CVM-194 B&W Video Monitor $175, or best offer.
Call (201) 526-4693.

VACUUM TUBES, tube -peculiar parts. All kits/parts for
circuitries described in our 230+ page Modification
Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairemont Mesa Blvd , San Diego, CA 92123 (714)
278-3310 9-0

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb new Mod. 2B. Fast, tree shipping.

READ BROS. STEREO
593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403 (803)723-7276

VISA & M/C OK. Carver, Hatter. PS, Mirage.

VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER SYSTEM
Q/LC has the incredible Vandersteen II and the latest
Vandersteen Ill models. Call or write: O/LC Audio, 1006
Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330
(513) 293-7287.

VERY EXCITING NEWS IN JACKSONVILLE
We are now accepting orders on the World's New Refer-
ence Standard: The long awaited Quad "Model 63"
Electrostatic! These handsome speakers are phenome-
nal performers and will be in very short supply, so get
your order in now! Interested parties send $1.00 for de-
tailed brochure and ordering information. The Sota Sap-
phire Turntable yields more information out of the record
than any playback system available, and its affordable!
David Berning Co's superb EA -230 amp and TF-10
"Series II" preamp. Grace F -9E, 9L, and the Reference
Standard F-1 tL Moving Coil. Sota II Headamp. Fulton
Cables/Accessories. The JVC Ribbon. "Just Above
Cost" Prices on Conrad Johnson, Threshold, Bedini, Fi-
delity Research. Pyramid Ribbons. Cotter. LTD Edition
Discs Inc. Fresh Aire Ill. "The Arm" Sumiko MDC 800.
Infinity RSII  Nakamichi  B&O 8000 Series. HOUSE OF
STEREO, 8169 Arlington Expressway, Jax, Fla. 32211
(904) 724-4988. Most items available for immediate
prepaid shipment. Give us a call!

WANTED: Marantz and McIntosh tube equipment.
Western Electric and RCA products. Tony Thomas 3303
E. Denny Way Seattle, WA 98122 (206) 323-4987

WIN SDC-10 TABLE, NEW $1600 (608) 782-5845.

WISCONSIN HAS: Audionics, Acoustat, Denon, Hafler,
Audio Control, NAD, Polk, Grafyx, Adcom, Stax, Grado,
Luxman, Dahlquist, Micro-Seiki, Grace, and Aiwa. We
invite specific inquiries. The Sound Seller, 1706 Main
Street. Marinette. WI. 54143. (715) 735-9002.
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FOR SALE RECORDS WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS-CROSSOVERS AT
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. EV, BECKER. SEAS. POLY-
DAX, PEERLESS. PHILLIPS, EMILAR, GAI AND MANY
OTHERS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
SPEAKERS FOR HI-FI, CUSTOM AUTO, REPAIRS,
PRO -SOUND AND MUSICIANS. LARGEST SELECTION
OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE U.S. FOR
SPEAKER BUILDERS AND HOBBYISTS. SEND $2.00
FOR THE ALL NEW '81 CATALOG (REFUUNDABLE
WITH FIRST PURCHASE) TO SRC AUDIO DEPT AD3.
3238 TOWERWOOD DR., DALLAS, TX 75234

BLACK

The Absence of Colour

YAMAHA C4 PREAMP WITH BUILT IN HEAD AMP;
M4 power amp 120 watts/side. Both in mint condition
and warrantee. $650 for both."

COTTER EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
Limited quantities of Mitchell A Cotter equipment in fac-
tory sealed cartons are now available for immediate de-
livery:
B-2 Isolation Platform $450.00
MK -2 Moving Coil Pick-up $550.00
NFB-2 Noise Filter/Buffer $500.00
PSC-2 Phono Signal Conditioner $550.00
PW-2 Master Power Supply $450.00

Free freight anywhere in continental U.S.
For More Information' write to Audio Resources. P.O.
Box 507. Selden, New York 11748

or call
Robert Borsody (212) 490-0994

7 GOOD REASONS TO READ TRANSCENDENTAL
AUDIO'S new catalog:
1. The JORDAN 50mm MODULE - A wideband
(150Hz-22KHz) midrange/tweeter from England. The
dynamic driver that rivals the transient detailing of tine
electrostatics.
2. POLYSTYRENE AND POLYPROPYLENE AUDIO
GRADE CAPACITORS. .01 of to 10.0 of for x -over and
preamp mods, new construction.
3. Low DCR air core Ind. to 5.0 mh. ti:12 + 16 wire.
Why use "Super" speaker cable without 'em? Custom
winding avail. Dealer inquiries invited.
4. Unique subwoofer designs with twin bextrenes in

vented for Hz
with seamless x -over.
5. The new DYNAUDIO 81.x" woofer from S.E.N. Labs
in Denmark that handles 1 kilowatt for 10ms.
6. Polydax soft domes + bextrenes from 51/4 " to 10".
7. Ribbon + Polymer super tweeters form JVC, Foster.
Send $1,00 for catalog. Transcendental Audio, 6796
Arbutus Street Arvada, Colo. 80004. 303-420-7356
9:30-5:30.

YAMAHA 132 VET -F POWER AMP. Excellent condi-
tion call after 7 p.m. 406-257-5128 $1000.00.

SPEAKERS
IMF ELECTRONICS INC. is seeking first class high -end
dealers to sell Englands most prestigious loudspeakers
available.
Contact:

Ronald Bliss President
IMF ELECTRONICS INC.
5226 State Street
Saginaw. MI 48603
Telephone: 517-790-2121
Telex: 227461

RECORDS
DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All
labels at low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Techni-
ca, Sheffield, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity
Labs. . ,WE HAVE THEM ALL!! (and more!!) Send for
FREE price list and Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive
cataloge DISConnection, P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL
33679

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Person-
alities! ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1
Cbsta Mesa, CA 92627. TF

GEORGE GERSHWIN: PORGY AND BESS IN CON-
CERT/GIRL CRAZY -OVERTURE. Digital LP normally
$10.98. only $8.98. Add 950 post. Free catalog: Musi-
cal Concepts, Box 53AA8 Cedarhurst, N.Y. 11516

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET
120, ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 106,
SQUARE BOTTOMS 62, POLY LINED PAPER
SLEEVES 156, white jackets 350, POSTAGE $2.00.
HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK,
10931. TF

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn. LP Jackets
with clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic
lined inner sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free cata-
log. CABCO A6. Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded
tapes. Catalogue-$2.50. House of Records, Hillburn,
New York 10931 TF

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
ATTENTION,

WANTED ALL MCINTOSH,
MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH

Tube Equipment, Top Price, Maury 713-728-4343
11 122 Atwell, Houston, Texas, 7'7096

BUY MCINTOSH AND MARANTZ TUBE EQUIP-
MENT. Leland 713-995-1856.

I'LL BUY OR TRADE tube gear by McIntosh, Marantz.
Western Electric. and Audio Research. Top dollar paid!
(215)324-4457.

JBL-150-4C, Minigons, Hartsfleld, Olympus Wood
Grills, Blue Prints, & Misc Call Collect 1-313-299-
7378 pm est.

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 1OB; McIN-
TOSH C-22, MC240, MC275 & MC3500. Sam
Aberst. P.O. Box 5455, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (213)
552-6985.

MARANTZ 7 & 9; McIntosh C-22, MC -240, MC -275
& MC 3500. PAY THE BEST PRICE: (213) 278-3430,
8633 Airdrome St., LA, CA 90035.

McINTOSH OR MARANTZ (any model) TUBE TYPE
tuners, pre -amps, power amps, and WESTERN ELEC-
TRIC amps, drivers, horns, speakers, PAY CASH. David
Yo, 213-576-2642 P.O. Box 832. Monterey Park, CA
91754

PAY CASH FOR MCINTOSH C-22, MC -275, 240
ETC. MARANTZ 2,7,9 etc. ALSO WESTERN ELEC-
TRIC PRODUCTS 213-576-2642. David Yo, P.O. Box
832, MP., CA.91 754.

QUADRAPHONIC WANTED: Sansui ORX 9001 or
999 receiver; Ruggles or other Tale SO decoder; quad
LP's. Michael Robin, 120 Atlanta PI Pittsburgh, PA
15228 (412) 341-1686.

USED AUDIO:
QUAD of England, McINTOSH, AUDIO RESEARCH, DY-
NACO, LEVINSON, MARANTZ tubes, JBL, WESTERN
ELECTRIC, ElectroVoice PATRICIAN 600 and most
other esoteric separates, mc. carts, tonearms, tuners,
amps. NO MASS MERCHANDISE, please. Call collect
(617) 969-2727 or write: Bob Heenan, Box 782, Brook-
line Village, MA 02147. Also soon starting audio muse-
um for USA audio from 1930's to date. Interested con-
signors with FISHER, SCOTT, PILOT, RCA et al. and
suggestions please contact. (617) 969-2727

WANTED: MARANTZ AND McINTOSH TUBE
EQUIPMENT. Western Electric and RCA Products.
Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, WA.
98122. (206) 323-4987.

NOT BÉ BEAT!
SUPER SELECTION. FULL WARRANTY- FAST DELIVERY

 HI-FI, HIGH END &VIDEO 

VISA CALL 203-932-4265 NOW! MAC

* AUDIO PEOPLE *
998 Orange Ave., West Haxen,CT 06516

eIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIII11111IRIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIB

Wanted: Pair Altec 802-G drivers; pair JBL D175H
eight cell 1200 Hz horns with or without drivers. (318)
445-5480 evenings.

WANTED: RECORD/PLAY HEAD ASSEMBLY FOR
MAGNACORD PT63. SAMBERG, Box 30, Brooklyn,
NY 11229.

WANTED: SCOTT 310 E FM STEREO TUNER,
SCOTT LC -21 Stereo Pre -Amplifier, Scott 4310 FM
Tuner (212) 438-5714.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC 22A, 24A -27A
HORN, 713C, 594A & 555 drivers, 4 t 81 A woofers
and other W.E. products - Ohtsuka, 1450 22nd Ave-
nue, San Francisco, CA 94122 (415) 681-4767.

WANT OLDER WHARFEDALE AND NORELCO 12"-
8" FULL RANGE; speakers and tweeters, Trusonic
Coaxial Speakers. Some Norelco just stamped "Made in
Holland." Singles OK. No cabinets. Kalish, 565 Walnut
Avenue, Red Lands, Ca. 92373 (714)792-0220

YAMAHA TC800GL cassette deck with slant front.
Give condition and price. C. Sarver, 10 Allegheny Cen-
ter, apt 407, Pittsburgh, PA 15212. 412-323-9613

PLANS & KITS
TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprolector lap -dis-
solve plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp
schematics. $8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood. S. Eu-
clid, OH 44121, TF

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no in-
vestment/experience business makes money! Others
work for you! Free Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Para-
dise, CA 95969

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES, High Performance
Loudspeakers and Electronics. Audioworkshop, Box
18009 Seattle, WA. 98118 (206) 323-4987 after 5PM.

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Cleaver plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble. Box 10033,
Houston, TX. 77206.

TAPE RECORDINGS

ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Philips, Argo,
Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn. Catalogue $1.00. Bar-
clay -Crocker, Room 1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC,
10004. TF

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) fil-
ters in 6 db-, 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified.
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz,
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regu
fated power supply,

STEREO BI -AMP $139
Tri-amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
available at comparable prices. Other
available features: Summer for "single
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimina-
tion filters supplied with or without bass
boost, level controls.

FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS

500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in fil-
ters, regulated power supplies.
FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET

/A/

Write to:

ree4a ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson BI C, aver C,ty, CA 90230
Phone (2131 397 9668
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RADIO PROGRAMS PUBLICATIONS

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of
Thirties, Forties. Box 225. New York. N.Y. 10028. TF

RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or lust
listen. Great way to build your collection reasonably. Ca-
talog $1 refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore.
Ca. 94550 TF

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes.
Quality Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $1.00
refundable with first order. ADVENTURES, Box 4822-A.
Inglewood. California 90302 TF

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!
Tapes $1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. In-

formative 200 page catalog, $1.25. AM Treasures, Box
192 AU. Babylon. NY 1 t 702

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment

Sound Advice
Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147

PREAMPLIFIERS: Magnepan Unitrac-1

SME 3009/I

Audio Research Dynavecta Ruby (new)

SP3A-1 FR MC -201 (new)

Berning TF-10 Denon DL303 (new)

Carver C4000 van den HUL/Denon

Advent 300 103C (new)

Quad 44 Keith Monks KMAL

Theta A updated Mk3

Crown SL -1

Haller DH -101 SPEAKERS:

Dynaco PAS2/3X/
PAT4/5 Quad ESL

KLH-9
Snell A improded

Dahlquist D0-10
Acastat 3
Chartwell LS3/5A
Infinity RS4.5

ElectroVace
Patrician 800

Dynaco
A -10/A -25/A-35

POWER AMPLIFIERS:

Michaelson/
Austin TVA -1

Lux MB3045
Series 20 M-22

Crown PL -1

Bose 1801

Phase Linear 200/
40011/700B

DB Systems 6 (new)

Kenwood LO7M

Dynaco Stereo 70

TURNTABLES/
ARMSACARTS:

Linn Sondeé LP -12

680 4002
Thorens TD126/il
AR-xa&Xb

Pioneer PLC -590

Series 20 PA -1000

Hadcock GH-2280

Ratico SL -8E

MISCELLANEOUS:

KLH-8/13
Advent woofers

Advent MDC-1 mike

Nakamichi

System 1 rack

Bose 2201

HK Citation X

ReVox1377 /hispd
McIntosh MI -3

Quad AM -3

hundreds more products

too numerous to print Call

la details Sorry, no lists

Equipment bought, sold
traded & brokered

(617) %9-2727

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio. Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $21
"Electronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC
29439. T F

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS
NAME -BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded.
Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings
from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell,
TDK. Ampex, Scotch. BASF, etc. SASE new catalogue.
MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131. (408)
262-8793

SERVICES
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and
cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing.
Masters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates.
Joseph Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819
Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134 TF

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR
TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE
LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHEST-
NUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203 TF

ELECTRONIC
X-OVERS-from $97.00. For Bi-
amp, Tri-amp, and Subwoofers. 12 or
18dB/octave. Free folder with reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street, East
Northport, NY 11731. (516) 757-8990.

I31ack
Sti?'ks

en IN Tit USA.
Affordable Esoterica

for the
Distingushed Listener

F -or more information and a dealer near you
please write to.

BLACK ACOUSTICS
1760 Monrovia, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

(714) 645-8877

BERNING

SONY

/1l DIO LAB
Eli lll

ESPRIT

QUAD
0110111 Y UNI I AMP( If IE R

DOME .5 TIC)

.r, FSt 8ESi631NFWI

MODEL 3009 SERIES Ili
& WWII 3009 SE RIF S III S

crown.
I M2 St :' PI .' .384

'1á BESI CROWN IODAIE'1
1

'12;11Nr., InN Sf 1711

General Sound og

AD N DEX

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

ADS 41

Allison Acoustics

Shure Brothers (50)

Sony (21) 12

Speaker lab 86

Stanton (15) 3

TDK (22, 23) 13, 66

Technics (24) Cov. IV

._Telarc (1) 57

Yamaha 60, 61

58

Audio Critic 62

Audio Technica (1) 57

B&W (2) 91

Bryston Manufacturing (3) 62

Carver Corp. (4) 65

Cizek (5) 12

dbx (6) 11

dbx 63

Discwasher 2

Dynavector (7) 40

Electro -Voice 8

International Hi -Fi (8) 86

JVC 8 7 , Cov. Ill

McIntosh (10) 66

Maxell (1 1) 7

MXR 67

Nakamichi 45
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Onkyo (14) 59
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Polk Audio (17) 90
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

Well. it has happened. The uni-
versal coded LP disc is an-
nounced, and sooner than I

could have imagined. A compression/
expansion disc, played through a de-
code or expand circuit, and it is explicitly
intended to replace the standard non -
coded LP across the board, worldwide,
from audiophile to disco and back. Big
order! But by the time this is in print you
may be able to buy a few. And play them
on your own equipment, perhaps even
decoded.

The new system, which promises
near -total background silence and great-
ly increased dynamic range, comes from
CBS, no less, out of the same labs that
developed the LP itself back in 1948.
The name is CX, and evidently CX has
been a long while in gestation. But now it
is out, and it brings some real surprises
with it, as well as a lot of canny market
thinking.

In October 1980 I suggested that the
final development of the aged LP sys-
tem, in that "Great Interim" before the
all -digital disc finally takes over, would
have to be just such a coded LP to
bypass the fixed limitations of the LP me-
dium. Dbx has done splendid early
spade work in that direction, building up
a convincing catalogue of special LPs
that play through the dbx II decode cir-
cuit. But CBS has thought ahead more

widely. Just as it did with the LP in
1948.

CBS is offering its CX system royalty -
free to all corners on a licensing basis.
And mindful, perhaps, of some recent
disasters, it will sell CX-coded discs at
the same price as ordinary LPs. The two
types will mix freely and there will be
only ONE release of each recording,
whether CX coded or non -coded. You
may remember that the SQ quadraphon-
ic disc was usually sold at a premium, in
special packaging, and there were TWO
versions of every item.

Anathema! As we should know, the
record dealers can make or break any
new development simply by the way
they treat the product, and there is noth-
ing they hate more than "dual invento-
ry" - two (or more) versions of each
and every release, with all the extra
space required for stock and the dismal
confusions in selling. So there will be
only one release. The market will hardly
show a ripple.

But (double take) how can that be?
How is it done? Here's the biggest
surprise, total compatibility! That is, the
new CX records must necessarily play
exactly as well as any standard LP on
any phono table WITHOUT decoder!
Crazy. Most of us would have thought it
impossible.

Play a CX-coded LP on your regular

table, any grade, and you will hear a
standard LP sound, with the usual quali-
ties we associate with our present rec-
ords in terms of the sound itself, the
background or surface noise and the
(somewhat limited) dynamic range. The
CX coding does not materially affect the
regular playback. I will say nothing at this
point as to how it is done, though via
CBS technical literature I think I can see
the trick. Main thing is it works. The CX
disc, without a decoder, is simply an LP,
of whatever sort.

But play that disc on a table connect-
ed through the (inexpensive) CX decode
circuit, which will be available in a box or
built into audio equipment by summer's
end, and presto! CX blossoms forth with
near -digital, almost total background si-
lence and a dynamic range you have not
heard on any standard LP. It's having
your cake and eating it, too.

Those who have heard the dbx rec-
ords will know what I mean. This is a
new sound that simply is not possible
without coding, not even on the fanciest
audiophile disc. It hits you instantly. I see
no reason why the CX sound shouldn't
be as good as dbx. Even with quite dif-
ferent circuit details, the effect should be
similar in the two systems.

But, alas, the dbx disc is not compati-
ble. Play a dbx disc without the associat-
ed decode circuit and it sounds awful. I

should know - I keep doing it by mis-
take, forgetting to push the button. Fact
is, the dbx disc was never intended to
play minus dbx II circuitry. It is compati-
ble in that it uses the same basic LP
playback equipment. But you must have
a decoder as a matter of course (or dbx II
in your tape equipment, which can also
do the job). And there are two versions
of the music, two records. One coded,
the other standard.

Whereas CBS evidently has worked
from the beginning towards what they
saw as an absolute necessity, a disc that
would play like a standard LP when
there was no decoder. Some engineer-
ing challenge! But also a considerable
feat of far-seeing, where others, includ-
ing dbx, didn't think of looking.

I am not speaking for either company
but I think we can see what happened.
Dbx, like Dolby, has been mostly and ini-
tially concerned with tape and its prob-
lems. The dbx compander circuits first
appeared in that connection. Dbx II

works well with disc and no doubts. But
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The new CX system
promises near -total
background silence
and greatly increased
dynamic range capability.

The wave of the future.
Speakerlab's new Wave Aperture" Speakers are

unlike any speakers you've ever seen or heard. They
work on the principle that if the sound source is small
compared to the wavelength, the sound field will be
broad and uniform. The result is incredibly accurate
reproduction anywhere in the room.

The drivers are arranged vertically in tall, narrow,
remarkably stylish enclosures with oak -veneer top and
base. Features include polypropylene woofers, passive
radiators and Samarium Cobalt Leaf tweeters.

The new Wave Aperture' Speakers-
each individually tested, from

Speakerlab.

r
A18

name

'Send more information
on the new Wave Aperture"

Speakers plus your latest catalog.

address

city state zip

4eoketIo
ept. A18, Box C30325 Wallingford Station

L.Seattle. Washington 38103

it includes, among other things, some
high -end equalization optimized for tape.
That's OK for disc too, and maybe of
benefit. The mirror -image code/decode
circuit cancels it out in playback and all
is well. But without the decoder, the
equalization is all too audible! That
wasn't part of the dbx thinking. The dbx
disc can never make the grade as a
standard LP. It wasn't supposed to.

On the other hand, CBS, which sells
tapes, has primarily been disc orientated
since the earliest Columbia 78s. The CX
thinking is entirely disc, removed from
tape considerations. And as a big com-
pany, CBS automatically worked in
terms of the entire LP market. Hi-fi, au-
diophile, classical are only a small seg-
ment of this huge area. CX had to suit
the whole of it. So it was indeed "have
your cake and eat it," with two equally
heavy priorities. Technical perfection in
the decoding. AND effortless compatibil-
ity. Without any compromise. That was
surely the goal.

There are bound to be doubters, of
course. Many people distrust all this
compression and expansion business
and indeed, in the past, the "mirror im-
age" method has not done well for itself,
simply because the mirrors, the oppos-
ing circuits, are not very good sonic mir-
rors. No such circuit, you understand,
can ever be perfectly mirrorlike. There is,
so to speak, "play," and worse, that can
be offensive to a musical ear when not
controlled with real finesse. You'll find
mountains of technical literature on this
subject.

But, as I remarked in an earlier col-
umn on dbx II discs, things have moved
on, these last years. Incredible improve-
ments in circuit accuracy and control
and, even more important, a great gain
in the use of psychoacoustics, the canny
knowledge of how the ear hears or does
not hear. That's how Dolby did it, using
the masking effect of one sound over an-
other. Now, all this has come down to
tiny measurements in milliseconds as to
what the ear will do with this or that type
of near -instantaneous sound. Not only in
coded records, of course, or coded
tapes. The late improvements in ambi-
ence units tie in with such advanced
studies of the ear. Astonishing things
can now be done, if you wish, to fool the
ear into hearing what we want it to hear.
Never forget that, in another field, the
moving picture and television depend

entirely on the eye's false reading of a
series of separate still pictures! That, of
course, is the "psycho" power, and it
can be applied just as neatly in the area
of listening.

I will be very surprised if CX is judged
as less than seemingly perfect as decod-
ed from the new discs. Everything says it
should work, right through the ingenious-
ly calculated fourfold time-lapse filters
that help control the variable gain of the
expansion. Devilish clever.

I am more doubtful over the long run
as to that equally crucial playback effect,
the encoded disc played straight, as an
ordinary LP. But the arguments, again,
are impressive - the thing should
sound LP -like, with no important losses
or aberrations. (Anyhow, you'll only have
the one version to try.)

A final thought. Assuming that CX
does indeed take over in a large way, we
will then find CX records being played
on every sort of equipment including the
vast mass of department store and
supermarket non -fi, down to the very
bottom. That's part of the plan. What
then?

You see how tricky the CBS thinking
has been! Suppose, let us say, that 96
percent of these early CX-coded discs
never are heard through a CX decoder
at all? So what! They cost no more, and
they play like any LP.

But what happens when cheapie
equipment begins to include a decoder
for the by -then ubiquitous coded LP?
(That, again, is the intention.) Right now,
most such equipment can benefit from
the sudden added silence, assuming it
isn't drowned out in hum and such. Or
by people noises. But the added dynam-
ic range might be a difficulty. Too much.
Unless you turn the volume down to
near -silence in the softer music, you'll
get blasts and buzzes.

And in the future, gradually, the
equipment of this sort will be modified,
price for price, to adapt more easily to
the CX potential. Not difficult! A bit more
amp power here (say, from 2 to 5
watts...), a sturdier pair of little speak-
ers there, and the deed is done.

So, all in all, CX really has it made, on
every front. It might even be so good that
the digital disc itself will be postponed
even longer while the big boys fight it
out! That is exactly what CBS has in
mind. They even say so. So watch CX.
And we shall see. Q
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Choosing a receiver can be a painful ex-
perience. Especially when the features you
want mos: aon't all happen to come in the
same package.

But now there's the JVC R -S77. With the
sound purl} of Super -A amplification. The,
precision and beauty of quartz tuning.
And the flaxble control of JVC's 5 -band
S.E.A. gra:nic equalizer.

By completely eliminating switching
distortion, super -A allows the subtle
details of musical overtones to come
through cleanly and naturally. Add a pow
erful 60 warts per channel into 8 ohms,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than
0.005°/o total harmonic distortion and you rave ar
amplifier teat sounds convincingly live on ail kinds
of music, loud or soft, simple or complex.

The quartz tuning system zeros in perfectly on
every FM and AM station. So distortion and noise
remain in-iritesimally low. And with o,Jr pushbutton
memory system. you can tune in any of six FM Jr
six AM stations instantly.

With our built-in S.E.A. graphic equalizer yJu
can give your system a thousand sound p.r-
sonalities. From flat -accurate for classical.To

bright and puncfiy for pc,Jclar. Cr
in between You can also fix

speaker quirks and room acoustics.
Beauty. Conwe-ience Confrcl. Arc

stunning sounc gluality. New you ion't
have to chccse which yDu want
3ecause you get them _II n the ¿VC
R -S77 receiver.

Aura AIB Jagged temer 1 ne
ndrates ewnch ng dust rhon

JVC Super -it STaott-~er rrE.
swdch nt di storto t abze. t

S.EA.g apt c equalizer Pe ni ndepe<der,.
cortro of 5 tcnal regionE

US JUC DCIiF
41 Slate- Dive. Elmr )oc Part, NJ 374C.7
JVC CANADA IN Scarborcur. On



BEHND THE SCE\ES
BERT WHYTE

The 69th convention of the Audio
Engineering Society was held at
the Los Angeles Hilton, May 12

to 15. For the first time in quite a few
years, I was not in attendance, having
been laid low by a nasty bug. Thus, this
report is by way of my splendid surro-
gate, Dr. Barney V. Pisha, one of Au-
dio's Senior Editors and our resident
phono cartridge expert.

Barney tells me that although the con-
vention was well attended, things were a
bit on the low-key side. Some part of this
can be attributed to the poor level of re-
cording business which is virtually epi-
demic in the Los Angeles area recording
studios. It is said that "for sale" signs
have been hung in a considerable num-
ber of studios. A lot of the smaller fry are
really hurting, but even some of the Big
Deal studios have had to retrench. The
poor business climate seemed to be re-
flected on the exhibit floors of the con-
vention, with many visiting recording en-
gineers wistfully eyeing all the dazzling
new digital recording baubles which
were financially out of their reach.

However, digital recording looms ever
larger in the scheme of things. There is
little doubt that given a more salubrious
business climate and some progress in
establishing a digital recording standard,
this business will boom. Alas, in spite of
ongoing meetings of digital committees,
little progress has been made, and the
more cynical types feel any standard is
still a long way off.

Be that as it may, digital recording
equipment continues to proliferate. A
case in point is Sony's introduction of
their PCM-3324, a 24 -channel, station-
ary -head digital recorder. The unit uses
half -inch tape, has 16 -bit linear encod-
ing, and switchable 44.1 and 50.4 kHz
sampling rates. Error correction is by
CRCC and cross interleave code. The
recorder also incorporates the SMPTE
code, and overdubbing and punch -in/
punch -out are provided with digital
cross -feed characteristics. Sony also in-
troduced the PCM 1610, an updated
version of their PCM 1600 unit. The new
processor features switchable transform-
er/transformerless inputs and outputs.
Perhaps the most important new feature
for many people is the $12,000 reduc-
tion in price from the original PCM 1600
unit. PCM 1600 recorders can be updat-
ed to PCM 1610 specifications for a
nominal charge. Word also comes from

Sony that they have signed an agree-
ment with MCI to share in the format and
technology of the digital recording tech-
nology presently shared by Sony and
Willi Studer.

Mitsubishi was on hand with their cur-
rent models of their X-80 two -channel,
stationary -head digital recorder, as well
as their huge X-800, 32 -channel station-
ary -head digital recorder. Delivery is now
slated for late fall of this year at a rather
breathtaking $200,000. Near the same
lofty price point is 3M, with their pioneer-
ing 32 -channel digital recorder. 3M
claims there are now more than 50 of
these recorders in daily use throughout
the world.

A new category of digital recorder has
begun to appear. Technics broke
ground in this respect with their model
SV-P100, an integrated VHS videocas-
sette transport with LSI chips for PCM
digital recording and playback. (See
June 1981 "VideoScenes.") Quantizing
is 14 -bit linear encoding to EIAJ stand-
ards with a 44.056 -kHz sampling rate.
Now Hitachi has introduced a similar
unit, their PCM-V100, which again uses
a special VHS videocassette deck with
LSI chips for PCM record and playback.
As you might expect, the EIAJ 14 -bit lin-
ear encoding is used here too, with the
ubiquitous 44.056 -kHz sampling rate.
An interesting characteristic of this new

breed of PCM recorder is that in addition
to the standard NTSC VCR format, the
units are compatible with the PAL and
SECAM VCR formats. Strong rumor has
it that several other Japanese companies
will be introducing these integrated
VHS/PCM digital recorders.

Denon has been in the digital record-
ing field for some time now and has just
introduced a new unit, the DN-035R
four -channel,'/

3/4 -inch

digital recor-
der. Using -inch U-Matic type tape
cassettes, the system uses 16 -bit linear
encoding and a 44.1 -kHz sampling rate.
The switchable 2/4 channels will appeal
to those who want to do digital recording
but need more flexibility than the usual
two -channel format.

In the analog tape world, which is still
very much with us, Technics introduced
the latest version of their well-known
closed -loop recorder, the RS -10A02. A
two -channel, half-track unit for profes-
sional and broadcast use, the unit has all
bias, EQ, and level adjustments on the
front panel, as well as a built-in test oscil-
lator. Also in the analog tape world, 3M
introduced Scotch 226/227 mastering
tape, which they state is bias compatible
with Ampex 456. Among other things, a
2 to 3 dB improvement in print -through
characteristics is claimed. Significantly,
this permits 3M to sell the Scotch 227
tape, which is one -mil thick, for use in
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Sansui. Better turntables for
today's better discs.

A RECORD IS ONLY AS GOOD AS THE
TURNTABLE IT'S PLAYED ON.

Today, because of sophisticated recording
techniques, records are better.There's more
and more music in the grooves.

And with digital, direct -to -disc, and half -
speed mastering, audiophile discs are near-
ing perfection.

So your equipment has to be better to
meet these tougher, higher standards. That's
why Sansui's new line of turntables is designed
to play today's audiophile discs- and tomor-
rovs. Wé ve combined high technology with
convenience. Take a look.

The fully automatic, direct -drive XR-Q11 fea-
tures a microprocessor controlled program-
mer that lets you choose the playing order of
up to seven selections; the quick response
quartz -crystal PLL servo
system with digital read-
out greatly improves
turntable accuracy and
stability; and the solid
BMC base helps elimi-

nate feedback. Result'? Wow and flutter reduc-
ed to 0.015% and a 78dB signal-to-noise ratio.

Our mid -priced FR -D55 shares many of the
outstanding features of the XR-Q11, including
direct drive, sequence programmer, and the
straight-line, DynaOptimum-Balanced (DOB)
tonearm with a separate motor to control its
fully automatic operation.The arm tracks only
the record, not nearby footsteps or speaker -
transmitted vibrations.

Like the FR -D55, the modestly priced
FR -D35 has a direct -drive motor, patter and
strobe indicator, with ±3% pitch control.
Impressive 0.025% wow/flutter and 72dB
S/N ratio. And all upfront operating controls,
so you don't need to raise the dustcover.

That's only half the Sansui tu-ntable story --
there are three other models to choose from

the XR-QS', FR -D45 and
the FR -D25
Listen to your better rec-
ords on Sansui's oetter
turntables. At your local
Sansui dealer.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071, Gardena, CA 90248

Sansui Electronics Co., Ltd.,Tokyo, Japan
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Digital recording looms
ever larger, and with a
better business climate
and a recording standard,
this area could boom.

longer play mastering.
With the onrush of digital recording,

many companies are introducing a varie-
ty of "digital -ready" products.
Loudspeakers are certainly in this cate-
gory, and JBL had VP John Eargle ex-
plaining the highlights of their big new
monitor speakers, Models 4430 and

4435. The speakers are two-way sys-
tems employing biradial horns from 1

kHz upwards. The 4430 has a single
15 -inch woofer of a new design, while
the 4435 employs two of the new 15 -
inch woofers. Users of either monitor
speaker need have no fear of digital dy-
namics. The 4435 can handle 300

The New Polk Audio
RTA 128

It looks like a $1500 speaker, it sounds like a $1500
speaker, but it costs less than $500!

The new Polk Audio RTA 12B is a reference
speaker designed for the appreciative lis-
tener seeking the finest in sound. While
most speakers which offer comparable
sound to the RTA 12B are extremely expen-
sive, the 12B offers superb sound and excep-
tional value at an affordable price.
The RTA 12B is a full floorstanding system
which is supplied in mirror imaged pairs. It
incorporates Polk trilaminate-polymer
drivers, a dual isophase crossover network
and 12" fluid coupled subwoofer. It was
designed using the aid of Polk's newly de-

veloped digital sampling -fast Fourier trans-
form computer testing procedure. The RTA
12B, while costing less than $500 each, can
be directly compared against the $1500
each and up, super speakers. When you do
you'll hear many more similarities than dif-
ferences. Use the reader service card for
full information on the new RTA 12B and our
other similarly superb sounding speakers
starting from less than $125 each.

Polk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St., Baltimore,
MD. 21230, 301-837-4300.
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

The Affordable Dream

The Speaker Specialists

watts from 100 Hz down to 22 Hz. The
sensitivity of the 4435 is a brisk 96 dB
from 1 watt at 1 meter.

Another digital -ready loudspeaker
system (to put it mildly) is John Meyer's
new compact subwoofer for his ACD
monitor system. Utilizing two special 15 -
inch woofers in a vented enclosure, this
unit can handle a continuous output of
120 watts from 100 Hz down to 30 Hz!

Crown was showing two new profes-
sional amplifiers, the PS -400 and the
PS -200, with respective output power (4
ohms, full bandwidth) of 260 watts and
135 watts. Also new was their MX 4
mono electroriic crossover. Newly re-
packaged and updated is the Badap
BDP-2 audio computer. Now a much
more compact 5.25 inches in height and
only 35 pounds in weight, it is much
more suitable for field use. Price is ex-
pected to be around $5,500.

Needless to say, there were other in-
teresting items at the convention which
Dr. Pisha told me about but which would
require a personal look-see for any com-
ment I might make. Q

AES Moves LA to October,
Drops Apple for 1982

The Board of Governors of the Au-
dio Engineering Society has
changed the dates of the 1982

Los Angeles Convention from May to
October and has cancelled the New
York Convention for next year. Plans for
the 71st Convention, scheduled to take
place in Montreux, Switzerland, March 2
to 5, 1982, remain unchanged. The ac-
tion came as a result of a day -long meet-
ing of the Board of Governors during the
Los Angeles Convention last May.

The Society is interested in hearing
from members about this change in tim-
ing, and various members of the Board
of Governors have noted privately that
they are very concerned with the rapidly
advancing peripheral costs of attending
and exhibiting at the Conventions. They
specifically cite air fares, hotel costs,
and difficulties associated with bringing
key personnel to Conventions. Also
mentioned was the increasing number of
shows and conventions, as well as the
associated timing difficulties. Those who
wish to comment should write to the Au-
dio Engineering Society, Suite 2520, 60
East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10165.
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1939...FIRST DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.

1951...FIRST MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE.

1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

1981...DENON'S DP-6OL DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE.
The latest stage in Denon's refinement of direct -drive is the

DP -60L Semi -Automatic Turntable. It uses a unique AC Servo-
motor with a quartz "clock" speed -reference to ach,eve exceptional
tcrque and speed accuracy, while eliminating the corrective speed
surges that degrade the performance of other direct -drive turn-
tables. The DP -60L is supplied with two plug-in tonearm wands-
one straight and one S-shaped-to assure a precise match -up
with the characteristics of any phono cartridge.

The result? Musically cleaner sound. free of sonic smearing.
The Denon turntables for 1981: Six musical instruments

from the company where innovation is a tradition.

In 1939, while
many turntable manu-
facturers were trying to
make the transition
from horn phono-
graphs to electrical
record players, Denon
developed its first
direct -drive turntable.
(shown above). Denon
engineers discovered
that only a direct con-
nection between mdtor
and platter-free of the
pulleys or belts found
in more primitive drive
mechanisms-could
completely eliminate
speed fluctuations that
obscure musical detail.

Today, many turn-
table makers have dis-
covered the virtues of
direct -drive. it is now
the accepted means of
approaching state-of-
the-art performance.
But only one company
has had 40 years to
refine the direct -drive
principle. It is the same
company that 29 years
ago developed another
technology now in
widespread use: the
Moving -Coil Cartridge.
It is the same company
that changed the entire
process of recording
music by inventing digi-
tal (PCM) recording.

The company is
Denon.

DENON
Imagine
what well
do next
111rr NI, ; un 1ir.ulrr .`.irrvu r Grn1

Denon America. Inc.
27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N . 07006



THATS THE WAY IT WAS
WALTER I. SFIGAL

CBS Correspondent Robert Trout,
often called the "Iron Man of
Radio" who first used the term

"- reside chat" when introducing Presi-
dent Franklir D. Roosevelt in 1933, was
the best -dressed newsman covering
New York Ci:v's Easter Parade in March
1937. His ratty attire included a wrist
m,ropione and a 300 -MHz UHF
transmitter designed to resemble a cane
or walking dick. This transmitter was
usad beginning in 1936 for news and
spacial event pickups.
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You expect precision from quartz -locked
direct -drive. But with a wow and flutter specifi-
cation of 0.019% WRMS, the JVC DD -9 goes
beyond your wildest expectations.

Audibly, this means complete freedom 'rom
pitch wavering. Plus uncanny clarity in the high
frequencies thanks tc almost total absence of
flutter.

What else can you expect `rorn a deck that's
this accurate? Dolby' C for one th ng. It re-
duces noise by 20 dB (versus 10 cB with :l -e
previous Dolby system). And it operates much
farther down into the midrange, giving 15 dB
noise reduction even at 500 Hz.
Against this newfound background of
silence you'll hear a greater resolution
of musical details, especially w ti wide -
range source material.

There's other JVC magic in the
DD -9, too. Like our computer B.E.S.T
system that automatically measures
every tape you use. Then sets bias, EQ
and noise -reduction values to achieve
ruler -flat response with lowest pcssible distor-
tion. While JVC's heralded Sen-Alloy (SA; °
Heads give you supremely low distortion plus
rugged durability, al in a three -head
configuration.
- Dolby ,s a bstlemark of Dolby Laboraories

'here s also an electronic -d o'.al
tape/time counter. Peak/VU flucres
cent level meters. Memory and
Aub Rewind. And full -logic transport
controls

s the -e a place in your system for a
deck as accurate as tie DD -9? Or the
DD -7 or DD -5, both with wow and flut-
ter at 0.021% WRMS? Why not visit a
J\.C dealer and find out.

CD -7 war quartz- ocked direc-drive.

Quartz- o:kedc irect-dive transport.

us JVC CORP
41 Slater Crve. Elmwod Park, NJ 07427
JVD CANADA, INC . S.arborough. Ori.



Beyond quartz, the world's most precise tuning system,
lies a new abilit to ex  and sound.

Imagine you're in a room with Technics SA -828 receiver.
What you hear is beautiful stereo Then you activate Technics
variable Dimension Control. Incredibly, the sound begins
to move. The sterec image widens to the point where the
music begins to surround you. You're intrigued by its richness
and depth. You'ré enveloped by a new experience in sound.
That's the wonder of the patented technology in Technics
Dimension Control.

Just as wondrous is quartz synthesis, the world's most
precise tuning system. That's how the SA -828 quartz syn-
thesizer eliminates FM drift as well as the hassle of tuning.
You can even preset and instantly retrieve 7 FM and 7AM
stations, all perfectly in tune.

Another perfect example of Technics technology is our

synchro-bias circuitry. What it does is constantly send minute
amounts of power to the amplifier transistors. And since
tney can't switch on or off, switching distortion is eliminated.

And when it comes to power, the SA -828 has plenty:
100 watts per channel minimum RMS into 8 ohms from
20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.005% total harmonic
distortion.

The SA -828 goes on to show its sophistication with a
super -quiet phono equalizer, soft touch program selectors,
f Ily electronic volume control, and a Dimension Control dis-
play that doubles as a power level meter.

Technics SA -828 is part of a full line of quartz synthe-
sized receivers. Hear it for yourself. Beyond its quartz
synthesizer lies a new dimension in sound.

Technics
The science of sound
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